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SYNOPSIS
The purpose of this study was to explore, through the use ora case study. the impact of
an eight-week residential learning program upon self-concept. learn ing and understanding
of comm unity amongst adolescent participants. Anecdotally, extended reside ntial
learning programs are viewed as having positive effects upon participants, with this study
aiming to co llate empiri cal data outlining program impact.

The study explored one cohort of Year Nine students (0 = 22) attending the residential
program in 200 I. The ratio of students included fifteen males and seven females. The
study utilized multiple methods of data collection including intervi ews, focus groups,
obsc r:alion. the Learning Process Questionnaire and the Sclf··Description Questionnaire
II In order to address the research question.

FlTldmgs from th e research indicate that the extended residenliallearning program has a
P l\:-;I1I'·C

imp':lCt upon the self-concept of panicipams, with two facets of self-concept

dcm onstra tlng statist ically significant change across the eight-week period. The results
also dlustr3te that concepts oflearning amongst participants undergo change throughout
thl..· rrogr30l. Understa ndings of community are seen to positively increase in the time
pJrtlc!pants spend at the setting and a re refl ected in the language used to describe both
the home and the residential settings. Significantly, the interview data demonstrates that a
shl ft occurs in the linguistic structures and features used by adolescents, with participants
adop ting the features of a new discourse in order to describe and reflect upon their
e~:pcricnces.

nle results of the study demonstrate that the extended residential learnin g program has a
poslli,·c impact upon participants. with this research prov iding an overview of the impact
in three key areas, sel f-concept, learning and understanding of commu nit y. Two
associated themes to emerge from the three key areas were the development of new

VIII

relationships and the development of interpersonal skills amongst participants. The study
also highlights an emerging area of research, the impact of such programs upon the
language use of adolescents, thus contributing to a growing body of knowledge in this
field.
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CHAPTER ONE: INTRODUCTION

Residential learning programs have grown in prominence within the secondary school
curriculum , where they often cater for Year Nine students and seek to address the
needs of students at this particular stage of adolescence (Gray,

1 997~

Young, 2001).

The programs usuall y invol ve an extended stay at a residential setting far removed

from the location of both the secondary schoo l and the home (Smith, Carlson,
Donaldson & Masters, 1972, p. 105). While the aims of such programs can be defined
broadly as seeking to provide students with greater independence and self-esteem
(Gray. 1997), little research has been undertaken which documents either the
underlying philosophy of such curriculum initiatives, nor the impact of these
programs upon adolescent parti cipants (Gray, 1997). Thi s research compri ses an
exp loratory case study which investigates the impact of an extended residentia l
learning experience in a small rural town upon the adolescent participants. In
particular. the research explores the impact of a residential experience upon
adolescents in the three areas of self-concept , learning and understanding of
community. with a focus upon the language used by students to describe this impact.

1.1 Olltlille oJth e thesis
The thesis takes a phenomeno logical approach to a case stud y expl oring the impact of
an extended rural residential learning program upon adolescents in the areas of selfconcept. learning and understandi ng of community. In documenting this research the
thesis has been set out in the following way.

The fir st chapter consists of a brief background to the study, along with a brief
exploration of the signifi cance and limitations assoc iated with this research. A
summary of my own background as a researcher has been included in order to
articu late m y views on the importance of educational research.

Chapter Two is an exploration of the residential learning program which is the focus
of the study. An explanation of the program, the goals and the underlying philosophy
of the residential setting is presented. Drawing on the residential program used as the
basis of thi s case study, the chapter illustrates the three focal points of the research
study - self-concept, learning and understanding of community - and gives an
expli cation of the key research question .

The third chapter is devoted to research methodology. The methodological approach
of a phenomenological case study is the key to how the research is framed and
conducted . The broader epistemological underpinnings of this approach are also
briefly explored in regards to this study. Methods of data collection are examined,
along with the general methods of anal ysis utilized within the research .

The fourth chapter is the review of literature within this fi eld, beginning with a
discussion of the current context of education. The emergence of residential learning
programs is explored, with an overview of recent research in this area providing an
illustration of where the present study will contri bute to an existing field of
knowledge. The review explores literature associated with the foca l points of the
research - self-concept, learnin g and understanding of commun ity - by including an
exami nation of literature regarding student approaches to learning, adolescent
development and self-concept and discourse ! language use.

Chapter Five presents an analysis of the data collected to gauge how indi viduals
describe their experience at the residential setting. Links between the various data
Sources are presented and examined, with detail provided on the development of
coding of observational and interview data. This chapter explores the key overarch ing
themes established duri ng analysis and the link between these themes and the three
focal points of the research question. Analysis of the particular language and
dIscourse pauems utilized by participants is presented, demonstrating one type of
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learning occurring at the setting. A taxonomic anal ysis of variou s types of learning
identifi ed as pertaining to the residential setting is also examined in thi s chapter.

Cha pter Six provides an overview of the signifi cant findin gs and a consideration of
these fi ndings in the li ght of ex isting studies. The chapter explores the implications of
thi s study for a variety of professionals in the fiel d of extended residential learning
programs. Chapter Six concl udes with recomm endations for future research in th is
fi eld.

1. 2 Background to the study
The emergence of short-term residenti al programs is, in part, a response to a world in
which the face of education is rapidly changing (Beane, 1993; Young, 1998). The
need for education to address a range of social and emotional fac tors, along with
tradl1lonal academic pursuits, is now viewed as increasingly important within
contemporary soc iety, with the onset of adolescence providing the entry point fo r
such educat iona l foc i:
1 named the larger purpose fOL .. curri cul um ... It is to
open the hearts and mi nds of young people to the
possibilities fo r a more just and humane worl d- a world
in which human d ignity, the democrat ic way of life and
the prizing of d iversity are more widely shared and
experienced. (Beane, 1993, p. xiv)
rhc report to UNESCO (United Nati ons Educational, Scientific and Cu ltural

)rganis3tion) of the internati onal Commission on Educati on for the Twenty-first
~ en:ury.

Learning: n,e Treasure Withi" (Delors, 1996) clearly documents the need to

·rovide adolescents wit h an education whi ch enables them to gain a sense o f
ldependence while enhancing their life and worl d skills. Within such a culture the
xtended residentia l learning program appears the perfec t sen ing in which to fu lfil
lese aims of independence and life sk ill learni ng. Primarily still th e domai n of
letropolitan private schools, the extended residentia l learning program is often
tuated in a rural or coasta l area in order to provide a new geographica l and social
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experience for students (Cooper, 1991; Hayllar in McRae, 1990; Young, 200 1).
Examples of such programs in Victoria are Geelong Grammar's Timbertop campu s,
Methodist Ladies' College Campus Marshmead, Lauriston Girls School's Howqua
Campus, the Alpine School at Dinner Plain (a state school initiative), and Eltham
College's Flinders Lane Campus, located in the city of Melbourne for students from
the urban fringe and outlying country areas.

The residential program builds on the notions of ou tdoor education, experient ial
learning and the tradition of residential boardi ng education, where students are
provided with a range of learning experiences, personal challenges and the
opportunity to reOect on those experiences. Centra l to the concept of residential
programs is the element of working together within the physical space and with the
other people in the setting (Fleming, 1999). Dewey (1938) in his text, Experience ami
Education, argued that an experiential educator must become aware of the

... conditions of the local community, physical,
historical, economic, occupational in order to utilize
them as educational resources (p. 40).
Young (2001, pp. 4-5) documents that many schools are now viewing extended
residential learning programs as a way of building resilience amongst students,
providing them with an understanding of how the world fun ctions and their place
within th e world and a community. The residential learning program uses both the
local resources and the residential nature of the program io provide students with
educational experiences related to academic, socia l, emotional and community
aspects .

Given that extended residential learning programs are becoming more prominent
within a number of schoo ls, it is necessary and worthwhile to conduct research into
what drives the establishment of programs, and what the impacts of these
interventions are upon the adolescent participants they are intended to cater for.

,

1.3 Researcher's Backgroulld
In conducting research we each bring to the framin g of questions and research
methodology our own experiences and values and it is worth documenting where my
interest in this research area comes from . As a secondary teacher and form er teacher
of Special Education programs, I have a strong interest in alternative approaches to
education, particularl y those programs which aim to address particular areas of need .
I view Year Nine students as being at a crucia l point in their educational, social and
emotional development. They are on the cusp of adolescence with biological and
emotional changes leaving them fe el ing like adult s and yet restricted by traditional
educational and social structures. It appears to me that it is quite o ften at this juncture
that the education system "loses" students by not acknowledging their desire for
ownership and independence. So for me as an educator, research of thi s nature is vital
in allowing adolescents the opportunity to voice thei r experiences and und erstandi ngs
of an educational intervention designed to meet their needs. Research of thi s nature
offers teachers the opportunit y to reflect criticall y on their practice and to experiment
wilh curriculum innovations as documented in reports about the impact of such
programs.

1.4 Sigllificallce oft" e S flIdy
While some research ha s been undenaken which explo res the impact of an extended
residentia ll ea ming program upon participants (for example Christensen. 1997; Gray.
1997; Jimenez. 1996), this study is significant as it not onl y explores the impact of
such a program upon the self.concept of adolescent participan ts. but also upon their
understanding ofbOlh learning and community. As the case under investigation is an
extended residential program in a sma ll rural lown , the dimension of li ving wi th in
community is an integral part of th e learning experi ence. With other residential
program s situated on the edge of lowns. the element o f community primarily consists
of those at the residential seuing. In this instance. however. the element of community

benefits of such programs has contributed to the focus of this presen t study, the
impact of an extended residential learning program upon self-concept, learning and
understanding of community amongst adolescent participants.

The study wi ll provide an overview of the key impacts of the residential learning
program. with the element of how the program impacts upon understanding of
community a significant fearure. Although the study lacks a longitudinal aspect, it
will form a basis for future studi es in the field of extended residential learning
programs.

The following chapter provides an overview of the extended residential learning
program forming the basis of thi s case study - Wesley College at Clunes.1 The chapter
explores the establ ishment of the residential campus, the underlying

p hil os~phy

and

program aims. The chapter concludes by drawing on th e Wesley College at Clunes
case to create the central research question underlyi ng the study.

I

See Append!.>.: 8 for leiter of pennisslOn fi'om Wes ley College to conduct stud y.
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CHAPTER TWO: SETTING THE SCENE
This chapter explores the case study in question - Wesley College at Clunes. The
chapter outlines the establishment of the residential learning campus, the program, its
underlying philosophy and its aims. After exploring the Wesley College program,
which fonns the basis of the case study, the chapter then examines the three focal
points of the research study deriving from this discussion of the residential setting.

Wesley College is a large co-educational private school composed of three campuses
in Melbourne, Victoria. In 1997 the principal of the college, David Loader, raised the
idea of establishing a residential learning campus. Loader had already expressed his
vision for the future of education in his 1997 book, The Inner Principal, where he
wrote:
I have changed my educational goal from the 'intentional
creation of a learning community' to the 'intentional
creation' of a 'living and learning community.' I wish to
place a greater emphasis on our living together, our
sharing, our interdependence and our individual lives
within that community. Education is more than academic
learning. It includes four essential elements: ,learning to
learn; life skills; personal growth; community
experience. (p. 59)
Loader's vision of the four essential elements of education can be broadly linked to
the four pillars of learning which Delors (1996) advocates in his report to UNESCO .
The literature review shows the four pillars of education as being 1) Learning to Live
together; 2) Learning to Know; 3) Learning to Do and 4) Learning to Be. Loader's
vision of education has similarities with these four pillars as he too argues that
education must provide individuals with the opportunity to learn how to live together
in community, how to look after oneself, and how to understand oneself. From these
aspects the focal areas of the research study - self-concept, learning and

understanding of community - began to take shape. Loader's expression of interest in
establishing a residential leaming program was taken on by Wesley Coll ege in 1998,
seeing the beginnings of a College Residential Establishing Comm ittee (CREe) who
were responsible for locating a site, developing a program and making Loader's
concept a reality. A middle school review conducted at the school high lighted the
need for a different curriculum to accommodate the needs of year nine students who
are at a particular developmental stage. The review identified student needs such as:
o
o
o
o
o

Adj usting to personal change
Developing greater independence
Developing a sense of identity
Shared responsibility
Involvement in decision making. (Loader, 1999, p. 13)

These needs were to be addressed in part by the establishment of a residential
program. The College aimed to have a residential campus operational by February
2000 and a site was chosen in the small rural town of Clunes, Victoria. The location
of the residential campus is unique in that it is situated in the centre of a rural
community which had for many years experienced significant economic decline. The
town was chosen for a number of reasons. one of those being that
"It is small enough for us to be a part of the communit y
and to be integrated into it". (Loader, 1999, p. 3)

This integration of the community was to become a key feature in the planning of the
residential learning program's philosophy and aims. The site' itself is built on Uniting
Church property, with structures including a church, Town Hall, Jubilee Hall and
Masonic Lodge used as learning spaces. There are twelve student houses built on the
site to accommodate eight students per house, in twin share rooms.

2.1 Philosophy

The underpinning philosophy of the res idential program as stat ed in Wesley College's
working documents (Loader, 1999) is:
The aim of the Wesley College residential project is the
educati on of the whole person in communit y. This
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philosophy outlines three aspects which are eq uall y
imponant:
• The philosophy of self.
• The interlinking communities.
• The place of spirituality and culture. (p, 3)
Within this philosophy the notion of self was conceptualized as invol ving five
domains, those of l)affirmation, 2)well-being, 3)reflecti ve, 4)expressive and
5)collaborative aspects (Loader, 1999, pp. 4-5). Through an exploration of these
dimensions of self, it was anticipated that students wou ld gain self-awareness and
understanding of themselves as individuals.

The aspect of community was viewed as a key component of the establi shment of
Wesley's residential vi llage, Through living in a sma ll rural community it was
envisaged that students would gain a greater understanding both of the lives Qf people
in a counlry community and of the relationships necessary to maintain well-being for
both mdlViduals and the broader community. The notion of spirituality and culture
was \'Je\\ed as a means of exploring the past and future of the people and culture of
:\ustral1.J.

Da\ld Loader had written in 1997 that he felt the current system of education did not
adequ.:lIcl~
Of l hl'

address the needs of young people. but through the underlying philosophy

\\'cslcy Residential Village his vision is clearly insc ribed:
The need is for a residential community experience of
significant duration creating an experiential workshop
sening: in which the study of community is possible:
where the achievement of mutual respect is supponed;
\\ here interpersonal skills can be fostered and where the
growth in self-esteem of all members is the goal.
(Loader, 1997. p. 160)

\\'ilhm thIS framewo rk the living arrangements of the residential program would be a
key aspect in promoting notions of self. community, respect for others, responsibility
and personal deve lopment.
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2.2 Tile Program
Students from Wesley College attend the residential learning village in Clunes for
eight weeks in Year Nine. The students are drawn from the three Melbourne
campuses, with panicipation in the program voluntary. Students li ve in houses in
groups of eight where they are responsible for the cooking of meals , cleaning,
shopping and care of the other members of the household . They are provided with a
set budget from which they purchase food, with the budget discussed at weekly house
meetings. Although no staff sleep in the student houses, each house has one staff
member appoi nted as a house leader, with this person assisting students in the
management of house meetings and the smooth running of the household.

While at Clunes for the eight weeks students complete a range of cou.rses and
el ec tives. along with the Clunes Project, which they choose according to their interest.
The courses and electives relate to the three philosophical underpinnings of the
program and include subject areas of history, culture, philosophy, community,
creativi ty, sc ience, physical education and life skills.

The Clunes Project runs for the eight-week period and is a se lf devised and selfdirected investigation into an area of the students' own choice. It is an individual
proj ect which consists of a number of components which students submit throughout
the eight week period including a proposal, log book, written repon. a presentation to
stafr, parents and peers and a reflective written piece. Through completing the project
students are asked to document their learning experi ences and at its conclusion reflect
on what they have discovered about themselves as learners.

Along with the courses. electives and their project. students panicipate in a range of
community activities. including community service with the elderl y, at the local
health centre. the primary school I kinderganen and environmental activities. Students
also have the opponuni ty to panicipate in local sponmg activities and to atlend a blue
light disco with local teenagers. These community activities combined with incidental

"

the '"It"M..ily . . . . of ...... .

H.n, It 7.30 ill die ......... II1II ....... 017.30 ........ ...~ • •

is • brief boule inspection, followed by •

momin& of cleanilll and .. lllllllIIIIlIiI

aw.day . Students have free time ...b aftemooa betw.... four II1II lilt but ......

out of the village in

tpOUpI

of three for safety

day. Throughout the eight wcclt

teUOIII.

prosram parental _

Fi...... I

m__ •

with ....... II

in order to promote greater independence and autonomy amongat students.
students can call parents regularly, their parents drop them off at the reaidcatill

=

on the weekend at the end of Week Four to apend the day with their

again on Presentation Day at the end of Week Seven and then collect their child
end of the final week. The limited nature of face-to-face contact with parents

ourage" students to take greater responsibility for their own self-care and personal

1: Example ofa student day.

centre.
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The program at C1unes consisting of different modules allows students to engage with
their own areas of interest and have ownership over their learning. In this way the
program could be viewed as giving students the chance to experiment with Loader's
vision of a learning community:
The goal is a learning community rather than a place ...
The goal will be to achieve a learning community
where one can learn , where one can learn with others
and where the organization also learns. The learning is
not preparation for university, career. ... but lifelong
Jeamin g ... (Loader, 1997, p. 165)
Although this concept of a learning community is not viewed by Loader as primaril y
the domain of the residential program, one can see the links between the communi ty
element of learning present in such a vision, and the interlinking of community and
learning in the program created for Year Nine students.

2. 3 Influ ence 0 11 Researclr Design
The research study investi gates the cohort attending the residential learning village in
Term 3, 200 1. the seventh gro up of students to altend the program. The goa ls of the
program as explored in this chapter have informed the design of the key research
questions and focus. After examining the goals and the underlying philosophy of the
program. three key foca l areas were derived as those which appeared to be central to
the residential program in question; they were:
I) a focu s upon self and the development of self and self-concept while iT'
residence,
2) a focus upon learning and reflection upon an individual's own learning
process. and
3) a focus upon the concept ofli\"ing

In

community.

Th e literature regarding the progra.m frequently referred to program goals and
expected outcomes in these three area s. which also broadly related to Loader's initial
vision for educat ion of a resid ential nature. The central resea rch question has evolved
to pro\ ide an ovelyiew of what indi\'ldual s in the case are expenencing. The

1)

residential learning program could be examined from a variety of perspectives, but in
order to try and gain a better understanding of the case in question, the research
question has been structured around the aims and expected outcomes of the program self-concept, learning and understanding of community.

These three focal points have contributed to the genesIs of the central research
question:

How is the extended residential learning program impacting upon adolescents in
the three areas of self-concept, learning and understanding of community?

This chapter has explored the ongIns of the Wesley College at Clunes extended
residential learning program from an expression of interest in the idea in 19~8 to its
opening in 2000. The program takes as its underlying philosophy "the education of
the whole person in community" (Loader, 1999, p. 3), with the program taking place
in a rural Victorian town where participants are able to experience a two-fold
dimension of community living - life at the residential village and life within the
broader town. Aims of the program focus on the development of self-concept,
learning and understanding of community amongst adolescent participants.

The focus of the present study is the Wesley College at Clunes residential learning
program - in particular the experience for one cohort of students attending in one
eight-week period- with the research seeking to explore the impact of this program
upon adolescent participants. The underlying philosophy of the case in question and
the program's aims have helped shape the central research question to be explored:

How is the extended residential learning program impacting upon adolescents in the
three areas of self-concept, learning and understanding of community?

The research methodology employed in this study is has guided the carrying out of
the research, and for this reason the methodology will be outlined before conducting a
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review of the literature. The following chapter provides an overview of the
methodology employed along with a discuss ion of the data collection meth ods
utili zed within the study. Links between the research question and the methods of
data used to obtain information is explored, with the chapter also outlini ng methods
of analysis to be used with particular data sources.
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CHAPTER THREE: RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
In conducting educational research which is largely qualitative in nature, it is
important to clearly document the paradigm the research is being conducted within
and to discuss methods of both data co ll ection and qualitative data analysis. Only by
doing this can researchers contribute to a body of knowledge about the particular
methods used by educational researchers working within a qualitative framework.
Miles and Huberman (1994, p. 5) argue that "sharing more about our craft is
essential" in building standards for qualitative researchers. Scott and Usher (1999)
contend that philosophical issues are present in all educational research and as such it
is necessary to high light how these issues relate to th e carrying out of research.

With this in mind, I have endeavored to present this chapter as a map of the journey
of my research, taking the reader from the epistemological underpinnings of my
approach

10

methods of data analysis.

3.1 Case Study
As a methodological tool, case studies are valuable in providing researchers the
opportunity to explore a phenomenon in the real life situation (Yin, 1989. p. 23).
Using a case study approach enables one to:
... portray, analyze and interpret the uniqueness ofreal
individua ls and situations through accessible accounts.
(Cohen, Man ion & Morrison. 2000, p. 79)
Stake (in Denzin & Lincoln, 2000. p. 435) argues that case study is chosen due to a
wish to focus on a particular case. Stake goes on to explore three main types of case
stud ies (intrinsic. instrumental and collective, where intrinsic case study is carried out
due to an interest in a case, with the goal of the study as being one in which "stories
of those living the case wi ll be teased out" (Stake in Denzin & Li ncoln, 2000, p. 437).
According

10

Slake. case studies of this nature have a conceptual basis and are usuallv
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structured around a central research question . In this framework, a variety of methods
can be used to obtain data on the case under examination.

The case study approach was a useful choice for carrying out this research as the
focus is upon one cohort attending the residential learning setting in Term 3 of 200 1.
Slake (in Denzin & Lincoln, 1998, p. 87) contends that:
In any given situation, we will concentrate on the one,
the time we spend concentrating on our inquiry may
be long or short, but while we so concentrate we are
involved in case study.
Th is research utilizes a case study to explore the impact of an ei ght·week rural
residential learning program upon ado lescents in the three areas of self·concept,
l e~ml ing

and understanding of community. The research will explore how different

domains of se lf·concept are impacted upon during th e residential experience, along
w ith th e diffe rent domains of learning. including cu ltural Icitizenship, social I
emotional. Iife·skill and school.type learning· experienced througho ut the eight-week
pen ad . In seeki ng to in vestigate how individuals describe the impact, a particular
foeu ... will be upon the language used by individuals. The language used by
ind1\ lJuais is soc ially and culturall y constructed, w ith changes in the lingui stic
patt ern ... reflectmg new experiences and constructions of soc ial and personal meaning
( G c~.

:!OOO: Halliday. 1975; Kress, 1985). In exploring the impact of a residen tial

eXrCrtL'lh:C" uron adolescents, the examination of changes in linguistic structures is a
ke ~

\\ l~ of illustrating change in the construction of personal identity and meaning.

Th is

Clse

st ud y falls broadly within the interpretive paradigm , with the use of

qual1I3u,·e methods and a phenomenological approach. Scon and Usher (J999. p. ll )
state th31 epistemology has traditionally focused o n what consti lUtes knowledge, with
then; hl.'11lg much deb<:ste about the nature of thi s know ledge with in the three dominant
parJdlgms of positiv ism. interpretivism and critica l theory. While many arg ue that the
thrl:e arc disparate approaches. I agree with Candy'S ( 1989) con tention that

... few pieces of research are ever 'pure' examples of
only one paradigm, fitting unequivocally into one
category to the exclusion of the others. (p. 8)
Within the interpretive framework of research, knowledge is viewed as resulting from
the understandings people give to their experiences and the creat ion of one or a few
constructions on which there is substantial consensus (Guba, 1990, p. 27). By
completing a research study of this nature it is envisaged that the data will reflect
common patterns in the way participants describe their participation in the residential
learn ing program.

The data coll ec tion methods illustrate the primary focus of the research - the impact
of the experience upon students. This research focus of seeking to gauge how
individuals within the case view the experience has been informed by the tradition of
phenomenology, which has also informed the selection of the data cotlection
methods. Phenomenology is conceptual ized as the study af how people describe their
experiences, and reinterpret them to find meaning in their everyday li ves (Lyotard,
1991 : Patton, 1990: Schutz, 1970; Van Manen, 1990). Lyotard argued that thro ugh
phenomenology:
We must tum '(0 the things themselves', describe them
correctly. and draw from this description an
interpretat ion of their meaning, this is the only true
objectivity. (p. 98)
The data collect ion methods chosen provide the opportuni ty for the participants in th e
case to describe their own experiences and meanin gs over the eight-week block.
Through a process of reflecti ng on and interpreting the meanings given by individuals
in the residential setting. a greater understanding of the phenomenon of the residential
learn ing program is achieved.

While some critics would argue that a phenomenological approach does not allo\\ for
:m absolute

certainl~

to be obtained about a particular situation, 1 would contend that

this is \\ here the value- of the approach bes. In providing us with th e opportunity to
::reate

J

field of knowledge based around how people construct meaning in particu lar
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contexts, we can grow to a greater understanding of how different experiences impact
upon individuals. Van Manen (1990, p. 14) contended that humans experience the
world through a range of methods, but particularly through language, and it is in
using language that they create meaning. A phenomenological approach aims to
uncover the commonality of shared experiences and the way in which people describe
those experiences. Patton (1990, p. 70) asserted that the phenomenological approach
differs from others in that it assumes there is an essence to shared experience, an
assertion agreed with by Van Manen (1990, p. 39). In using a phenomenological
approach and qualitative interview methods to explore this case study, I am able to
draw out concepts, values, ideas and attitudes held by those within the residential
learning program, identifying shared experiences and the ways in which individuals
use language to describe and give meaning to that experience. In particular, the
research uses phenomenology to focus upon the shared experiences as illustrated by
the way students use language to talk about identity and the residential program. The
phenomenological approach provides the opportunity to understand how the
residential experience impacts upon individuals' understandings of themselves, and
how people construct meaning within particular social , cultural and educational
:ontexts.

1.2 The Research Desigll

3efore ex.amining the particular methods of data co llection used within this case
;tudy. it is valuable to explore how the participants in the case were selected. In thi s
nstance the case study was to consist primarily of adolescents attending the
'esidential setting. First. it was necessary to establi sh the cohort size and
'epresentative sample, which was achieved through a procedure of stratified
;ystemati c sampling (Cohen, Manion & Morrison, 2000, p. 75; Miles & Hubennan,
994). Students were stratifi ed into campus (the three metropolitan campuses) and
;ender groups before bei ng systematica ll y sampled so as to obtain approximately
;0% of the Iota I coho rt group (resu lting in a sample size of 23). The gender ration of
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the sample was fifteen mal es and eight females. The final cohort size was 22, as one
female student withdrew from the study for personal reasons.

3.3 Celltral Research FoclIs and Methods of Data Collectioll
As discussed in Chapter Two, the central research question was derived from the
nature of the residential program under exploration and consists of three foca l points.
The three fo ca l points of self-concept, learning and understandi ng of community have
been selected in order to investigate how the residential learning program has an
impact upon the participants. The key research question is:

How is th e extended residentia l learning program impacting upon adolescents in
the three areas of self-concept, learning and understanding of community?

Both the nature of case study research and the research question with its three fo cal
areas have contributed to the data co ll ection methods used withi n the study. As the
prima ry goal of the research is to explore how adolescents within the case describe
program impact, it was decided to use a number of data collection methods, which
provided the opportunity [or a variety of individuals to voice their experiences.
Because the research focuses on one cohort at the residential setting, data collecti on
was contained within a clear boundary of the eight-week terTI) as ill ustrated in Figure
2.

'0

Figure 2: T imeline of Data Co ll ection

DATA COL LECTION METHOD.

WEEK
1

,
3
4

5
6
7

8

SDQ-ll. LPQ.
Semi-structured interviews with students
Observations
Field nOles.
Observation
Field notes.
Observations
Field nOles.
Focus groups.
Teacher perception tool .
Observations
Field nOles.
Observations
Field notes.
Observations

-

Field nOles
Observallon
Field notes.
Semi-structured interviews \v1th students
SDQ-ll. LPQ.
Teache!...E.,.er..£!p.lion tool.

.vhile the research is exploratory in nature I was approaching the study with the focus
)f exploring impact across the three areas previously mentioned, self-concept,
earning and understanding of community. The data collection methods selected for
Ise aim to provide an overv iew of how students view the eight-week program
mpacting upon the three focal areas. Each of the data collection methods addresses
me of these areas. as illustrated in Table 1. A descript ion of each of the methods
ltilized can be found following the table illustrating their purpose. method of analysi s
!Od relation ship to the three focal points of th e research question.

"

"ABLE 1: Data coll ection methods.

Method of Data
Question linked
to use oflool.
Analvsis.
Is there a change
Stat istical
in the way
sconng,
students rate their
compari son for
patterns amongst self-concept fro m
cohort.
l..p.re to Q..ost-test?
Learning Process To explore if
Scoring for
Has the students'
approach to
Questionnaire
approach to
learner profi les,
(L PQ )
learning is
compan son
learning changed
pre and post lest impacted upon by between profi les, from pre to postresidential
pre and post-test. test?
experience.
Semi-structured
To allow students Descripti ve,
How do students
interviews.
to di scuss their
theme and
describe and
expenences.
pattern coding.
understand the
.
experience?
Focus Group
To allow
Descriptive,
How do students
inter"lews.
emerging themes theme and
describe program
to be discussed.
pattern codi ng.
impact over the
, period?
T c.Jcher
To provide
Descriptive,
What changes do
Perception Tool. teachers with
theme and
teachers indicate
opportunity to
patlern coding.
as taking place
reflect on
over the
program impact.
: program?
Obser. alions.
To exp lore
Sprad ley's
Do my
interactions.
domain analysis, . observations as a
patterns of
descri pti ve,
researcher reflect
stud ent behavior. theme and
change across the
I pattern codino.
I period?

Data Collection
Tool.
Self-Description
Questionnaire II
(SDQ-II )
pre and post test

Purpose of Data
Collection Tool.
To gauge if sel fconcept is
affected over 8
week peri od.
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1.) SllIdent jmerviews • these were conducted by the researcher in Week 1 and

Week 8 of the program. Semi·structured in nature the first interview asked
students to arti culate their hopes for the program, their attitudes toward
learning and their understandings of communit y. The final interview provided
students with the opportunity to refl ect on what they fe lt they had achieved.
discovered and learnt throughout the eight-week block, particularly in relation
to their understandings of their self·concept, learning and understandings of
community. The scmi·structured approach to interviewing was valuable in
allowing me to foll ow up in each interview any interesting responses that
students provided. An interview schedul e is included in Appendix I.

2.) Foclls Grollp in terviews· Focus group interviews were held in the fourth

week of the term and allowed students to di scuss their view of the program
impact and their experiences within this context. Foc us groups consisted of 5 6 students who were randomly selec ted from the sampl e group. The sa mple
group list was subj ected to a process of random sampling to create 3 focus
groups. A foc us group schedule is incl uded in Appendix 2.
3.) Teach er PercepriolJ Tool - A proforma was dev~ l oped and provided to

teachers to prompt them in commenti ng on their perceptions of how the
experi ence was impacting upon particular students in the sample group.
Teachers compl eted thi s pro forma in the fourth and eighth week of the
program. An example of the proforma is provided in Appendix 3.

4.) Self-Description

Questionnaire

1/

(SDQ·JJ)

The

Self· Description

Questionnaire II designed by Herbert Marsh ( 1990) is a 102 item scale which
assesses th ree areas of academi c self-concept. seven areas of non-academic
se lf-concept an d general self.concept. The 11 sco res can al so yield a total se lf·
concept score and is self·rated by adolescents. The scale has been extensivel y
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trialled and tested both in Australia and overseas and was chosen due to its
ability to provide

se lf~ concept

scores across individual domains as well as part

of a holistic total self-concept score. The scal e has previously been used in
educational interventions of this nature, with its use documented in Marsh's
1987 study of the impact of an Outward Bound experience upon self-concept
and Christensen's 1997 stud y utilizing the SDQ-II in an exploration of the
effects on self-concept of participants in an extended outdoor education
program. The scale was administered in the first and eighth week of the
program in order to gauge if students self-reported any change across the selfconcept domains. The test is included in Appendix 4.

5.) Learlllllg Process Questionnaire (LPQ) - The Learning Process Questio nnaire
developed by John Biggs ( 1987) is a 36 item, self- report questionnaire that is
designed to yield scores on three basic motives for learning and three learning
strategies along with the approaches to learning formed by these motives and
strategies. The three approaches to learning can be classified as Surface, Deep
and Achieving. The LPQ will provide evidence of any change in students'
self-reporting of their approach to learn ing after comp leting the eight-week
edu cation intervention. In order to provide an overview of students'
approaches to learning across the eight-week period. the sca le was
admilllstered in the first and la st week of the progra!ll. This scale is includ ed
in Appendix 5.

6.) Obsen'ariolls - taken by the researcher. These consisted of field notes and

structured observations taken by the researcher during class times, group
meeti ngs and in the free time students had. They broadl y consist of
observations of st udents at work, descriptions of interact ions between students
and staff. my renections on this interaction, comments made by students. and
notes on infonnal discussions with both staff and students. This observational
material prov ides me with another source of da ta to explore the impact of the
experience upon studems.

The data collection methods chosen provide a holistic overview of the case in the
three focal areas of self·concept, learning and understanding of community. The
selection of interview and observational data complements the use of more
l.uantifiable methods such as the Self·Description Questionnaire II and the Learning
Process Questionnaire. Selection of data collection methods has been undertaken to
:lrovide illustrations of the program impact from the perspective of students. staff at
:he residential setting and the researcher. The interlinking of all these data sources
tllows for a greater picture of the residential case to be developed and presented.

:n this way, the student data is used as the primary source material with other data
;ollection methods used to triangulate and strengthen the validity of the case being
)resented. As the case study explores the experiences of individuals in a particular
;etting. it is valuab le to collect data from a variety of sources and methods in order to
)rovide a richer and fuller representation of the case. In a study of thi s nature where
:rudents are repo rting on their understandings of the experience, the use of
riangu lation allows different data to be compared to gauge if the level of impact is
'orresponding across the data sources, thus strengthening the validity of the work
Woods. 1999). According to Cohen, Manion and Morrison (2000) the use of
riangular techn iques in thi s way allows the researcher to:
Attempt to map out, or explain more fully, th~ rich ness and
complexity of human behavior by studying it from more than
one standpoint. and in so doing, by making use of both
quantitative and qualitative data. (p. 112)

'.4 Methods of D alo Allalysis
echniques for data analysis comprise those method s which allow the richness of the
ata to be extracted; through this analysis I am seeking to uncover and draw out
nderslandings of individual experience.
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Miles and Huberman (1994) have written of th e lack of explicit methods in qualitative
data analysis and with that in mind I have written this section as a guide to my data
analysis process. Qualitative data anal ysis in this resea rch study follows the
fram ework as illustrated by Mi les and Huberman (1994, p. 12, refer to Fi gure 3).

Data

Fi gure 3

Data

display

collect1on

/
Data
reduction

Conclusions
Drawing!
Verifying.

-- In thi s formula tion the method of anal ysis is an ongoing. iterative process which

occurs throughout all stages of the research process. Different methods of data
analysis were applied

10

the various data collected throughout the course of the

eighHveek block.

Data analysis for the S DQ-1I and the LPQ was carrie9 out using the standard
scoring procedures for each test. The SDQ-II scoring program enabled raw scores
to be obtai ned, along with the norms and means for the general population. The
means for the cohort under examinati on were also ootained and these were then
used in analysis. The scoring program was used in conju nction with the statistical
scoring package SPSS. Results for the pre and pOSt test were compared and
pallems amongst the cohort were considered. A paired samples I-test was utili zed
in order to gauge if there was a stati stically significant difference in the mean
scores from the pre to post test. The level at which stati stical sign ificance is
viewed as resulting is when the signi ficance is less than 0.05, a conventi on
common to the soc ial sc iences (Field. 2000).
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The scoring program for the LPQ enables a student to obtain a learner profile and
these were obtained from both the pre and post-tests. The scores were compared
on an individual and an across cohort basis, with coho rt changes illustrated
graph icall y.

The data obtained through semi-structured interviews, focus groups and teacher
perception tools were coded manuall y using a technique illustrated by Miles and
Huberman ( 1994, p. 57). Prior to coding th e interviews were prepared for the
coding process. All interviews and focu s groups had been tape recorded and these
were ca refull y transcribed to ensure accuracy and detail. At thi s level I was keen
to ensure the accuracy of the interviewee's respon ses in order to avoid placing any
of my own interpretations upon them. While transcri bing I made reflexive
remarks on each interview on a separate sheet of paper, which I then used as a
guide for the development of a cod ing structure.

A coding structure was developed which incorporated the use of descript ive codes
(where a phenomenon is linked to a segment of tex t), theme coding (where
emerglllg themes are linked to pieces of text). and pattern codes (where a
parti cular pattern is emerging). In this case pattern cod ing was used to explore
emerging patterns of language use. Coding also drew on. techniques from Strauss
and Corbin (1990. pp. 6 1 -65). where open coding was used to break down ,
conceptualize and categorise data. Cod ing enab led themes and patterns to be
drawn out from the data. concepts to be identified and these concepts then
grouped together in di fferent categories. Due to the phenomenological approach
of thi s study. codi ng was utilized to pay panicular attention to the language used
by individua ls to describe and give meaning
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their experiences. Coding of

concepts also involved a focus on the linguistic structu res and d ialogue used in
imer.'lews and the identification of pan ems within this language use.

Observational data from classes and student free time was analyzed using both the
coding structure mentioned above and using Spradley's (1980) method for
analyzing observational data. Researcher observations were analyzed for
emerging social patterns within the residential setting, with the method of
taxonomic analysis utilized to analyze interview data panicularly in regard to the
domains oflearning discussed by participants.

The use of multi·methods of data collection and analysis enables a holist ic picture
of the case to be presented. In this way the interview and observational data
provide a rich sense of the personal voice of participants, whi le the survey data
provides a statistical indication of what change participants self-reported
throughout the eight-week period. In bringing together these data sources the
study provides a fuller interpretation afhow participants report impact across the
three areas of self-concept, learning and understanding of community. The
selection of multiple data collection methods also enab les each of the three focal
areas to be explored \vith some depth. From these numerous data sources a sense
of the impact of the residential learning program can be obtained.

Case study is an effective tool for exploring an interest in a particular case, in this
instance the experiences of students attending the Wesley College at Clunes
residenlialleaming progTam in Term 3 of2001. The case. stud y approach enables
a central research question to be explored in depth. while using a variety of data
collection methods including interview and observations, standardized tests and
teacher com ment proformas. The phenomenological approach of this study also
enables shared experiences to be uncovered. while highlighting how individuals
have found meani ng in those experiences. This focus also facil itates an
exploration of the shared patterns of language lI sed by individuals to attach
meamng to their experiences and to discuss their evolving identit y and self.
concept.
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Methods of both data collection and analysis provide a comprehensive overview
of how the extended residential learning program impacts upon adol escents in the
areas of self-concept, learn ing and understanding of community.

The fo llowing chapter contains a review of the literature. It begi ns by outlining
the current context of education, particularl y in regard to the development of
extended residential learning programs, before moving on to researc h in this fi eld.
The literature review also outlines research practice in se lf-concept, learning
approaches and adolescent development, whi le highli ghting where the present
study con tributes to an existing body of knowledge. The review follows on from
the research methodology by exploring aspects arising from this chapter,
including the literature associated with discourse/ language use.
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CHAPTER FOUR: A REVIEW OF THE LITERATURE
The purpose of this chapter is to present a review of the literature within the field of
this research study_ The review begins with an exploration of current trends in
education, before going on to examine the development of ex tended residential
education programs and theories of adolescent development In approaching the
literature review, the literature surrounding the three focal points of the research
question have also been considered. Th erefore, literature regarding self-concept
amongst adolescents, approaches to learnin g and citizenshipl community learning has
been briefl y explored. Due to the cross-di scipli ne nature of much of the literature the
review is not structured around the three focal points of self-concept, learning and
understanding of community, but rather has been structured themati call y. For
example, literature on adolescent development explores literature surrounding selJconcept and the impact of community / socia l forces, thus exp loring two of the focal
points of the research. In order to explore the literature the review is divided into a
number of sections as follows,
4. 1)

The current context of education.

4.2)

The development of extended residential learning programs.

4.3)

Approaches to learning.

4.4)

Adolescent development.

4.5)

Language, social context and the adolescent identity.

Literature concerning the methodological and paradigm approach

IS

explored

In

Chapter Three and will not be replicated in thi s chapter.

4.1 Tlte Cllrrem COli/ext of Edllcatioll
This section of the review explores th e current context of education , particularl y
trends in middle school education and how these trends are linked to broader
ed ucational philosophies.

)0

The face of education in contemporary society has changed rapidly as educationa l
institutions attempt to address the social. emotional and physical needs of students
along with traditional academic pursuits (Beane, 1993; Schank, King & Withdrew,
2000: Young, 1998: Young, 2001). The need for education to do more than simpl y
provide a basis for academic learning, has further developed as a means to address a
world in which the nature of work and society are changing (Di mitri adis & Weis,
200\: Education Queensland, 2000; Skager & Dave, 1977; Wyn & White, 2000).
Education is no longer seen as a process that stops once an individual leaves high
school or university, but is viewed as a vital process to occur throughout the lifespan
of an individual. The movement of lifelong ed ucation and learni ng communities
(Chapman & Aspin, 1997; Dave, 1976: Delors. 1996; Longworth & Davies, 1996;
Skager & Dave, 1977) has grown in prominence as a method of encouraging
indl\ idual s to obtain a range of skills that will allow them to actively participate in
employment and cultural activities. While lifelong learning as a concept has been in
eXIstence since the 19705, it is gaining greater recognition as both schools and
UIl1H::rSltlCS draw from its philosophies. Life long learning can be broad ly defined as:
... the development of human potential through a
continuously supportive process which stimulates and
empowers individ uals to acqu ire all the knowledge,
Yalues, skills and understanding they will require
throughout their lifetim es and to apply them with
confidence, creat ivity and enjoyment in all roles,
circumstances and environments. (Long~\'orth &
Davies. 1996. p. 22)
The.: repon
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T\\ent~·First

UNESCO of the International Commission on Education for the

Century. Leaming: Tile Treasure Willi/II (Delors, 1996) argues that

educatIon IS the central factor in both personal and community deve lopment, whi le
outl101l1g what it views as the four pillars making up a foundation of learning. These
tour pillars are viewed as: I) Learning to Live Together. through developing an
underslanding of others and an awareness of our interdependence. 2) Learning to
KilO\\ .

providing a general knowledge base and in-depth study in some subjects. 3)

Learnin g to Do . the development of skills and abilities through combining study and
work for exa mpl e. 4) Learning

10

Be • allowing individuals to develop independence,
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responsib ility, decision-making, and tal ents (Oelors, 1996, pp. 22-23). These four
pillars of education are echoed by other theorists who contend that education needs to
provide individuals with an understanding of the social, democratic world and their
place within that world (Beane, 1993; Longworth & Davies, 1996; Parker, 200 I). The
Ne\\' Basics Project implemented as a trial by the Queensland Education Department
in 2000, signifies this push to provide a greater understanding of self and self in
society by the creation of four key curricu lum categories known as the new basics
(Education Queensland, 2000). These four categories (1. Life Pathways and Soc ial
Cultures, 2. Multiliteracies and Communications Media, 3. Active Citizenship and 4.
Environments and technologies) aim to provide individuals with a greater
understanding of emerging soc ial. economic and cultural conditions, with the
Queensland Government seeing this knowledge as "essential for ... lifelong learning,
social cohesion and econom ic wellbeing" (Education Queensland, 2000, p. I). The
mO\'emenl towards lifelong learning and learning communities is val uable in
providing direction for schools in enabling them to see how they can expand their
educati onal services to meet the social, emot ional, cultural and academic needs of
students, while also linking education with the broader community and making
learning spaces flexible and open to all members of a comm unity at different stages
orthe lifespan (Chapman & Aspin, 1997; Henton, 1996; Young, 1999). One of the
key assets of an educationa l philosophy such as this is the focus on learning as not
only so mething which occurs in a struc tured classroom situation, but rather a process
that can occur in both fornlal and informal settings (Skager & Dave, 1977, p. 7). As
sllch the philosophy of lifelong learning and learning communities has many links to
research of thi s nature, in which learning is removed from traditional classroom
spaces and takes place in an educational situation strongly associated with co mmunity
ano the de\elopment of personal and social skill s.

The goa ls of improved soc ial progress for all implied in the litera[Ure about lifelong
learni ng and learning communit ies (Da\'e, 1976; Longworth & Davi es, 1996) are
\'altd ones. but other underlying philosophies of such an approach need to be crit iqued
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achieving thi s goal is one in which students are provided with a genera l education
founded in democracy and respect for the adolescent is personall y significant and o ne
which enhances the life skill s of young people (Beane, 1993, pp. 17- 23). Repeated
throughout the literature concerned with the future of education for young people are
the themes of providing students with opportunities for development of personal,
social and cultural skill s (Beane, 1993 ; Delors, 1996; Loader, 1997; Parker, 2001;
Young, 1999; Young, 2001). The extended residential learning program is viewed
anecdotally (Gray, 1997) as providing a meaningful and val id opportunity to fu lfill
the aims of development of personal, cultural and social skill s. This study endeavors
to explore how the residential program impacts upon adolescent developm ent in the
skill areas of social interaction and citizenship, thus providing an understanding of
how the goals, called for by a range of educators, are implemented in a practical
environment. The next section of the review examines the literature outlining the
development of extended residential learning programs.

4.2 Th e Developmelll ofExtellded Residelllial L eamillg Programs
Contemporary extended residential learning programs can be viewed as deve loping
from two ma in traditions , that of residential education and boarding schools and the
field of outdoor education. Reviews of literature within the field highlight a lack of
detailed work on the nature of extended residential education (where ex tended is
taken to mean a program of at leasl eight-weeks or more duration).

In order to

provide an overview of how these two traditions have contributed to the concept of
contempo rary residential education. this section of the review bri efl y explores notions
of both outdoor education and residential education, before turning to a discussion of
contemporary researc h within the field of extended residential lea rning programs.
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4. 2.1 Outdoor Education

Kn:lpP (in McRae, 1990) defines outdoor education as:
... the use of resources outside the fonnal school
classroom to meet educational goals and objectives.(p. 6)
Most agree that outdoor education is diverse in its purposes (Boss, 1999; Bennan &
Da vis~Be nnan.

2000), with Pri est (Miles & Priest, 1990, p. 11 3) grouping these

purposes under two broad headings of I) adventure education and 2) environmental
education. McRae ( 1990, p. 7) identifies three streams of outdoor education; 1)
outdoor teac hing and learning; 2) outdoor environmental education and 3) outdoor
lei sure education. He notes however that many programs do not isolate their
obj ectives withi n one of these categories, with overlapping of purposes common in
the field of ou tdoor education.

Di fferent models of outdoor education have been proposed, with McRae fonnulatin g
an integrated model for outdoor education as illustrated in Figure 4. McRae's model
encompasses both the diversity of o utdoor education and the overlapping objecti ves
of various streams of outdoor education. As such it is a model that can be found to be
at wo rk in many of the outdoor education and extended residential programs running
in secondary schools at presenl.
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Figure 4.
McRae's (l990. p. 77) model for Integrated Outdoor education.
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Whll c other stud ies have tTaced the development of outdoor education in relation to
the

c'\te nd~d

conn~clion

resident ial programs (eg. Christensen, 1997), few have explored the

with the trad ition of residential education. In a rev iew of the li terature,

most commonly fo und references to residentia l programs were placed in literature
associated with organized camping, with Fleming (1998) also raising the issue of the
lack of literature concerning the nature of residential learn ing. Much of the work that
Flemmg refers to takes as its primary focus those programs dedi cated to ad ult
resid ential learning programs in America, with Fleming also noting the lack of work
documenting the lived experience and voices of participants in sllch programs and a
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methodological bias towards quantitative studies . Smith, Carl son, Donaldson and
Masters (1972, p. 105) document residential camp settings which provide students
with a democrati c living experience. Hayllar (in McRae, 1990, pp. 125-144) sees
residential education as a subset of outdoor education which occurs at an established
resi dential centre. Hi s overvi ew of this type of education draws broadly on facilities
where students and staff attend a residential setting and participate in programs run by
a group of staff working there. The types of programs identified by Hayllar are
commonly quite shon in nature (one to two weeks) and as such differ in the type of
program offered by facilities with a longer-tenn sta y and a broader educational
phil osophy. Both Hayllar (I 990), and Smith, Carlson, Donaldson and Ma sters (1972)
see programs with a residentia l aspect as being able to provide valuable opportunities
for students to gain skills in living and working with others, with Smith et al (1972)
exploring the soc ial living acti vities to be found in a residential centre as:
1) children and teachers living together 24 hours a day;
2) co-operat ive learning person to person, group to group, and teacher to teacher;
3) opportunities for growth in soc ial amenities, religiou s tolerance, intercultural
understandings, race relations and socioeconomi c problems:
4) soc ial growth through planning activities, co-operative endeavors, eval uati ons,
camp Citi zenship and group activities for camp living;
5) children living together with their peers in soc ial patterns that are different
fro m those usuall y found in the home and schoo l;
6) additional opportunities for youth to be inducted into society through
part icipat ion in service activiti es such as conservati on and camp improvement
projects. (pp. 125-126)
Fraser (1968). however, provides a comprehensive analysis of the tradition of
residential educa ti on, tracing the development of both boarding schools and adult
residential programs of ei ther short or long-term nature. In his text. Residefltial
Edllcmioll (1968), Fraser explores the perceived benefits of a program of residential

educa tion as bcing the development of sel f- con fid ence, independence, self-expression
and

positi\'e

relationships with

others. The foundin g of sc hool s such as

J7

Landerziehungshei me (country-education-schools) by Herman Lietz and Salem and
Gordonstoun by Kurt Hahn is exam ined in relation to residential education, with the
goals of providing an experience of country living and the opportunity for work,
community service and adventure. The development of residential schools with these
goals contains parallels to l.R. Darling's (1967) di scussion of the development of the
Tim ben op, residential centre of Geelong Grammar (Australia). Darling draws on the
theories of Hahn when discussing the establishment of Timbertop as a means of
providing an ed ucation aimed at promoting self-confidence and independence
removed from the trad itional school setting. Darling documents four of the
cont ributing reasons for the establishment ofTimbertop as being:
I) to remove the focus on competiti ve sport within the school
~)

to alia\\' students to experience life outside the urban environment

3) the belief that the experience would help develop independence and sel f-

confidence which could be transferred to all si tuations, and
... ) economic and admini strat ive advantages at the sc hool level. (Montgomery &
Darl;ng. 1967. p. 16)
Fra<,cr too refl ects the belief that residential programs provided the adolescent with a
£rC:JIL'r lk gree of self-confidence and independence, along with the development of
the , kil l of bemg able to use different registers o f speech after being exposed to a
ll umhl.: l
oven

11.:\\

0\

SOC l31 and cultural situations (1968, p. 240) . .Fraser provides a sound
of the development of res idential education, which although dated , is

ben dic la l \\ hen exploring how contemporary residential programs have emerged.
Bot h hI.: nnd Darling offer a concep tual ization of residential programs that does not
rel~ 0n Ih~ nOHon of outdoor educati on alone. but wh ich encompasses experiential

leanlm g. p{:Tso nal development and the experience o r li ving in a different social,
cuil urJI anti geographic environm ent. The postulation of residential ed ucation as
som l'thmg more than outdoor experiences is seen in chapter two , where th e princi pal
of \rl.:!'oley Coll ege outlines a \'ision or residenti al education which draws on si milar
phi lo>;ophi cs as Timbertop. The creation of the key research question with its three
focal pOint s of self-co ncept. learni ng and understanding of co mmunity, can be seen as
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result inoo from a view of residential education which takes as its base a more holistic
nature than just outdoor pursuits.

While overvlews such as those mentioned above are valid in highlighting the
traditions of extended residential programs they cannot provide definitions of the
underlying philosophies of contemporary programs, generalities in program design
and duration . or document results of research conducted into the success of such
programs. The desc ription of extended residential education programs in some
literature as organized camps is problematic and req uires a greater degree of
specification about the nature of such programs. Fleming (1998) provides a valuable
definition of residential programs as:
situations in which individuals live and learn
together, 24 hours a day in the same location, for the full
duration of a common program of study. (p. 260)
Fleming's is one of a number of contemporary studies exploring the impact of
residentialleaming programs. Fleming's researc h found that the residentia l experience
could be characterized by three descriptive th emes and two overarching themes
(1998. p. 260). The two overarc hing themes are continuity (at the residential setti ng)
and detachment (from the home), with the three descriptive themes describing the
consistent patterns in interview data as being I) Building relationships in residence, 2)
Learning in Residence, and 3) Indi vidual change. Fleming's study provides a
fram ewo rk detailing the nature of residential education as evidenced by the research
and as such provides a valuable guide for others working in this field. Fl eming's study
has strong links

10

the present research study, as it explores one of the three focal

points considered by this stud y, the impact of a residential experience upon learning
amongst participants.

Cooper's (1997) research on the value of residential education programs uses
queS1!Onnalres and letters to draw oul themes and statistics describing the impac ts of
such programs. Key themes emerging from the study illustrate that aims (and results)
of the programs include I) personal and social development, 2) self-esleem.

_'9

confidence, and 3) achievement amongst underachievers in the mainstream school
environment (Cooper, 1997, p. 13). While Cooper's research explores the impact of a
5-day program, it provides a good overview of the reported impacts of a residential
experience and offers anecdotal evidence of the continuing effects of such a program
once the student has left the setting. Cooper's study has links to the self-concept
aspect considered by this research, illustrating that amongst participants in his study,
self-concept underwent positive improvement. Reviews of literature indicate that
previous studies have found positive changes amongst participants, leading to an
expectation that similar results may be found in this study.

Research in Australia concerning extended residential education programs varies in
its methodological approach. Gray's (1997) study of Timbertop is a landmark work
within the field and combines both qualitative and quantitative methods to eXl?lore the
impact of a year long residential experience. The study is comprehensive and
longitudinal in nature, providing details of both immediate and residual effects, with
some of these including 1) autonomy and self-reliance, 2) environmental sensitivity,
3) health and physical aptitude, 4) interpersonal relationships and 5) social
responsibility (Gray, 1997, p. viii). Jimenez (1996) also echoes Gray and Fleming's
contention that there is little published research on the nature of extended residential
education programs, and takes as its primary focus the processes involved in leading
to outcomes in the educational setting. Using a case study methodology the study
identifies five categories of 1) student role; 2) teacher role; 3) school climate; 4)
interpersonal/ personal skill development and 5) learning process, which Jimenez
views as providing a starting point for future research in this area. Christensen (1997)
explores the effects on self-concept of an extended residential experience, using
quantitative methods (Marsh's Self-Description Questionnaire II) and a participation
and comparison group of students. The study found that generally a one-off
residential experience had no significantly positive results for participants. The
research uses a quantitative basis only, and as such is unable to provide the richness
of the lived experience that studies such as Gray's are able to deliver. Although not a
problem in itself, the quantitative approach of the study is unable to contribute the

personal voice of participants in a growing body of research in thi s field. Due to the
focus of research in this area primarily consisting of how a residential experience
impacts upon individuals, the individual voice is a strong and integral component,
with inten'iew data providing a sound indication of how participants view their
experiences.

Anecdotally. extended residentia l learning programs are viewed as positive, with
perceived benefits including heightened sense of self-confidence, increased tolerance
and understanding of others and greater awareness of self-d irection and responsibility
(Young. 200 I). Reviews of the literature illustrate that there is still a lack of detailed
research into the effects. phi losophies and processes of this type of education and as
such it is hoped that thi s study will contribute to the field of knowledge wi thin this
area by providing an overview of the origins of residential programs and rese,!-rch into
the impact of one program upon the adolescent participants.

4.3 Approac/res to L eam;lIg
As thi s research sets out to explore if an extended residential learning experience has
an impact on the way students approach and understand learning, it is worthwhile
briefly reviewing the literature in this area. There are many theories about the
proces<;es of learning and this section of the review does not set Out to explore all of
these. but rather to focus on work in the theoretical area of approaches to learni ng.

Significant findings in the research into student approaches
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learning took place in

the 1970s \\ hen the idemificat ion of the t\VO common approaches of surface and deep
were identified . i\larton and Saljo drew connections between the mo ti vation of
students

III

completing a task and the approach taken by them to do so. They found

that un mtrinsic motivation or interest seemed to result in students adopt ing a deep
approach. \\·hile extrinsic motivation led to a surface approach only (Manon & Sa ljo
in M<lrton. Hounsell & Entwistle, 19S-L p. 52). This was both supported and
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expanded by other researchers in the field who identified three general approaches to
learni ng: surface. deep and achieving (Biggs, 1984; Craik & Lockha rt, 1972).

Biggs and Moore (1993) provide a detailed overview of the three approaches to
iearnino
, in their text The Process of Learning. Evidence of the validity of the theory
outl in ing three distinct approaches to learning is argued to result from the studies
conducted in both Australia and overseas which consistently support the fi ndings
(Biggs, 1987; Entwistle & Ramsden, 1983; Watkins, 1983); these three approaches
are considered below. Before considering each of the approaches it is necessary to
highlight Biggs and Moore's (1993, p. 310) conceptualization of an approach as
composed of both a motive and a strategy for learning. Approaches to learning
describe the typical ways that students handle learning tasks and can be influenced by
situational. environmenta l and personal factors (Biggs, 1987).

4.3. 1 The Su rface Approach

The surface approach to learning is one in which the student's motivation for tackling
a learning task is simply associated with either the negative or posit ive consequences
resulting from the completion! non-completion of the task (Biggs & Moore, 1993, p.
3 11). Most commonly this approach to learning would be associated with students
who do \\ork "because they have to". Due to the lack of intrin sic motivation in
completi ng tasks, the strategy associated with this approach is usuall y that of rote
learni ng. thc student does what they have to and takes no further interest or meaning
from the learning task. Biggs and Moore (1993, p. 311) describe this approach to
learning as "comer-cutting" and combined with extrinsic rather than intrinsic
motiv;:nion.

4.3.2 The Deep Approach

This approach to learning is based on intrinsic motivation and personal interest and as
such the strategy assoc iated with thi s approach

IS

one in which the student seeks out

meanings and interconnect ions. Deep learning builds on existing knowledge and is
associated with a strong personal desire for knowledge and learning (Biggs & Moore,
1993, p. 312). As th e deep approach to learning is the approach which would enable
students to build on existing knowledge and seek out new knowledge, it is the
approach which is most beneficial to students' own learning paths and the desired
approach for students to have.

4.3.3 The Achieving Approach

Like the surface approach. the achieving approach focuses on the end product rather
than the process of learn ing and personal interest. Achieving students are motivated
by complellng a task and receiving the positive feedback which comes from this,
strategies associated with the achi eving approach can be found in the s9-called
"model student". including a high level of organization and a constructive use of time
(Biggs b: :-. loore. 1993, p. 314).

Research mt o this area illustrates that students can generally be identified as showing
a preference for a panicular approach, with many studies now exploring the impact of
classroom based initiatives aimed at fostering meta-cognit ive learning (Biggs & Rhin,
1984: Comell. 1986; Effeney. 1994).

Meta-cognitive learning in this sense

enCOUT.lgl..':> students to reflect upon their own perfonnance and the way in which they
approach tasks
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a learning situation (Biggs & Moore, 1993, p. 308). Students who

mcorporate mctn-cognition into their thinking about learning anempt to understand
how their perfonnance in learning situations can be improved on subsequent
occasions. The promotion of meta-cognit ion is thus viewed as a valuable way of
encourag!llg students to take on a greater responsibility in their learn ing. The aspect
of met a-cognition is onen encouraged through the use of renective practices in the
classroom. prompting students to critically re flect on their approach to lea rning tasks
(Sugemlan. Doherty, Garvey & Gass. 2000). The present research study will
contribute to the knowledge in this area. by exploring the impact of an extended
residential e;I(perience upon the approaches to learning of students involved in the

program. In analyzing the approaches to learning of students involved in the
residential program, a hypothesis ca n be presented outlining the degree to which
student s are making use of meta-cognitive practices in their learning.

4.4. Adolescelll Developmelll

There are many theories about the nature of adolescent development and the
relationship between this development and concepts such as identity, self-esteem and
self-concept. Theories of adolescent development vary in approach, but most theorists
agree that throughout thi s period there are a series of developmental tasks which need
to be accompl ished (Borman & Schneider, 1998; Coleman & Hendry, 1990; Miller in
Worrell & Danner. 1989: Muss, 1988). Erikson's ( 1950) psychosocial theory of
adolescence combi nes the concept of a psychological progress ion of development
with the infl uence of social factors upon that development. According to Erikson, the
individual passes through various psychological stages in their lifespan ; at the time of
adolescence this stage is identity versus identity confusion, thus making the primary
goal of adolescence the fonnation of an identity. Erikson and. later, Marcia (l966)
view th e resolution of this stage of development as being effected by internal
psychological processes and the impact of interpersonal and soc ietal forces
(Kerpl eman & Pittman. 1997). Within thi s approach to

ado l ~scen t

identity format ion

the influence of peers, family, school and broader community plays an important role
in the development of identity among adolescents (Heaven, 1994), with Adams and
Marshall (1996. p. 432) contending that the physical, soc ial , econom ic, spiritual and
personal aspec ts of an individual's life shapes their identity. Part of the development
of a sense of identity is the developmem of an individual's awareness of self and selfconcept as echoed by Adams and Marshall (1996):
Id entity is a social-psychological construct that reflects
soc ial lOfluences through imitation and identification
processes and active self-construct ion in the creation of
\\ hat is important to the self and others. (p. 433)

Sulls (in Worrell & Danner. 1989. p. 143) argues that identity fonnation is associated
with the individual developing a consistent view of self and that adolescence is a
period in which we see individuals gradually change their self-concept and grow to a
better understanding of their identity (Head, 1997). Swanson, Spencer and Peterson
(i n Bannan & Schneider, 1998, pp. 20 -21) concur with this view, seeing the
development of a personal identity as taking place in the context of role relationships
and eO\'ironmental (school, family, community) spaces. Garbarino (1985, p. 45)
views identity as being reconceptua lized depending upon the cultu ral, social and
historical context individuals find themselves within, with all of these factors
contributing
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the sense of self constructed by an individua l, a view echoed by

Adams and Marshall (1996, p, 436).

The notion of self-concept is therefore intimately related to the process of identity
fonnati on amongst adolescents. Hattie (1992) defines self-concept as " ...

a set of

beliefs. and relationships between these beliefs, that we have about ourself' (p. 97).
Adams and Marshall (1996, p. 438) contend that these beliefs about the self are
constru cted by the individual in a relational context, which include the influence of
culturc.

economics.

physical

environments.

socia l

class,

and

interpersonal

rdation shl ps. \larsh ( 1990, p. 32) views self-concept as the perceptions an individual
has abou t themse lves and which are formed through experience with olhers and the
\.:O\·lronmcnt. It is argued that a positive and stable self-concept is of benefit to the
individual i0. larsh, 1990, p. 7), with many educational initiatives - particularly those
In

Outdo...n I:Juca uon - setting the development of self-concept as a key goal (Burnen,

Craven &. \ Iarsb. 1999: Klint in Miles & Priesl, 1990, p. 163; Marsh, 1990, p. I).
Devel opment in self-concept research has illustrated that self-concept is a
llluitifaccu:J :md hierarchical structure (DuBois, Tevendale, Burk-Braxlon, Swenson
& Hard \!st~. :WOO: Marsh. 1990; Shavelson. Hubner & Stanton , 1976).

Hattie (1991. p. 77 ) describes the two key streams of self-concept able to be
identifi..:d. academic and non-academic se lf-concept. These two streams ca n then be
funher categorized into specific subject areas and social, emotional and physical
domains. \ larsh fomlUla led the multifaceted and hierarchical structure of sel f-concept

as consisting of 11 factors comprising; I) Physical abilities; 2) Phys ical appearance;
3) Opposite-sex relati ons; 4) Same-sex relations: 5) Parent relations; 6) HonestyTrustworthiness; 7) Emotional stability; 8) Math; 9) Verbal; 10) General school and
II) General self (Marsh, 1990).
Some research indicates that self-concept is relatively stable over time, with some
research studies into outdoor educational interventions aimed at fostering self-co ncept
indicating little statisti ca lly significant change (Chri stensen, 1997; Marsh, 1990).
Hattie (1992, pp. 247- 248) comp il ed a li st of factors for consideration when
implem enting programs aimed at enhancing self-concept, arguing that attenti on to
these factors increases the likelihood of positive change to self-concept. Research also
indicates that th e stability in self-concept after an intervention may be due to the
unfocussed nature of the intervention and that a greater focus upon specifi c domains
of self-concept may aid in fostering growth in these areas (Marsh, 1990, p. 85). Whil e
explori ng impacts upon general self-concept, th is research study also explores which
facets of self-concept are most greatly affected by the residential experi ence and
relates this to the underlying aims of the program, thus contributing to the field of
knowledge about the effect of interactions upon self-concept development and
hypothesizi ng about the causa l factors of such effects.
Changes to the self-concept and development of adolescent identity have also been
linked with the growth of personal autonomy and independence among young people
(Gray, 1997). Gray's (1997) study of an extended outdoor education program found
that participants indicated a greater sense of autonomy and independence at the
conclusion of the program. A sense of personal autonomyi agency and independence
is viewed by Bessant. Sercombe and Watts ( 1998) as resulting from the interaction of
adolescents' social situations and cvents with thc oppo rtuniti es provided to them to
exerci se choice

0\ er

what happens in those situations. Fuller (2000) advocates that by

providing adolescents with meaningfu l situations in which they have some contTol
over the choices available to them, th e development of resil ience and independence is
possible. The ideal of personal autonomy can then be viewed as the ability of an
adolescent to make choices. reflect on those choices and bounce back from any small
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failures associated with th e choices they have made. The developing sense of
autonomy in ado lescents, provides an indicati on of what life as an adult wi ll be like,
with Sessant. Sercombe and Watts regarding the self·detennining adolescent as one
who "has di scovered and mastered the proced ures for shaping their own self ' (1998 ,
p. 154). Such an individual needs to possess confidence in their own abilities
however. thus illustrating the link between a positive self-concept and the growth of
autonomy amongst ado lescents. For the purposes of this research study, th e sense of
autonomy present among youn g people wi ll be considered in the light of their selfconcept and their confidence in a new living and learning si tuation.

4.5. Lallguage, social COlltext and the adolescent identity
In taking a phenomenolog ical approach to this research, one of the goa ls of the study
is to explore how individuals describe and give meaning to their experiences at the
residential setting. The focu s upon the patterns of language used by indi viduals to
both give meaning to and describe their experiences and to discuss their sense of
identity requires some elaboration of general language use amongst adolescents along
with the relationship between language use and social context. As has already been
disc ussed adolescence is a time when individuals are in the process of fannin g both
an iden tity and dc\"eloping their sense of self. It has been demonstrated that this does
not occur in isolation however and that soc ial fo rces pby a part in both providing
adolescents with a range of identity options and affinn at ions about the self. One of
the ways in \\ hich an individual conveys their sense of se lf and their construction and
interpreta tions of the life world around them is through th e use of language and in a
broader sense. discourse (Danesi, 1994).
\'an Manell (1990. p. I..t) argues that humans express their experiences in a vari ety of
ways incorporating an. music. law etc. but mOSI significantly through the lise of
language. Language is both a form of communi cation and a method of constructing
reality and making mean ings (Emmitt & Poll ock. 1991 , p. 24). Meanings are fo rmed
in a context of social expec tation and non-linguistic symbols (Lemke, 1995. p. 9)
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where language is not formed in isolation, but is intricatel y intern'oven with the social
practices of individuals (Danesi, 1994; Fairclough, 1989; Gee, 1996; Giles &
Coupland, 1991 ; Kress, 1985).
In exploring how language func tions as a method of both creating meanings and
constructing realiti es, it is worth seeing language as part of a broader system of soc ial
discourse (Fairclough, 1989; Gee, 1992, 1996). Di scou rse is taken to mean not only
the language used by individual s, but ways of behaving, interacting, thinking,
believing, reading, writing (Gee, 1996, p. vii). Discourses can therefore be viewed as
social constructions and can vary depending on the soc ial context of indi viduals.
Inherent in a di scourse are patterns of language use whi ch reflect the values and
assumptions of the individuals using that particular discourse. Foucau lt contends that
discourse is more than simpl y the n on~ ling ui s tic and linguistic features used to

crea t ~

meaning, but is rather a form of soc ial knowledge which both constrains and enables
writing, speaking and thinking within social and historical limits (McHoul & Grace.
1993, p. 3 1). In this conceptuali zation of what a discourse is, Foucault identifies the
power inherent in di scourses, which results from their accepta nce as social bodies of
knowledge, where some forms of expression are constrained. Gee identifies two
major forms of di scourse, primary and secondary discourse. Primary discourses are
identified as those which peopl e are exposed to early in life, thus becoming the first
social identity an individual has (Gee, 1992, p. 108). Secondary discourses are other
discourses that indi viduals are exposed to in social contexts outside of their fa mili es
and kin groups (Gee, 1992, pp. I 08~ I 09). Taking this view of discourse (and hence
language), individuals are viewed as expanding on their know ledge of possible
discourses availa ble to them , and can se lect which disco urse will be used in a
particular sett ing (Gee, 1992).
Research conducted with adolescents illu strates a spec ific form of discourse use.
Danesi (1994) iden tifies a dialogue of adolescent language use ca lled

pubi~lec t,

which

reflects three discourse ca tegories. I) Emotive Language Programming - where
teenagers uti lize intensified language markers to display emotion; 2) Connotative
Language Programming - the coin ing ofne\\' words
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describe people and events in a

social context; 3) Clique-coded Language Programming - where language is used to
construct peer group bonds (Danesi , 1994, pp.lOl- 109). Gee's research illustrates that
adolescents use the discourses to which they have been exposed to construct
meanings about their lives and futures (Gee. 2000, p. 419). This research indicates the
ways in which language is used by adolescents to reflect their life world, the social
context of that world, their place within it, their identity as indi viduals and the manner
in which they relate to other adolescents.
Gee asserts that as individuals move out of the world of their primary di scourses and
into the realm of secondary discourses they take on new identities as members of
these discourses (Gee, 1992, p. 109). He goes on to explore how exposure to these
discourses can lead to the possibility for individuals resisting " ... dominance and
hegemony" (Gee, 1992, p. Ill), leading to the notion of how particular discourses
reinforce both social class and power relations.
In constructing an identity, adolescents select a discourse which reflects their
interpretations of the social context they are li ving in, and their relationships with
others (Danesi, 1994, p. 96). Lemke (1995, p. 24) argues that discourses are utili zed
to construct the life-world of individual s, thus becoming a means of illustrating th eir
beliefs, values and opinions. While research studies such as Gee's (2000) illustrate
that adolescents make use of discourse to describe their experience, it would be
beneficial to conduct further studies exploring how experimentation with different
discourses becomes part of the process of developing a social identity amongst
adolescents.
The literature at this point focuses heavily upon the discourses individuals use and
what those discourses reflect about power and socia l class. but littl e attention is paid
to the processes by which adolescents in particular experiment with discourses and
interweave aspects of different discourses into their everyday lives. Heath ( 1991 ,
1993) has contributed some va luable work in this area, with her explorati on of the
way in which specific forms of language use are acquired in soc ial and cultural
situations. Larson (2000) examines Heath's research which suggests that adolescents
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.....-----------------------incorporate the language associated with an initiative or cultural situation into their
range of discourses, reflecting their understanding and learning of that initiative or
cultural si tuation. The research suggests that students participating in boys and gi rls
clubs, YMCA gang intervention programs and community organizations adopt what

Larson refers to as an operating language for initi ative (2000, p. 178), which refl ects
their learni ng of responsibility and initiative in such situations. The study also
suggests that adolescents obtain a greater ability to shi ft between different registers of
speech after participation in a new environment. a contention echoed by Fraser
( 1968).

Larson argues that thi s fi eld of research requires furthe r development in both tracing
changes of language use by adolescents and documenting how a shift in linguistic
features is related to behavioral change (2000, p. 178), and views Heath's work as a
baseline for other studies. With its focu s on the language used by participants to
describe thei r experience at the residential setting, it is envisaged that thi s research
study will contribute to thi s emerging field by exploring how adolescents' exposure to
a new discourse is reflected in their changing pauem of discourse use.
The findings of the literature review prove useful when framing the significance of
this researc h study. As has been demonstrated in the review, the notion of extended
residential learning programs is often referred to the tradition of outdoor education,
bu t as this review found, it can also be linked to a broader tradition of residential
educa tion. which proves usefu l in providing a more comprehensive understanding of
the deve lopment of contemporary programs. The development of a stronger definit ion
of the nature of extended residential learning programs in fut ure research would be
beneficial to the field . The ca ll by educators for reconceptualization of the middle
yea rs of schooling in light of both the nature of adolescence and philosophies of
lifelong lea rning has been bri efly considered, indicating the sign ificance of research
studi es into programs aimed at address ing these goals. In exp loring the impact of
education programs upon ado lescents, the particular nature of the adolescent period
needs to be taken into accou nt as has been demonstrated in the review. The links
between adolescem language use and development of personal ski ll s and iden tity is
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an exciting area of research, which would benefit from more research into the
discourses used by adolescents in a number of social and cultural situations.
The development of extended residential learning programs can be seen through the
literature as a means of addressing the needs of a society whi ch is rapidly changing.
Previous research (Fleming, 1998 ; Gray, 1997) into this field illustrates some positi ve
benefits resulting from such programs - including enhanced ability to form
relationships and greater independence- however detai led research outlining the
benefits to self-concept, learning and understanding of community are lacking. The
present research study endeavors to explore the impact in these three areas, whi le
taking into account the research concerning adolescent development and th e forces
impacting upon that development.

The phenomenological basis of the study seeks to uncover how individuals in the case
use language to describe their experiences and disc uss their identity. Reviews of the
literature in thi s fi eld illustrate the impact of social context upon discourse I language
use and the inherent power structures within this use. An emerging body of literature
(Heath, 199 1, 1993: Larson , 2000) indicates the way in which interventions amongst
ado lescents contribute to a growing awareness of discourse use.

In conducting a review of the literature in the field the three fo cal areas of the
research question (self-concept, learning and understanding of community) can be
seen to be interlinked throughout the review. The multi-di sci plinary nature of the
foca l areas in the area of extended residential learning programs is illustrated through
a discussion of present research practices. With the impacts of social and educational
forces upon self-concept, learning and understanding of community explored in the
review, it leads the study towards an examination of the central research question to
be explored in the study.

The following chap ter of the thesis, An Emerging Analysis: Experiences and Themes
of the Residential Program Identi fied, explores the data collec ted throughout the
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study. The chapter charts the analysis process from coding to the creation of an
organizational framework which represents the impacts across the three focal areas of
self-concept, learning and understanding of community.
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CHAPTER FIVE: AN EMERGING ANALYSIS:
EXPERIENCES AND THEMES OF THE RESIDENTIAL
PROGRAM IDENTIFIED

The purpose of thi s chapter is to present an analysis of the data yielded from semistru ctured interviews, focus group interviews, researcher observations, teacher
perceptions and survey methods (the Learning Process Questionnaire and the SelfDescription Questionnaire II).

Interview and observational data obtained through the methods mentioned above was
coded using strategies from both Miles and Huberman ( 1994) and Strauss and Corbi n
(1990). along with a taxonomic and domain analysi s of observational data using
Spradley's techniques (\980). The cod ing structure utilized also paid particular
attention to the three focal points of the resea rch question, self-concept, learning and
understanding of co mmuni ty.

Initial coding of interview data resulted in the identification of a broad range of
concepts describing the impact of a residential experience upon adolescents. From
this range of concepts a number of categories were establ ished in order to group the
concepts together. The main categories constructed for this purpose were:
(I) Learning type, which contained sub-categories of a) cultural/c iti zenship
learning; b) sociallemotiona llea rning: c) Iife-skilileaming and d) school-type
learning.
(2) Community.
(3) Relationships, which contained sub-categories of a) relationships between
peers at the residential setting; b) relationships with staff at the setting and at
the ma instream schoo l: c) relationships with comm unity members.
(4) Impact upon the individual, which contained concepts relating to change in
individual attitudes and values.

5)

From this range of categories, a number of patterns were identified as being common
amongst the sample group cohort. These patterns related to the linguistic structures
used by students both at the beginning and end of the residential experience and a
pattern relating to the identification of socia l interactions within a new cu ltural
environment. These will be analyzed in further detail in a later section of the chapter.

The construction of both concepts and categories through coding allowed another
level of coding to occur, that of theme coding. When coding for themes it was
discovered that these themes could be broadly explored withi n three overarching or
main themes. The creation of three overarchi ng themes was also guided by the focal
points as expressed in the research question, self-concept, learning and understanding
of community. In the development of an overarching thematic structure these three
components were incorporated into the resulting framework. The three overarching
themes establi shed through the coding process are:
(I) The formation of relationships through a residential experience.

(2) Learning in residence.
(3) Individual change and self-concept.
The three overarching themes are directly infomled and inform the categories used to
group concepts emerging from the data and can be linked to the three focal points of
the research question, the impact of the experience upon

self-~oncepl ,

learning and

understanding of community.
The link between the three overarching themes as described above and the initial
focal areas of the research question can be represented as follows.
\) The formation of relationships through a residential experience.
•

Incorporates the impact of relationship formation at the residential
setting upon adolescent self-concept

•

Describes how learning occurs in relation to the maintenance and
fonning of relationships.

•

Includes analysis of the interrelationships between learning and
understanding of community as students reflect a growi ng
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understanding of how relationships are bui lt

In

a community

context.
2) Learning in Residence.
•

Explores in detail the second focal point of the research question,
examining the types of learning occurring at the residential setting.

•

Also explores the dual aspects of learning and

a growing

understanding of community.
3) Individual change and self-concept.
•

Links strongly to the focal point of the research question explori ng the
impact of the residential experience upon self-concept.

Data reduction as described by Mil es and Huberman (1994) was utili zed to create an
organizational framework illustrating the three overarching themes and relationship
between the themes and the categories of concepts. Table 1 in Appendix 6 presents
the organizational framewo rk constructed.

In order to conduct an anal ysis of both the themes and their related concepts I
categories, each theme wi ll be considered separately. The first them e discovered
through the process of analysis was that of - the formation of relationships through a
residential experience.

5. 1 The /ormation o/relationships through a residential experience
The theme of the formati on of relationships through a residential experience was the
theme most strongly identifi ed through interview and observati ona l data from the
partic ipams. Students viewed the constructi on of new relationships and a
development in their interpersonal skills as one of the most positive experiences of
their time at the res idential setting and as one of the key impacts of the program, the
fomat ion of relationships suggests an accompanying link to the change in students'
sel f-concept. The enthu siasm with which they spoke about the relati onships fonned
conveyed the sense that this had had a profound impact on their eight-weeks.
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Analysis of the data describing these relationships yielded some key characteristics of
the relationships fonned through residence.
(I) Relationships are close and intense and are fonned quick.1y.
(2) Relationships are characterized by a change or lack of stereotyping.
(3) Relationships are ascribed known social categories.
(4) Relationships involve understanding and appreciating difference.
(5) Relationships have to be maintained through confl ict resolution.
(6) Relationships invol ve a commonjoumey.
(7) Relationships are infonnal , relaxed and characterized by spontaneity.
(8) Relationships with community are bui lt through areas of shared interest.
(9) Students' self-concept undergoes change in the area of relationships.

These nine characteristics were common to the description of experiences of
participants at the residential setting and in describing the phenomenon of
relationships there were some common linguistic features identified.

5.1.1 Relationships are close and illtellse and are formed quickl)'

Students often referred to the close nature of the relationships they had fonned
through the residential experience. One of the main reasons. attributed to the close
nature of the relationships was the continuous nature of th e resident ial experience,
most often thi s was referred to as a consequence as being together " 241 7". This
phrase of "2411" was used to distinguish the nature of the program as being one where
yo u are involved in the program, 24 hours a day. 7 days a week. The use of this
phrase was a common linguistic pattern amongst the student cohort and signified a
shared termino logy arising from the residential experience. It is an expression which
is not unique to the residential setting but one which has been adopted to describe the
lifestyle students find themselves participating in.

Student 5: ... to have a reall y good friend of mine sleep two metres away and you can
chat a1\ night. Just the whole, you're around 77 peopl e, 2417 and plus the teachers
whic h is another 14, it's just so good ... and I think just a lot to do wi th friends ...
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Students viewed the relationships fonned through residence as being fonned quickly,
with students commenting that thi s needed to occur due to the residential nature of the
program and the need to fonn bonds with people you have not met before but are now
li ving with.

Student 13: ... Ii ving with seven strangers and trying to cope with you know, their
different habits, my different habits, you know trying to interlock with them ...
Again, the common concepts of the continuous nature of the program and a concept
of a common. shared journey were related to the formation of relationships quite
quickly. The concept of a common, shared journey was expressed by students as an
aid to the development of relationships as it meant that imm ediately there was a
common pomt of interest that individuals could converse about:

Student 10: I think sharing a hou se with someone gives you, you know a reall y close
bond and you spend so much time with people and we're all going through it together
and we all son of know how each other feels in a way, and you've got that similarity.
So people you don't really know you can still sort of stri ke up a conversation about
what Ihcy\'c been doing and you know your friendship just evolves from there .
Paniclp::mts reported that this allowed them to form relationships with people that
they prenou sly may have thought they would have little in common with. Th is
contribut ed to what students saw as growth in their interpersonal ski ll s, as explored
later in the chapter. Thi s concept of the conti nuous nature of the program being
responsible for the fonnation of quick and close bonds is common to the residential
setting as documented by Fleming (\998) in a study of adult residentia l learning
centers. The development of bonds through residence is also documented by Fraser
(1968), with his contention of the development of close re lationships between males
and females in residen tial settings.

5.1.1 Relationships are characterized by a change ill or lack o/stereotyping

Students spoke about the ability to experiment with their identity and their role in
relationships while at the residential setting.

It appeared that a detachment from

home and school allowed students to explore new identities and break out of fonner
roles to become "different" to what they were in Melbourne, with this occurring early
on in the residential experience.

Student 18: ... probably being less shy, and its quite amazing, like the first week J'm
usually pretty shy. but I've kind of branched out and you know, that's great. I mean
I'm usually on the shy side, but it's the complete opposite up here for some reason.
Many students reported a change in their role in relationships, with a common feeling
of a growth in confidence about initiating conversations and friendships with others,
which is most likely due to the continuous nature of the program, the environment
students are li ving in and a shared experience. Thi s concept of moving into a new
role, where students are able to experiment with being more open can be corre lated to
Goffman's (1961) theory of role in groups, where individuals play out the role
expected by others in the group! social situation. In the transition to the residential
setting, there is an expectation that students will need to play' a more outgoing role in
order to fonn bonds quickl y, and, with students removed from previous rol e
expectations held in Melbourne, they feel more able to try out new soc ial roles.

In talking about stereotypes, a linguistic pattern emerged which fits broadly into
Danes i's ( 1994, p. 104) pubilecl (the dialogue of puberty), with its element of
Connotati ve Language Programming, where words are used and developed to
describe peopl e and events in a social context, for examp le. nerds. jocks. Although
students identified the removal of many stereotypes at the residential setting, one
student identified that one category was sti ll present:
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Student II : I don ' t know, one of them got called a nerd the other day when I was
there and he was trying to defend his status as a nerd. And its funny that that's the
only social category that has stayed up here, like there's no jocks or anything ...
This student also went on to explore how other students had changed social roles
from those which they held in Melbourne to how they were perceived by others at the
residential sening:

Student II : ... but you see the thing is apparently a lot of the GW (one of the
metropolitan campuses) guys, the geeky guys are really popular here ... none of them
were popular at all, but all the P (another of the metropolitan campuses) gi rl s have
gone "oh wow, he's hot" , and adopted him up.
The language of geeky and he's hot fit into Danesi's construction of Connotative
Language Programming and rely upon a shared terminology of adolescence that

-

recognizes the meanings of such terms. The language illustrates a clear social
construc ti on where people are categorized in terms of an identifying feature, for
example, studying a lot or being good looking. What is interesting is that while thi s
student recognized that categories! stereotypes can be fluid at this particular stage and
\\ ilhm 3 different social setting, she is still clearly identifying her value system in
r~g3rd

to these categories, For this student to be hor is better regarded than being a

gcck. as illu strated by the phrase, he was adopted up. There is a hierarchical structure

inherent in the language of this student, where different

st~reotypes

carry different

k\ ds of soc ial status and weighting.

In mter\"iews. the ability to try out new identities through becoming less shy and more
confident. for example, was identified on an individual basis. For some students,
however. suc h individual change was not mirrored with a change in the stereotypes
they applied to the broader adolescent social system of which they were a part. It was
interesting to note that wh il e stereotypes about rural community members underwent
significant change (as will be exp lored in a later section of this chapter), the
adolescent social system cont inu ed to be characterized by differences in socia l status,
as illustrated by the above student.
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5.1.3 Relationships are ascribed known social categories

References to the relationships students formed with stafT were frequent throughout
the interview data with many students commenting on the staff as one of the key
factors in the positive nature of their experiences at the residential setting. For many
students the kind of relationships they held with staff at the setting were unlike staffstudent relationships they had previously experienced. Thi s led students to identify
their own role in relating with adults, while they also identified patterns of power and
authority in other relationships they had been involved in. In describing the closeness
of the honds that they formed with the staff at the setting, students used language
commonly ascribed to other forms of soc ial relationships in order to construct
meaning to the new type of relationship they were experiencing. Most commonly
these constructions viewed staff at the residential setting as friends or family .
Students were aware that the nature of the residential setting was responsible for the
development of such close relationships between staff and students, the program
being "2417" (24 hours a day, 7 days a week) viewed as the primary factor
contributing to thi s bui lding of relationships.

Students spoke of the trust developed between staff and students, whom they no
longer referred to as teacbers but as leaders , a linguistic convention used by the staff
themselves and then adopted by the students. The use of thi s terminology has a
specific philosophical relationship to the setting and the notion of staff as mentors in
the learning process, leading students in taking responsibility for their own learning.
It also mirrors Gee's (1992) con tention on the impact of exposure to a secondary

discourse which individuals can adopt in their everyday communi cations. There was a
distinct lingui stic shift from students using the term teachers in the first round of
interviews. to the use of the term leaders in the focus groups and second round
interviews, where students would also self-correct if they used the term teachers.
Excerpts from this focus group interview conducted in the foul1h week of the program
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illustrate the way in which students are making both a linguistic and philosophical
shift in the way they view the relation ship with staff.
Student 9: ] think of the staff more as leaders , rather than as teachers
Student 15: and I think because ...
Student 1: yeah not as teachers, I agree .. .
Student 15: ... because we know them ... we feel we can relate to them more ....
In thi s focus group students al so went about ascribi ng known categories to a new
situation, making connections between their known soc ial systems in order to
construct meaning in this environment and describe the relationship with staff.

Student 13: ... and then there's _ _ _ _ _ and he acts like the dad , he's the dad of
the group.
Student 15: and
?
Student 9: he's like the uncle.
Student I : and
like a sister
Student 13: yeah
Student 10: yeah and so is _ _
Student I : yeah ....
It was common for students to refer to the staff as being like famil y and journal notes
from the researcher also indicate heari ng students call staff by these tenns signi fyi ng
a familial relationship. At the conclusion of the program students reflected on the
experi ence of working and living with staff and again

c1 os~

bonds and constructions

of staff as friends, equals and family emerged from the data.

Student 20: The bondi ng between the teachers, oh th e leaders, and the students. See
like here th ey' re leaders and in Melbourne th ey' re teach ers so there's a power
difference And ... {that affects] the way we learn. the way we think. and we know that
if we do something they're not going to look at us different. They're going 10 look at
us as our peers instead of as a higher person.
Stud ent 5: The teachers have been amazing, I get on with them really well, th ey' re
like a ma te not your teacher.
The impact of these relationships between staff and students

w~s

described as a key

feature of the experience. with students asserting that the personal nature of the
contact with staff contributed to positive learning experiences throughout the eight-
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week program. Their language use in gWIng meaning to thei r experiences at the
residential setting illustrates a growing awareness of the way language is used to
enforce concepts of power and authority in both social and educational settings. The
awareness amongst students of the shift in power relations between staff and students
at the residential learning centre was highlighted by students who felt that one stafT
member did not portray the characteristics of a "leader". For students, the stark
difference in the method of dealing with students was furth er confirmed by the
presence of a staff member who reinforced the power boundaries common to the
metropolitan environment:
Student 10: (the staff here) ... they trust us a lot more, and if we do something wrong,
they give us a valid reason and time to say our own opi nion . I don't know, one (staff
member) up here I don't really like .. .. acts too teac hery and .... doesn't really have a lot
of fun with us. Like the rest of them all sort of get into i1....
.
This led to di sillu sionment on behalf of some students when interacting with this sta ff
member, when they could see the positive, close bonds they had formed with other
staff at th e setting.

The formation of relationships in a residential environment is viewed as allowing
indi vidual s to detach from sociall y ascribed roles and experi ment with new social
roles and identiti es. The emoti onal attachment to both the residential setting and the
staff has links to I--lirsch and DuBois (2000) who contend that emotional attachment to
a "home" or "place" all ows" ... the development of social identities and self-esteem"
amongst adolescents (Dusek, 2000, p. 233). For the students this allowed them to
experience new relationships with peers, community members and staff at the
residenti al setting, expanding thei r understandings of both self and sel f in relation to
others.

5.1.4 Relationships blvolve ullderstanding and appreciating differell ce

One of the emerging concepts in relati on to the relationships formed during residence
is that of understanding and appreciating differences. Students noted that due
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the

continuous nature of the residential experience it was necessary to accept and
understand individual differences. For many students this resulted from simpl y being
exposed to people who have different life experiences to them, resulting in a growth
of cultural and social knowledge about the lives of others. For other students this
involved making a conscious decision to accept differe nces in people that they
previously may have been less tol erant of.

An example of this latter point is as

foll ows:

Student I: There's a couple of house members that aren't reall y the sort of people that
I would usually be friends with, so it's hard for me to be with them . Like one person
in particular can be loud and do things that ... are rea ll y irritating for me, and it makes
it difficult for the rest of us. So. But you have to adapt to those things, and I think
that's a good skill to learn .
Thi s leads into the next concept raised by students, that of learning the skills of
confli ct resolution in dealing with their relationships with others.

5.1.5 Relatiollships have to be maimailled through cOllflict resolution

Students frequently commented on the need to develop skill s in confl ict resolution.
Students commented that in Melbourne it was easy to allow conflict to go unreso lved
as they could go home from school, avoid the person and then deal with the conflict
the following day or even a few days later. The residenti al, continual nature of the
experience, however, meant that there was no avoiding another person and so conflict
needed to be resolved as it arose, as illustrated by this examp le from a focu s group
interv iew.

Stud ent 1: Learning to interact and sort out problems, especially when you ha ve to , if
you see someone at school and you have an argument, you go home at the end of the
day and you come back and it's all sort of refreshed. But here, if you have an
argument wi th someone you see them 2417 so
Student 17: you have to resolve it.
Student I: .. yeah, yo u have to resolve it, you can't avoid them.
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For most students, the ability to deal with conflicts which arose within the house or in
the broader residential village led to a feeling of accomplishment and a sense that this
would benefit them in later years.

Student I : Well we had in our house, a pretty serious issue ... and actually everyone
sat down and had a proper discussion and resolved the issue and I thought that was
like really, reall y good, and we didn't involve any of the staffat all. And I thought that
was one of the things that was really good about Cl unes, that you know, it just
showed just how much everybody cared about each other, that they could get along
enough to resolve an issue by themselves without having to involve any adults.
Student 9: ... It's like a good experience, it's probably enhanced my life, people skill s
and dealing with other people .. .like when I've got a housemate, when I've got a hou se
or sharing a unit or something, it'll help ...
Th is was a common feature resulting from the students' reflection on how the
expe ri ence had impacted upon them - an exploration of how this experi ence would
help them in the future and in these explorations there was also a social positioning
illu strat ing how the students positioned themselves in a discourse of future life
invoking un iversity, success living away from home and a stable job. Gee (2000)
documents how adolescents from varying soc ial classes fashion themselves and their
future through language, a phenomenon which can be seen at work in the reflections
of ho\\' the students view the residenti al experience in the scheme of their li fespan.

5.1.6 Relationships im"ollle a commOll journey

As mentioned briefly above, students identified the ;).spect of a common, shared
experience as contributing to the forma tion of relationships. Thi s common experi ence
arose from individuals sharing the same challenges. new environment and simil ar
feelings of adjustment. The element of a common experi ence led to the ability for
individuals with no obv ious shared interests to interact and form relationships of
support and friendship .
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Student 10: ... grown a lot more, and watched others grow with me. I don't know that
sort of brings a sense of community, that you're all doing the same thing ...
The awareness that a common experience led to the formation of relationships was a
concept that students also identified as being a characteristic of a community, either
that of the residential setting itself, or the broader elunes community. This sense of
belonging to a community, family or school is viewed by Fuller (2000, p. 165) as a
key way of promoting resilience amongst adolescents by providing them with support
networks and friendships.

5.1. 7 Relationships are informal, relaxed and characterized by spontaneity

The nature of the residential experience is characterized by relationships which are
informal, relaxed and spontaneous. Nezlek (2001) defines social skills as "the ability
to have satisfying interactions and relationships with others" (p. 386). Nezlek's
contention is that successful social interactions may lead people to view themselves
as "more socially skilled" (2001, p. 389), a contention which seems relevant to many
of the students at the setting who felt more equipped to participate in informal social
interactions. The development of interpersonal skills allowed students to gain
confidence in making informal and spontaneous decisions about the activities they
would do v/ith others. For many students the fact that

SUCD.

a diverse range of people

were right at their doorstep, allowed them to build relationships without having to
make concrete plans.

Student 6: I really liked living in one house with all my friends, they're just so close,
like at home, I don't, you know, I can't see them unless we organize something, where
here it's just you know, walk over, knock on the door and you're there.
Many students reported that this would be one of the things they would miss most
about the residential setting.

Student 13: ... you hang out with your friends and we go to house 12 and 13 basically
and just sit there and chat, and even though its nothing amazing, its just something I
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want to look back on. I'm going to really miss not being able to wake up and see all
my friends, not being able to get up and go up to house 12 or house 6 or somewhere.
Not being able to just walk somewhere and see your friends. Like you'll wake up in
your own bed which will be nice, but you won't be able to see any of your friends,
you'll have to call them up.
Journal notes taken by the researcher across the time span of the program, signify the
impact of the close relationships students formed across the eight-week period. From
the first night of the program when students sat awkwardly in their house groups, to a
night in the last week when houses were filled with a mix of males and females, with
students running from house to house and laughter echoing through the darkness. The
spontaneous nature of the relationships formed was a characteristic of the residential
setting, with the houses in close proximity to each other, the relaxed atmosphere and
the desire of the students to get the most of the relationships they were making during
the program. The development of these relationships can also be correlated with the
growth of autonomy amongst students. As Bessant, Sercombe and Watts (1998)
contend. the interaction of social situations and opportunities for choice in those
situations contributes to a sense of autonomy, which can be seen to develop amongst
indiyiduals at the residential setting. While most students signified a desire to
maintain the relationships they had formed during the program, they were also aware
of the difficulty of doing this in Melbourne when they had routines, friends from their
home campuses and family responsibilities to maintain. This concept of the routines
of regular life was another concept that coding identified, with students taking this
opportunity to "break free" from their routines and relax in a different environment.
This too will be explored under the theme of Individual change and self-concept.

5.1.8 Relationships with community are built through areas of shared interest

While the relationships formed between individuals at the residential setting can be
identified as resulting from the continuous nature of the program, the relationships
formed \vith the local community varied greatly for students involved in the program.
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Those students who fonned relationships with members of the local community did
so through participating in activities of shared interest for both parties. Most
commonly this shared interest resulted in interaction through sporting activities:
Student 17: Well I play badminton, netball and basketball and we see so many of the
locals .. .
Student 13: Because 1 like footy and because I can kick a ball more than 20 metres,
they all sort of know who you are. You walk down the street and everyone knows you
play footbalL.and so that gives you the community feel , playing fooly and just
hanging out at the local club, they don't treat you like you're from the city, it's like
you're one of them ...
The language used to describe the relationships fonned with community members
signifies a dialogue of insider/ outsider, where those that were able to connect with
the community through a shared interest discovered more about the inside world of
life in a rural community. The notion of a dialogue of insider/outsider stems from
Goffman (1973) and the notion of insider secrets which:
... are ones whose possession marks an individual as
being a member of a group and helps, the group feel
separate and different fTom those individuals who are not
"in the know" . (p. 142)
The "insider" perspective was also expTessed through language which illustrated a
feeling of acceptance or belonging.

Student 16: I've found the shopping has helped a lot, because you go down to the
same shops everyday, speaking to the same people and you get to feel like part of the
community.
This perception of belonging in a small community is mirrored in literalUre such as
Dempsey (1990, p. 30) where interview data from a small rural community
predominantly mentioned the experience of being known and recognized and having
a strong attachment to the community. Students identified a number of variables
which impacted upon the amount, type and result of interaction and fonning of
relation ships with the local community. One of these was the length of their stay, as it
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is only an eight-week program some students viewed that as affecting the number and
type of relationships they were able to fonn with community members:

Student 6: ... I'm not here for that long so it's sort of hard for me to contribute in a
maJor way .. .
Student II: The chances were there but I just didn 't really take them, I mean these
people I'm not reall y going to be friends with again, and you know I didn't really sec:
the need ...
For some students this led them to focus solely on forming relationships with their
school peers, while for others the short nature of the stay led to a desire to have as
much interaction as possible.

Student 13: If I had to have a choice to have it and have to leave it, or to not have it
and not ever have to think about leaving it, I would choose the first because its just
really great to walk down the street and even the adults know who you are, and th e
kids say hi , how's it go ing, everyone knows who I am, it's really good.
In this sense another variable affecting interaction between commun ity and students
was the students' own preconceptions and orientation towards community interaction.
Those students who did avai l themselves of the opportunities for interaction generall y
spoke more positively about their contact and involvement with community members
(The insider perspective). Here the outsider is the adolescent who does not avail
themselves to th e nonnal mode of interaction in this community, therefore being
unable to adopt the "insider" perspective. Dempsey (1990) argues that in a rural
community the "outsider" is one who does not conform to the expected roles and way
of life in such communities (p. 41). For the adolescent at the residential setting the
challenge is two-fold, to pick up on expected social roles and activities, then to
participate in them, opening oneself up to the "insider" perspective, or to hold back
from this remaining an "outsider".

Another of the variables impacting upon

interaction with the community was the type of interacti on offered with one student
feeling that the majority of community involvement was centred around sporting

6&

activities and that thi s made it difficult for students who were not interested in sport to
make connections with members of the local community:

Student 9: .. .it (community involvement) sort of forgets about them ... (Wesley
students)

Another fac tor raised by students was a feeling that they were affected by past
experiences of both students and commun ity members. Students often expressed
confusion about negative reactions from certain commu nity members and fe lt that the
locals needed time to adj ust to their presence.

Student 9: ... she gets like pissed off really easily, like if you come at the wrong time
or something, even if you reall y need something, like she still gets annoyed ...
Student I : I think that they're more sort of adapted to us now, as the start they weren't
as friendl y.
The students also had preconceptions of what the locals would be like from stories
told by previ ous students and this often led to a period of adjustment on their behalf
as they formed opinions from their own experiences. Preconceptions about the locals
were also due to stereotypical notions of what rural people are like, with locals li kely
holding similar stereotypes about the characteri stics of adolescents from urban
environments. In his work. Dempsey (1990, p. 37) found that rural people expressed
quite negative stereotypes of individuals from city environments, with metropolitan
people classed as unfriendly and iso lated. The changing nature of rural stereotypes
amongst adolescents at the residential setting is explored later in the chapter. Factors
such as these can be broadly related to the insider! outsider perspective, where
preconceptions are held by both the local community and the students, but which
graduall y dissipate after relati onships are formed. Those students who did not form
relationships with comm unity members gained less of an "insider" perspective than
their peers who formed relationships throu gh sport. curriculum and informal
interaction.
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5.1.9 Students' self-concept undergoes change in th e area of relationships

The development of relationships with staff at the residential setting, peers and the
local community can be viewed as having a positive impact upon students' selfconcept. Most often this was due to students speaking of an enhanced ability to fonn
relationships with others, a skill which led them to reflect on changes within their
own understandings of how they related to others. This change in self-concept
through the relationships fonned in residence is explored in more detail under the
theme of Individual change and self-concept, where students discuss their increased
abi lity to resolve conflict with others and accept others' idiosyncrasies. Changes to
self-concept, particularly in the area of opposite-sex relations, are also illustrated in
the results obtained from the Self-Description Questionnaire II , as discuss:d below.
The Self-Description Questionnaire II (SOQ-II; Marsh , 1990) was administered to the
cohort group in the first and last week of the eight-week program. As discussed in the
literature review the SDQ-I1 incorporates a multifaceted and hierarchical approach to
self-concept and is composed of II facets of sel f-concept which can be assessed. The
II facets of self-concept assessed by the scale are: 1)Physica l abilities; 2)Physical
appearance; 3)Opposite-sex relations; 4)Same-sex relations ; 5)Parent relations:
6)Honesty-trustwortbiness; 7)Emotional stabil ity;

8)~ath;

9)VerbaJ ; lO)General

School and II )Generai self (Marsh, 1990). Along with scores yielded from each of
these facets of self-concept a total self-concept score is obtained. Previous research
into the stability of self-concept scores after an extended residential educational
intervention indicate that self-concept is a relatively stable construct, with little or no
stati stical change reported (Ch ri sten sen, 1997).

Analysis of the SDQ-If was conducted utilizing a paired-samples Hest and the
statistical package SPSS for Windows (Version 10.0). The use of the paired-samples
Hest has as its goal, an analysis of whether any change in the mean scores of the
sample from Test 1 to Test 2 can be viewed as being stat istically signifi cant. For the
purposes of thi s research study the goal was to explore the impact of the extended
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residential learning program upon self-concept, a goal which can be achieved by
comparing the means and drawing inferences about any statistically significant
change in those means across the eight-week period. The key question addressed by
the use of a paired-samples t-test is:

Does the extended residential learning experience result in a change in the means of
the facets of self-concept, as defined by Marsh?

The use of a two-test measure of the SDQ-II has its basis in an experimental design
and is a valuable method of inferring whether any change between test one and test
two is statistically significant (Field, 2000; SPSS, 1999). Scoring of the SDQ-II
results in three sets of test scores, a raw score, a percentile score and a t,-score. The
scores gained from the raw analysis of the SDQ-II were not used for statistical
eval uation, as Marsh (1990, pp. 20 -21) outlines that the use of raw scores is rarely
defensible; instead t-scores yielded from the scoring schedule were used for this
procedure.

Each of the facets of self-concept as assessed in the SDQ-II will be

considered separately in this section of the analysis.

A note on presentation.
Two tables have been constructed which illustrate the data for all eleven facets tested.
The first of these tables (Table 2), the Paired Samples Statistics, presents the statistics
pertaining to each test result - the mean, the number of students in the sample, the
standard deviation and the standard error.

The second table (Table 3) illustrates the differences between the two tests, providing
an indication of whether any change can be interpreted as statistically significant. For
the purposes of this research study, significance is viewed as being less than 0.05
(p<0.05). Field (2000, p. 231) illustrates that the convention for the social sciences is
to accept as statistically meaningful a value less than 0.05. Full tables from the
anal ysis are included in Appendix 7.
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Whil e the interview and observational data illustrates that students feel more
confident in a range of domains, the Self-Descripti on Questionnaire II provides an
indication of change in the way students self-report after the conclusion of the eightweek program.
Table 2: Pa ired Samples Statistics: All facets.
Facet
Math TI
Math 1'2
Parent TI
Parent 1'2
Physical
ao~arance Tl
Physical
aOOearance 1'2
PhYSIcal abilities
TI
Physical abilities

Mean
57.68
56.50
52.77
52.95
49.68

N
22
22
22
22
22

Std. Deviati on
8.91
8.97
7.06
6.55
9.27

Std. Error Mean
1.90
1.9 1
1.51
1.40
1.98

51.36

22

7.82

1.67

52.45

20

7.28

1.63

5 1.70

20

6. 17

1.38

5 1.50

22

9.09

1.94

52.82

22

8.40

1.79

49.00

22

11.24

2.40

52.27

22

8. 17

1.74

54.09
55.73
51.36
52.55
56.23

22
22
22
22
22

9.68
7.74
8.25
7.66
7.94

2.06
1.65
1.76
1.63
1.69

55. 18

22

8.8 1

1 1.88

53.82

22

7.20

1.54

53.86

22

7.36

1.57

49.86

22

8.89

1.90

52.64

22

9.90

2.11

54.64

22

9.08

1.94

55.36

22

8.35

1.78

.

T2

Same-sex
relations T1
Same-sex
relations 1'2
Opposite-sex
relations T1
Opposite-sex
relations 1'2
Verbal TI
Verbal T2
General Seif Ti
General SelfT2
General School
TI
General School
T2
Honesty.
Trustwonhiness
TI
Honesty.
Trustwonhiness
T2
Emotional
Stabilitv T l
Emotional
Siabilitv T2
Total Self·concept
TI
Total Sel f·concept
T2
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Table 3: Paired Samples Test: All facets
Facet

Mean

Pair I: Math
TI-T2
Pair 2: Parent
relatIOns TI -

Sid
Deviation

Sid
95%
Error Confidence
Mean Interval of
Ibe
Difference.

I

df

Sig. (2
tailed)

1.1 8

2.87

.6 1

Upper
-9. 18E-02

-.18

5.43

1.1 6

-2.59

2.23

-. 157

2 1 .877

-1.68

5.63

1.20

-4. 18

.82

-

2 1 .176

Lower
2.46

1.93 0

2 1 .067

T'
Pair :' PhYSIcal
appearance TI -

1.400

T2
P:mJ
Phys Ical
abdllles TI -

.75

3.99

.89

- 1.1 2

2.62

.842.

19 .4 10

- 1.32

4.34

.92

-3.24

.60

-

2 1 .169

T2
PaIr :;
Saml--SC\
relations TI -

1.426

T,
i'JH 6

-3.27

6.42

1.37

-6. 12

-.42

OppO~lt~-sex

-

2 1 .026

2.390

relatIons TI-

T'
I'JU - \ ("rbal
TI-

-1.64

T~

I':m:') G("nCfal
SdfTl - T2
PJlr 9 General
School Tl- T2
I PJITIO

-3.49

.89

.22

-

2 1 .08 1
2 1 .339

I -1.18

5.67

1.21

-3.70

1.33

1.836
-.978

1.05

3.96

.84

-.71

2.80

1.239 21

.229

-

7.48

1.59

-3.36

3.27

-.029

21

.978

5.90

1.26

-5.39

-.16

-

21

.039

21

.479

I

l "oneSt~.

14.55E-

)lJIr II:

-2 .77

Trust\\onhmcss
TI - T2

4. 18

02

EmOllonal
S ta blht~ TI -

2.203

T2
P:ur 12. Total
Self-concept TI
-T2

-.73

4.73

-2.83

1.0 I

73

1.37

-.72 1

A paired samples Hest was conducted to evaluate the impact of an eight-week
residential learning program upon the self-concept of participants. There was a
statisticall y significant increase in the facet of Opposite-sex relations from test one
(M~9.00)

to test two (M=52.27) with the level of signi ficance at 0.026 (p<0.05). The

facet of Emotional Stability was the only other domain of self-concept to experience
statisticall y significant change. Emot ional stability experienced a significant increase
from test one (M=49.86) to test two (M=52.64), with the level of significance
analyzed as being 0.039 (p<0.05). None of the other domains of self-concept as
identified by Marsh (1987) underwent any stati sticall y significant change.

The SDQ-U result indi cating that opposite-sex relations and emotional

s t~b ilit y

facets

of self-concept experienced stati stically signifi cant increases throughoUl the eightweek residential program is valuable in providing empirical evidence of the benefits
of such programs. Previous research studies in thi s area have indicated that selfconcept is relatively stable, reflecting findings where little or no change occurs in a
repeated measure of testing (Christensen, 1997; Marsh , 1990). The results of th e
SDQ- II in this instance suggest that the extended residential program has had an
impact upon adolescent self-concept in the areas of Opposite-Sex Relations and
Emotional Stability.

The domain of Opposite-Sex Relations undergoing signi ficant change is likely to
have occurred due to th e nature of the experience where students feel they share a
common experience that enables them to form friends hi ps with a wide range of
individuals. This was reflected in the interview data where students reported a
grow ing confidence in their ability to socialize with others, particularl y those of the
opposite sex. The communal nature of the experience may have contributed to a
breakdown of stereotypes where members of the opposite sex are seen as friends,
rather than as possibili ties for boy I gi rlfriends. The development of improved
relationships with members of both sexes has been found in studies such as Fleming's
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(1998) and Gray's (1997), with this study further confirming the impact of a
residential experience upon this facet of self-concept.

The increase in Emotional Stability as reflected by the test results is a positive and
significant outcome of the residential experience. It illustrates that students feel more
able to cope with their situations and is likely to correlate with the nature of the
residential setting where students are more responsible, independent and autonomous.
Further testing in thi s area would be beneficial to explore how the return to the
mainstream home and school affects the emotional stability as self-reported by
students. It is a valuable area o f self-concept to be fostered as emotional stability is
linked to resilience and the ability of an individual to cope with diffi cult situations
(Full er, 2000, p. 48). Fuller defines resilience as "the fin e art of being

a~le

to bungy

jump through life" (2000, p. 48). In this definiti on resi lience is the abi lity of
indi viduals to bounce back from difficult and cha llenging situations, with Fuller
seemg resilience as being fostered through connections with family, community,
school and the provision of age-appropriate responsibi lities (Fuller, 2000, p. \65).
The development of resil ience among young people is viewed as having a positive
impact upon students in both learning and social situati ons (Young, 2001). The
increase of self-concept in thi s area is also reflected in the interview data where
students report feelin g more confident about being able to cope both in the present
and in future living and working situations, an idea which is further developed in the
section Indi vidual Change.

Although onl y two of the eleven facets of the SDQ- Il reported statisti cal significance,
these fi gures should be interpreted cauti ously due to the small number of students in
the sample group. Pallant (200 1) argues that the power of a test (that is, its ab ili ty to
correctl y identify any change across a repeated measure) is influenced by three
facto rs including th e sample size, the effect size and the level at which sign ificance is
to reported (in this instance at 0.05). Pallant contends that when the sample size is
small (n=20), a non-significant result may be due to insuffic ient power in the test,
necessitating the adoption of a different level of sign ificance or the establishment of a
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larger sample size in future tests (Pall ant, 200 1, p. 173). The sample group in this
study, whi le composing one third of the entire cohort, was onl y 22 in number and
may have therefore contributed to a lack of stati stically significant change across
some facets of self-concept. This could be addressed in future research studies by
establi shing a larger sample group and taking a longitudinal approach, testing
students pri or to the experience, immediately after completion and again aft er another
eight-weeks to determine if changes in self-concept are retained in the mainstream
home and school environment.

Findings from interview and observational data illustrating the enhancement of selfconcept in relationship skills, self-confi dence, independence and identity are mirrored
by studies such as Gray ( 1997) and Cooper ( 1997). The present research

~ tudy

further

confinn s the extended residential learning program as having positive impacts upon
development of self-concept amongst participants. This is a significa nt result of the
study as the development of positive self-conce pt is viewed as one of the
developmental stages of adolescence (Adams & Marshall , 1996). The development of
interpersonal skills and independence by adolescents is argued by socialpsyc hologists to be impacted upon by the social and cultural forces the adolescent is
exposed to (Adams & Marshall. 1996; Kerpieman & Pittman, 1997; Swanson,
Spencer & Peterson in Borman & Schneider, 1998). The study demonstrates that the
social and cultural forces of both the residential setting and the rural commu nit y
interli nking with it have had an impact upon the self-concept and identi ty of
adolescents. Triangulation of data sources in thi s study util ized teacher perceptions
and researcher journal notes to provide an indication if the growth in areas of selfconfidence and independence amongst students were also noted by other individuals
at the residential setting. The use of triangulation techniques further continned the
results that the residential experience has a positive impact upon the self-concept of
adolescents. Future researc h would be beneficial in exp loring how these changes in
se lf-co ncept are affected by the transition back to the metropoli tan env ironment and
the fa mily home.
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The next section of analysis explores the second overarching theme that of Learning
in Residence.

5. 2 Leaming ill Residellce
Coding of the interview and observational data identified the key characteristics
associated with the theme of learning in residence. From these characteristics a
taxonomic analysis (Figure 5) of the types of learning taking place at the residential
sening was constructed, which illustrates the domains of learning and areas students
felt they had achieved growth. understanding and knowledge in. The analysis of the
Learning Process Questionnaire (LPQ) presents an overview of any self-reported
change in students' approaches to learning across the eight-week period. This section
of the analysis illustrates one of the key foci of the research question: How does the
extended residential learning program impact upon students in the area of learning?
The analysis demonstrates that students perceived their learning being impacted upon
in a variety of ways, from the domains of learning explored at the residential setting
to the physical and emotional environment in which that learning took place. It also
deals with another of the foci of the research question: How does the extended
residential learning program impact upon students' understandings of community?
This is explored in detail in the characteristic of cuit urailcit izenship learning occurs
from placement in community.

The ke y characteristics of the theme can be broken down into the following:
(1) Learning takes place in a safe. relaxed environment.
(2) Learning is enhanced when students feel a sense of ownership, have an
interest in what they are doing and can see the connection of learning to their
life.
(3) Learning is more than "academic" knowledge.
(4) Learning at the residential setting is viewed as "different" to learning in the
mainstream school.
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(5) Life-skill learning occurs due to residential nature, and is a key feature of the
expenence.
(6) Social/emotional learning occurs as students are responsible for themselves
in a new environment. This type of learning includes learning about self.
(7) Cultural/citizenship learning occurs from placement in community.
(8) Approaches to learning undergo change across the eight-week period.

The domains of learning experienced by adolescents within the residential program
have strong parallels with the forms of learning called for in reviews of middle school
education. The domains of learning identified as part of the extended residential
learning experience compose cultural/citizenship, social/emotional, school-type and
life-skill, all of which have been documented in the current

literatu~e

as being

beneficial in providing adolescents with the skills necessary to function in a world in
which the nature of work and society are rapidly changing (Beane, 1993; Delors,
1996; Dimitriadis & Weis, 2001). In this sense the findings of the research have
important implications for educators at the middle school level, as it both
demonstrates the ability of residential programs to explore a range of learning styles
and spaces, while also highlighting the importance attached to such experiences by
the adolescent participants. The area of cultural/citizenship learning which
incorporates the impact of the residential experience upon understandings of
community_ has important implications for those seeking to create in students a better
awareness and understanding of both the lifestyles of others and the importance of
interpersonal connections in contemporary society, a goal argued as being central to
adolescents' ability to function as responsible citizens (Parker, 2001).

7Q

Lifestyles of people in country towns.

Maturity, responsibil ity.

Cultural backgrounds.

Independence.

Different perspective of li fe.

Resilience, coping skills.

Patterns of social interaction.

Confidence, assertiveness.

How communities function.

Self-limits, self-knowledge.

My role in community.

Relationshi p skill s.

What community is.

Conflict resolution.

CULTURAU
C ITIZENSHIP

( SOCIAUEMOTIONAL )

LEARNING

~

[r-L'F-E--S-K-'L-L-s--~l

SCHOOL - TYPE

Projects, self-d irection.

Coping skills.

Courses and electives. choice.

Cooking, cleaning. budgeting.

Different perspectives of lea rning.

Self-managemen t, se lf-care.

Group work, discussion.

SociaJl relationship skills.

School settings, differences between.

Conflict reso lution.

Learning styles and strategies.

Identifying new cultural patterns
Independence from parents.
Living in community

Figure S:Types of
Learning
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5.2.1 Learning takes place in a safe, relaxed envirollm ellf

Adventure I experiential educators advocate the concept of learn ing taking place in a
safe, relaxed environment where intra and interpersonal ski ll s are deemed as val uable
as traditional academic pursuits (Mil,es & Priest, 1990, pp. 176 • 183). Similar
concepts emerged from the interview and observational data with many students
commenting on the physical and emotional environment of the residential setti ng as
being much more relaxed than their mainstream school in Melbourne. The emerging
panern in the way students described the mainstream school environment was a
shared terminology which can be broadly described as the language of c~ntTo l. At the
commencement of the eight-week program participants often expressed a hope of
having more freedom than they experienced in the school setting in Me lbourne; this
hope of a detachment from the routine of everyday life is a theme common to learning
in residential settings (Fleming, 1998). In both rounds of interviews an interesting set
of language emerged when students described their regular school environment. Most
broadly the type of language used by students was that related to the structure of the
ph~ slcal

and psychological environment and to concepts of control, power and

authority . In using language in this way students also ·identified a difference in the
em Ironment of the two school sett ings, with most articulating that th e atmosphere,
program and living situation of the rural residential seni ng afforded them more
freedom and autonomy than the mainstream school in Melbourne. Much of the
lan guage emp loyed by participants when describing the mainstream school was
Impersonal. identifying the school as a system, in which they had to play the part
dictated to them. The identification of the metropolitan school in this way has
correlations with Foucault's notion of what constitutes a di scourse; where a discourse
is viewed as more than language, but rather as a body of knowledge and "a
disciplinary institution of social control" (McHoul & Grace, 1993, p. 26). In thi s case
students are highlighting two different discourses, which by their nature enable and
constrain various ways of speaking, thinking and acting. For student s, the discourse at
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work in the residential setting is one which enables individuals more than it constrains
them. The discourse of metropolitan school, however, is regarded as one of constraint
as illustrated by the language use in that environment. The linguistic features of thi s
related to ph ysical spaces! objects, unifonns, rigor of routines, with a teacher
watching over and controlling students, as ill ustrated in the following examples.

Student 7: Oh well if you can convey the way that you want to teach someone in a
fun and relaxing environment then I think they can learn a lot better, whereas back in
Melbourne where you're learning by the school 's r egi me and what th e principal
says ...
Student 13: ... but it's j ust nothing like school, so we'll go back to Melbourne and it's
going to be all these structured classes and books a nd papers and whiteboa rds ...
and bells and teacbers snapping at you and I'm going to feel like sayi ng, you
know, go away ...
Student 15:cause here you don't have someone looking over you the whole time
while you're at school, like at school you've got someone lOOki ng on you.
Student 5: I can't stand teachers that sort of use th eir power. They you know, they
say "don't say that" and I like a teacher that is sort of open and you can talk to
them ... In Melbourne it's all staff-student, and up here, it's sort of you're mates and
you have a chat and you know when you need to do work ...
Student II: Well we have to be here, but in Melbourne it's not as relaxed, like we'll
sit around the couches in the Jube (Jubil ee Hall) here, iristead of sittin g at des ks and
having someone lecture us, it's too hard.
Student 4 : .. .'cause at school it's a ll structured . here you dec ide what you want to do
fo r courses, oh electives and stu ff, so I fou nd that really good.
Student 12: School here is a lot more relaxed. there are sti ll like due dates for stuff,
but they're not so enforced, and I think more people are more ob liging then to work.
Yeah j ust it's a lot easier going and you feel like you can talk to your teacher more
and they' r e not like rushin g through it because th ey have to go to the next class.
they' ve got time for you. Which is nice.
What is interesting about the language selected by students in describing their
experiences of the two schoo l environments is that they clearl y identify the structures
of the mainstream system of education in Melbourne, but many failed to recognize
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the structures of the residential learning setting. Some participants. like the following
student were aware that this too was a structured system:

Student 3: ... you have a certain level of freedom and a certain level of restrictions.

Those that did recognize this too was a structured system were participants who
described this setting in more positive tenns than those used to describe the school
environment in Melbourne. Language use constructed the two contexts as vastly
different social structures with the residential setting viewed as a system where
students could discuss power differences and gain a sense of ownership over their
learning.
Student 4: The relationship with the staff has made a major impact upon my learning
here I think, just the way that they act more as role models and they're teaching you
things but in a different way.
This ability to reflect on power differences in educational settings correla tes strongly
with Gee's (1992) argument that exposure to a range of different disco urses enables
indi vidual s to uncover the hegemony of certain discourses and the way they are used
to enforce soc ial and class relations (p. 111 ).

The area of learning was strongly evident in the descriptions of different learning
environments, primarily those of the residential setting and the students' metropolitan
ca mpuses. Discourse use related to these learning environments demonstrated use of
what 1 have called above the language of expression and con trol. Di scourse use
relating to the metropolitan campus was related to the notions of power inequalities
and control, with students hi ghlighting a discourse use at the residentia l sett ing whi ch
is more closely related to Larson's (2000) conceptualization of an operating language
for initiative (p. 178). The participants began exami ning the power inequa lities
operating between staff and students in the two educational envi ronm ents, furth er
demonstrating evidence of Gee's contention that exposure to new discourses results in
the deconstruction of power bases in social and class situati ons. The im plications of
this are signi fi cant for educators. with students contending that the residential setting
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affords them more ownership and independence as demonstrated by use of discourses
reflecting initiative amongst adolescents. This finding suggests that adolescents
respond to a learning environment focused upon their social, personal and emotional
needs, a view concurred with by Beane ( 1993). Previous studies into learning
environments and teacher·student interpersonal relationships have found differences
between perceptions of students in metropolitan, provincial, rural and mining towns
(Waldrip & Fisher, 2000). While studies such as these have found that students in
metropolitan school environments perceive their learning environment and teacher·
student

interpersonal

relationships

more

positively than

students

In

rural

environments (Waldrip & Fisher, 2000, p. 21), the data from this study indicates that
students perceive the learning environment of the residential setting more positively
than that of the metropolitan schooL For educators in mainstream school settings, the
use of discourses by adolescents which hi ghlight power inequaliti es seems to suggest
that a revisioning of patterns of interaction between staff and students, and the
structuring of class time to afford adolescents a higher degree of ownership are
worthwhile features of the residential setting to replicate in their schools.

The sense of a relaxed atmosphere was seen by students as a way of allowing them to
experiment with learning in a different way than what they were used to. They also
saw it as opening up opportunities for them to participate in a range of new activities,
experimenting with a new social and learning identity as illustrated in this extract
from an interview with Student 20 (I == interviewer, S = student).

(S) ... drama and movement was good, because it was so different from what I've ever
done. Because I've never done any, I've done drama, like I've done the school play
and stuff like that but never dancing or music. So it was good to try a new thing and
that was like taking a risk as wei\.
(I) And was that something that if you were home in Melbourne you maybe wouldn't
have chosen?
(S) I wouldn't have chosen it 'cause 1 would have been labelled as something.
(I) But yo u think here you can avoid those labels?
(S) Yeah, 'cause it's such a trusting community.
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The nature of the residential experience leading to the foonation of relationships
amongst a diverse group of people, also contributed to the sense of trust and security
students felt in exploring learning areas they may have avoided in Melbourne. This
ability to discover new ways of learning led students to understand that there was
more than one way to go about learning.

Student 1: Before here, I didn't like so much practical work, I've learnt it is possible to
work in a relaxed environment. Projects, less text-based work, discussing things is a
valuable and useful way to learn - I wouldn't have thought that before.
Student 2: It's taught me that there are more ways to learn than just one, but I still
prefer to learn things out of a book, it hasn't changed the way (like to learn.
Many saw the Clunes Project (the self-directed and self-chosen project) as a good
way to experiment with new domains and styles of learning, thereby adding to their
knowledge and learning skills rather than just continuing to work in a safe and known
area.

Student 17: I've never been a fan of art, like I'm doing a patchwork quilt for my
project 'cause I just thought I could have done a sport one, but thought I should do
something totally different.
The ability to become self-directed in learning was a. challenge that most students
viewed as contributing to a sense of ownership and a new learning experience.

5.2.2 Learning ;s enhanced when students feet a sense of ownership, have all
interest in what they are doing altd calt see the CO'lIleclioll of teamillg to their lIfe

Learning in residence was characterized by a change in the structure of (he learning
environment with studems responsible for choosing electives, co urses and their
project. This sense of o\vnership over the curricu lum led to greater emhu siasm for
learning for most students and a discovery that they could pursue something they
shared an interest in.
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Student 9: Well this is like the first project I've ever done that I've actually enjoyed
doing. so J've discovered that if I really enjoy something )'11 actually get in and do it
as much as possible. Like I spent three hours straight in a room like a metre square ...
Student 8: I'm not as easil y distracted as other people which I suppose is a good thing.
Once I, with my project, I had my computer and there were lots of distractions, like I
was plugged into the internet and everything, I cou ld have done a lot of other things,
but I thought, no I have to do it, so ... 1 got stuck into it. I hadn't really thought about
it, and wasn' t really thinking about it while I was doing it, but now and everything,
and when I was writing the course reflection, I thought, you know, that's pretty cool.
Quite often students found that the ability to have ownersh ip over the selection of
courses and projects led them to being more self-directed in their work, taking an
active role in their learning, rather than waiting for someone else (a teacher) to guide
them .

Student 11: I should ask questions rather than j ust si t back and wait for people to tell
me.
SlUdcnl 15: 1 am very independent! I don't mi nd being by myself and I'm reall y
happy 10 go off and do my own thing. I learnt this when I was doing my project, in
part icul:lr that's when it became really clear. My mentor realized that he didn't really
have to do any1hing at all, Ijust went off...
Many students reported that the co ursesl electives and living arrangements allowed
them

10

make a hands on connecti on between theory and practical learning.

Stud en! 2 1: You don't learn much out of a tex tbook until you actually do it. 'Cause
\vith a lexlbook you have to go over and over it again, but with hands on you do it
once and you get it once.
Student 4: ... you lose your attention and you don't learn as well. Whereas if you have
the experience. you know what its like. I find you can do it both ways, I suppose. Say
in maths for exampl e, instead of just doing sums you could go out and do something
mathematical in your own experience.
The experiential nature of learning was viewed by most studen ts as beneficial in
allowing them

10

experience added

have a learning experience and consciously refl ect on how the
10

their knowledge of both subject matter and themselves as a
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learner. One of the interesting things about the interviews conducted with students
was this meta-cognitive feature of reflecting on their experiences and knowledge,
students carefully considered what the experience had meant to them and how they
felt they had grown or changed.

Student 4: Probably, I was thinking, when I saw you coming up here ....

This extract illustrates the way in which students were consciously reflecting upon
their time at the residential setting, as this student reported his own meta-cognition
when he saw me arriving at the setting to conduct some interviews with students.

5.2.3 Learning is more than "academic" knowledge

Many students identified the experience as one in which they discovered that learning
is about more than academic knowledge. They viewed learning as an integral part of
life and identified the residential program as providing them with a new perspective
of life, of culture, and of what learning can be. While students viewed the learning
they undertook at the residential setting as "different" to that of the mainstream
school, most did not view it as any less valid.

Student 7: This is more life-based, well not really numbers and stuff, it's just about
learning about other people, well other people and your peers .. .it was more about the
environment and where we are now, instead of going back centuries to some past
thing .. .it's just learning about us ... just to know where we are, and where we are with
the environment and other people, just to know that is really important.
Student 15: Well I didn't really know what to expect, but I thought, well I didn't
really know if I'd be learning much at all. I just came up here with an open mind and
then realized I was learning so much more than I ever thought I would. But not the
normal kind of things, I wasn't learning maths, or English or science, but I was
learning about society. Just from living in a community.
Student 13: I've learnt more here about myself than I have in 3 or 4 years of school. I
think life skills are what's really going to get you places in life, the academic will get
you the job, but a job's not everything, friends and family, being able to relate to
people is also a big part of life ... And so this has really been just a huge learning

curve, and a huge open to my eyes to who I am and how I relate to people and how
that can change.
Students identified the factors of life-skill, social skills, emotional stability and coping
ski ll s and an understanding of community and other people as some of the key things
that they learnt while in residence. Some st udents viewed the academic side of the
program as not being very chall enging, but acknowledged that the experi ence had
provided them with skills in other areas. This view that the "school type" learning was
not challenging however was expressed through language which viewed the s ubj ects
as "loose" in their educational structure . Student 2 was quite skeptical of the program
when it started as evidenced by his comments:
The educational system, I think it's urn pretty loose. But I think it 's a lot like Wesley
not just at Clunes, but they're into a lot of socia l and emotional learning \vhich I don't
think is \"ery good as we should be trying to get into university.
The social placement of thi s student is clearly evident in the above extract, university
is not an option but a given, with secondary education leading to that point, again
illustrating Gee's contention (2000) that indi viduals construct their soc ial futures
through language. By the end of the experience, however, the student is able to
acknowledge that there are other important aspects to education:

Ycah we!l. from the an academic standpoint it's quite loose, educationally it's not
because there is so much other stuffIO learn .
Despite this acknowledgement, however, the stud ent sti ll viewed the program as
intcrrupting the flow of normal schooling:

... for a ycar 9 curriculum, we spend a lot of time out of the classroom doing nonacademic learning, so I don't think at thIS stage with only 3 years to go, I think they
should be focusing on other areas.
Another student also commented that she did no! feel she was learning as much
academically:
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Student 12: r haven't done anything to do with maths the whole time or science, no I
think it's a slower rate ofleaming.
Comments such as these indicate a tension between the know ledge and skills students
report themselves gaining through the residential program, and the academic
knowledge which they feel they should be compiling. It is an interesting dichotomy to
emerge from the analysis that students can understand and appreciate the type of
learning unique to the residential setting, but that they are still concerned about the
academic knowledge they may be missing out on. The students who reported this
tension were in the minority, but despite this fact it is interesting to note that there is
such a concern about falling behind in Year 9. This kind of attitude from students also
contributes to the idea that school is different to the residential setting and that the
skills they gain in the residential program cannot be utilized in the home environment.

5.2.4 Learning at the residelltial sening is viewed as "different" to learning in the
mainstream school

Many students saw the learning that takes place at the residential sening as vastly
different to that occurring at the mainstream sc hool as an extract from this focus
group illustrates:

Student
Student
Student
nothing

13: but this isn't anyth ing like school...
15: you wouldn't call this school
13: .. and you go back and you think its gomg to be like thi s, but its just
like school. ....

Student 23: ... now I know how kind of, almost restricted sc hool is because it's all
leading up to uni and all that.. ..
The underlying reasons for the residential setting being \·iewed as different to the
mainstream school were factors associated with the physical layout of the learning
environment, the emo tional atmosph ere of learning (including staff-student
relationships) and the more life-skill based elements of learning. The highlighting of a
difference between learning at the residential environment and that of the mainstream
schoo l indicates a clear construction of what a "school" is on behalf of the students.
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some elements of which have already been explored in earlier sec tions and which is
illustrated by student 23 who views school as a means of getting to university.

The type of learning environment depicted by students, illustrates the residential
setting as what Bruce Jilk ( 1999) would describe as a learning environment of the
new millennium. Jilk argues that learning will be understood as occurring in spaces
other than those places designated to be schools, incorporating the elements of
lifelong learning and learning communities and encompassing learning which
promotes both a sense of identity and community (Jilk, 1999, p. 46). A recognition
on behalf of the students that the two learning environments are different leads to an
issue regarding the ways i'n which students can use skill s obtained through residence
when they return to life in the family home and the mainstream school. If·students so
clearly recognize a difference in the type of skills and learning which characterize
each sening. will they have the opportunity to incorporate skill s from residence into
their strategies of learning in the mainstream school?

Focus groups conducted at the midway point (fo urth week) of the residential program
indicated some hesitancy from students about the return back to Melbourne and the
mainstream school:
Student 17: I don't know how I'll be able to go back to school, ils too structured now ..
Student 10: Yeah I think that when we will get back it will be like we were never
got back he was exact ly the
here, we'll have a few memories, I know when
same and he just got into the system of home ...
Again the language of the home environment is characterized by a focus on the
structure and systems of life, as opposed to the perceived fluid nature of life at the
residential setting. What was more conceming about thi s interview was the way in
which students spoke about the transition to home as a time of assimilating back into
their previous life, rather than a time of incorporating their new sk ills and knowledge
into their li fe at home. This was echoed in some students' feelings about returning to
life in the fa mily home after their experiences with independence,
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Student 12: ..like even at the restaurant Mum was like you should order this, you
shou ld order this, and I'm like going I can order what I want type thing .. .1 think the
first week (of the return home) will be the big tension week, but after that things will
go back to normal..
Lesko (1996) in her conception of adolescence, argues that the relationship between
adults and children asserts the superiority of adults in the same way that the colonized
and colonizer relationship suggests superiority on the behalf of the colonizer. In this
kind of postulation one can see the inherent difficulties of an adolescent who now
feels a sense of control and freedom returning to the coloni zed environment of the
fami ly home where parental authority is enforced. The language used by students also
implies the difference between the home and the residential environment where life at
home is viewed as "nonnal", and where knowledge obtained at the residential setting
is part of a different lifestyle.

Final round interviews indicated a lessening of the concern about the transition back
to Melbourne for most students, although some still articulated their transition in
terms of a return back to normality. Most student s, however, spoke about school as a
place where they knew what was required, so fittin g back in would not be too much
of a problem: one student saw the return as a time to focus on the routines of life at
the mainstream school :

Student 17: We were talking about that last night and I personally don't think it's
going to be hard, because I know I have exams coming thi s term and I'm going to be
working so hard, so J'II be putting my head down and working.
The area of tran siti on between the two environments and the way

10

which the

transfer of skills and knowledge is fostered is one which requ ires further exploration
and which has important consequences for the long·term viabi lity of the intervention .
Gass (in Miles & Priest. 1990, p. 199) argues that the transfer of skills as being
perceived by the lea rner as useful for their future li fe is one of the markers of the
success of an intervent ion program. In this sense, it is important that students are
made aware of the ways in wh ich skills gained at the residentia l selling are
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transferable to the home environment, along with staff and parents In the home
environment also needing to build on facilitation of these skills.

5.2.5 Life-skill learning occurs due to residelltial nature and is a key feature of the

experience

As illustrated in Figure 5, life-skill learning is composed of facets such as coping
skills, cooking, cleaning, budgeting, self-management, social! relationship skills,
conflict resolution, dealing with new people, being independent, living in community
and identifying new cultural patterns. The interview and observational data strongly
demonstrated that this was one of the most frequently commented upon areas of skill
development. Those skills most strongly associated with the residential and
independent living facets were the ones students perceived as having undergone
significant improvement, most notably these were skills such as cooking and
cleaning.

Student 7: I've learnt a lot about myself, with just respect as to how I was pretty
hopeless with housecleaning and cooking and stuff, but now I'm a lot better.
Student 20: ... me and my cooking partner up here didn't really cook anything special
because we didn't have enough money in the budget bec-ause we always used to blow
it on stupid things, like sixteen litres of ice-cream, .... but with the cooking and
cleaning now I know its something I've done before, so I know that if I had to do i l, I
could do it.
There was a distinct change in students' attitudes about their own competence in
preparing meals from the first round interviews. By the second round interviews, only
one student complained that she did not have enough to eat and did not like having to
prepare her own food. Teacher perceptions about this student reflected that she was
quite unwilling to take on any of the household duties, including cooking, which
could account for her more negative views about the cooking situation. Most students
however felt more able to prepare meals at the end of their time, a clear shift from the
first week of the program:

Student 18: .. Iast night was a bit bad, because we didn't have enough food, we had
sort of a super-model meal.
The language used by th e student to describe the meal as a slipermodel meal, is
intended to provoke images in the listener of a meal quite small and lacking in
nutritional value, the kind of meal which enables a model to stay thin, but which was
unsuitabl e for a household of adolescents. By the end of the program students felt
confident in thei r own ability to cook, clean, shop and care for themselves, with
studenls understanding the value of this ski ll for their future li ves:

Student 19: Yeah, 'cause like say when I move oul of home, whenever that is ... some
people will move out and some back after two weeks, but I know I can stay way for a
couple of weeks consistently 'c~luse like we've been up here for eight we~ks and I've
only seen my parents twice ... and I can loo k after myself and look after other people
'ca use \\ {"re a ll together . ..
Th is development of life-skill s and confidence in being able to care for oneself is a
result of the residential nature of the setting and the focus upon students being
responsible for both the care of themselves and their housemates. Again the language
of the shared journey emerges in the way students describe their experience as
illuslnllcd by student 19's reference to looking after each other because they are all
logerher. As previously menti oned the way students

de~cribe

the value of the skills

learnt in res1dence also provides an indicati on of the way they are beginning to
constru ct their fu ture id entity as one where they will move out of home. attend
university and be responsible for caring for themselves. One student referred to the
experi ence as providing a safe experience of what living in the future will be like for
them:

Student I\: ... was experienc ing life or real life, but with someone holding you so
that if you fell too far, or went too far into it you could come back.
The parallel between thi s notion of a safe experience with someone holding

yOll

can

be seen as th e thresho ld to deve loping the bungy jump rope theory of resilience that
Fuller (2000) advocates. In Ihis sense the res idential experience can be viewed as
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providing an indication of what life as an adult will be like. This idea of the
residential setting providing a window into the future was mirrored by another
student:

Student 18: ... learning what its like to be in the adult world ...
Analysis of the interview and observational data overwhelmingly supports the idea
that the development of life-ski lls is a key feature of the residential experience and a
skill which is viewed by students as important for their future lives as adults. This
skill development can also be viewed as having an posit ive impact upon the selfconcept of students in their confidence at being able to care for themselves. Again it
is the continuous nature of the experience which leads to this skill development and is
therefore unique to life in the residential setting.

5.2.6 Social / emotionalleaming occurs as students are respotlsible for themselves
in a IJ ew envirotlmeIJt. This type ofleaming includes leaming abollt self

Social and emotional learning was linked with the notion of life-skill learning as
students developed skill s in relating to others and taking responsibility for th eir own
decisions. As mentioned previously the residential n31ure of the setting provided
students with social learning opportuniti es in both building relationships and
maintaining those relationships through a process of con nict resolution.
The development of emotional skills such as coping independently away from parents
was viewed by students as a skill resulting from th e residential setting;

Student 17: I think if I hadn't of come here, I wouldn't have learnt a lot about me. Lik e
I think you just learn so much about you up here because you're so independent and
you don ' t have mum and dad always there to solve you r problems ... and you rely on
you rself.
Student 16: ... being out here by myself without family and ever)1hing, its made me a
lot more ind ependent and emot ionall y stable and con fid ent. And that's something that
I needed . 'Cause urn for instance, before. I couldn't get up in fro nt of people and do a
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speech .. .I wasn't confident with an y of that stuff, and I cou ldn 't act stupid around
anyone, but now I can.
Student 6: I think I've learnt a bit about myself just through the way I've acted in the
house and just generally how J've coped with it. I've learnt that I can be quite
sol itary ...
Student 12: Its given me the chance to learn how to be myself around people that I
don't really know . Its given me confidence in myself to approach people that I don't
know and be myself and Dot have to worry about putting on an act.
For many students the development of emotional stability and coping

10

a new

situation was linked with the development of confidence. This is mirrored in the
language used by students to describe the way they react to and around others, for
many students this is described in terms of the role they played around peop le and at

.

Ihe end of the program students report a greater degree of freedom to be themselves.
Students describe this as no longer having to put on all act, or feeling confident
enough

10

act stupid around others (In this sense the concept of "stupid", is a

colloquial term for behaving in a non-serious manner). Linking this back to
Goffman's concept of role enactment (1961, p. 82), one could argue that students are
expandmg the social possibilities available to them in that role and no longer
conslraming elements of the role they feel may be unacceptable to the social group.
TIllS freedom to be oneself ind icates an impact upon the self-concept of students. as
th e~

find confidence in relating to OIhers without censoring their own behaviour.

The 1I11eryiew and observational data illustrates students' perception of a b'Tea ter
dt:gree of independence. coping skills and confidence as being related to the idea of
indi\'idual change and self-knowledge which will be explored in a latter section of
this work . Analysis of the Self-Description Questionnaire II (Marsh. 1990) indicates a
statisticallv• sionificant
increase in emotional stabilit y across the cohon at the
0
conclusion of the residential program. further confirming the findings from other data
sources.
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5.2. 7 Cultural / citizenship leami,tg occurs from placem ent ill community

The concept of cultural and citi zenship learning is viewed as being increasingly
important in contemporary society (Beane, 1993; Boss, 1999: Delors, 1998; Parker,
200 1) with the residential experi ence providing students with learning opportunities
arising from being first of all a member of a residential vi llage, and secondly a
member of a small rural commun ity. This immersion within a community setti ng led
to the development of learning in a number of areas assoc iated with cultural
knowledge and citizenship ski lls including the lifestyles of others, patterns of social
interaction, the make-up of communities and an ind ividua l's role within a -community
setting. As such the resident ial experience can be viewed as having a clear impact
upon the understanding of community of participants in the program _

At the commencement of the program students were asked to articulate what they
thought a community was and more broadly did they fee l they belonged to an
identifiable community in Melbourne. Students were asked the same questions about
community at the end of the residential experience. In thi s first interview 14 out of the
22 students were able to identify features they thought were present in a community
(see Fi gure 6), and when asked if they felt they belonged to a community 14 out of
the 22 said no. Students who felt they did not belong to a community gave reasons
such as the large, impersonal. isolated nature of li fe in Melbourne, with an emerging
perception that people are reserved and anonymous within the ci ty environment. This
was to be a panern that students openly identifi ed as contra sting starkly with life in
the rural environmen t.

At th e conclusion of the program students had a much stronger sense of what a
community is and their construction of community contained identification of social
patterns of interaction and points of intersection between indiv iduals and their
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community as illustrated in Figure 7. All 22 students could identify some of th e
features of a community at th e conclusion of the residential program.

Figure 6: Understa nding of Com muni ty Prior to Program.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

group of people li ving in a close area
people who know each other
people who interact on a regular basis
people who have social, education and professional interests in common
they help each other out
layers of community - sport, school, family, friends, suburb
care for each other
if there is a problem people come logetheno solve it
close-kn it

Figure 7: Unde rstandi ng of Community After Program.
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

people who sup port each other
a group of people who interact frequently
have simi lar mterests
should be a sense of equality among members share resources
rely on each other
help build community through sport, shows, cultural and social activities
can tolerate each other
work together as a town
helps the group perform bener
separate groups in commumty, fragmented butjoimng 10'gether as a whole
are going through similar expenences
shared purpose
common goals
people who know each other
informal and formal interactIOn
being ret:ognized, membershIp, a sense of belonging

It appeared that students developed an understanding of community which resu lted

from the continuous nature of living in a small town 24 hOUfS a day, seven days a
week. Here the students were able to interact with community members in their daily
routines from doing the shoppi ng and meet ing locals as they were down the street, to
participating in com munity service and local sporting activities. It was this feature of
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genuine interaction through the routines of daily life which students identified as a

positive aspect of the residential experience:
Student 15: Well I've learnt how to li ve in communit y which is something new, to just
walk down the street and for people to know who you are, and to be able to have
conversations with people that you've never met before, to just get a sense of the
community feeling. I took part in the netball team , and that helped just to find out
what it was like to live in a small township.
Learning in residence was characterized by students' understanding of the rhythms of
life in a country town and social patterns of interaction unique to small communities.
One of the most commonly identified patterns of social interaction was the fact that
community members would wave, say hello, smile to people on the street or' in
passing cars whether they knew them or not. For students this identification of a
social pattern prompted comparisons between life in Melbourne and life in this
community. Students also rai sed the concept that transferring this type of social ritual
to the city would result in negativity and suspicion.
Studen t 5: I like how in the country you can drive past or walk past someone and
they'll say hi , if you say that in the city they're going to say well who's this dickhead?
Stud(:nt 18: ... country people you get to know a lot in-depth, whereas in the city, noone really takes the time to talk to each other that mucl1, kind of, probably everyone
just kind of walks past each other in the street, its like just another person, whereas
here they'll stop and say hi and have a conversation.
This stud ent also identified patterns of social interaction which occur in a small and
friendly community:
Student 18: ... its basically a place where everyone looks out for each other, and they
kind of share everything, like physical things to non-physical thin gs, like friendships
and 1ike go across to the house to borrow a pot or a pan ....
Through the aspect of residence students were able to expand their world view and
learn how different communiti es function. Studen ts identified features that helped the
rural community to maintain a sense of cohesiveness, hi ghl ighting the fact that
spot1ing activities were one of the key ways that interaction between communit y
members took place. They also found that living in commuOity enabled them to learn
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more about other people's lives and identify aspects of their own life that other people
do not have access to, thus providing them with a sense of appreciation for their own
lives and the opportunities inherent in them. In thi s sense the fact of being emerged in
a rural community provided students with the opportuni ty to understand the both the
hardships and benefits of living in a small communi ty.
Student 4: I mean talking to some locals, you're sort of oblivious to think that they
can go to cinemas and all the stuff we do, its sort of hard to think how it would be,
li ving out in the country. So they do all the same stuff, they just basically don't do it
as much.
Researcher journal notes also reflected this identification of the hardships of life in a
rural environment when students spent a class discussing the difficulties for teenagers
from the rural environment getting into a larger town to see movies, participate in
sporting activities, go shopping or get access to similar educational opportunities.
The social patterns of interaction noted by students was one area of community
learning, but analysis of the data also yielded a shift in the language used to talk about
the community and its members. At the commencement of the program, students used
language which was impersonal and based on negative stereotypes of rural people
which were then applied to the whole community. Students' initial impressions of
commu nity members were examples of the social assumption s they had arrived at the
residential setting with:

Student 1: They're quite stereotypical of what I would define as country people.
Interviewer: What's your stereotype?
Student 1: Oh god, I don't lik e saying thi s sort of thing, but whether I like it or not I
think they're a little bit less educated .... Not all the stereotypes I think of country
people are negative ones. They are very, they seem very committed and hard working
people. They are, I think a little less educated, but urn, they're very friendly most of
them .
Student 18: Ah yep, I've met a couple of the yok .. we call 'em yokel s ....
Researcher journal notes: Parents were leaving after dropp ing students off for the stan
of the eighHveeks when a student looked out the window exclaiming "Oh no! my dad
is outside chatting up a yokel, how embarrassing!" Outside th e man was talking to a
middle-aged woman standing in her front yard.
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Student 10: ... when we got up here, there were some girls with like, you know, too
much make up and hair trying to crack onto all our guys ....
Terms such as yokel, bumpkin and hillbilly are associated with negative images of
country people as less educated, less sophisticated and with linle awareness of life
outside of the rural environment. There emerges from such language use concepts of
ownership and superiority on behalf of the students. Throughout the eight.week
program, researcher's journal notes reflected a shi ft in the way students spoke about
the locals as they grew to learn more about these people and their li ves. Thi s
alteration culminated in students demonstrating an awareness of their role in applying
stereotypes and their use of language now described the personal nature of th eir link
with members of the community. The experience of living in a rural community had
provided the students with a new cultural context where they became aware of their
own \'a lu es and biases, with the absence of negative stereotypes in their language use
signifying thc impact of the experience upon their social awareness. As well as
impacting upon their soc ial awareness, the identification of their values contributes to
the process of individual change where students are able to reflect upon their own
id enuty in rela ti on to the community they are situated within.

Student 10: I don ' t know, I thi nk when we firs t came, people had preconceptions of
what peop le would be like, but you sort of realize that we're all the sa me.
Student II : So you can't reall y categorize the local as a whole group.
Student 13: I think the Clunes communi ty is defini tely one of a very fr iendly wann
group of people that are really inviting and want you to be a part of their lives.
Student 20: I though t they wou ld be all bumpkins and stuff like that. and they're just
genuine nice people.
Li vi ng in a commun ity setting also provided students with an understanding of what
the ir role within a community was with students articulating concepts of working
together. bei ng responsible for their actions. ensuring that they did not impact
negati vely upon the rest of the communit y and respected others within the
community:
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Student 17: ... you've got to make an effort and participate in everything, well not
everything, but some things, and put in your share of the work ...
Student 6: Well I think just being part of the community is just working well with
others and co-operating and being part of a team ...

Analysis of the data identified an element of genuine versus forced interaction with
the community which held importance for both the learning that students experienced
and the continuing relationship between the students and the broader rural
community.

Student 12: I think what we've got is enough, like, I don't think they sho.uld push it
too much, like Friday basketball is optional, and that's good, because if you want to
go, you can and if you don't want to go then you don't have to, because I think, and
like the community service on Friday mornings, I reckon if they pushed it too much
more, people would just get sick of it and resent meeting people.
Student 11: I think there was enough otherwise we wouldn't want to do it and they
wouldn't want to do it either I think.
Students were positive about their interactions with the community, with no students
describing the interaction as overwhelmingly negative in nature. In being able to
reflect on their experiences, identify new social patterns of interaction and have an
understanding of others' life histories, it was clear that students benefited from the
intersection of community and school. In this sense the residential experience
provided students with a unique opportunity to learn about the cultural patterns of a
community vastly different to the one they were growing up in, a learning experience
which appears to have impacted upon their sense of identity and self-concept.

The interview and observational data illustrated a clear growth in both students'
understandings of what constitutes a community and their role within community
which has important implications for the development of adolescent identity and for
participants' understandings of civic responsibility. Garbarino (1985) and Swanson,

of adolescent identity is constructed within socia l situations, induding communities,
where individuals gain an understanding of their identity and where they belong in
such social organizations. The study illustrates that whil e obtaining a clearer
understanding o f both the social, economic and personal facets of communit)"
adolescents within the program also grow to a better understanding of their own role
within such social instirutions. This role understanding is reflected in the growth of
civic responsibility amongst adolescent participants, who develop an awareness of
their role in maintaining and supporting the welfare of others within their communi ty.
Beane (J993) and Parker (200 1) argue that the development of an awareness of a
democratic society and the young person's place with in that society is a key purpose
of education aimed at fostering both academic and social development amongst
adolescents. Gray's 1997 study reports development of social responsibility amongst
par1icipanls as one of the key themes to emerge from the residential experience, a
theme which is mirrored in thi s study through the development of community
understanding amongst adolescents at the extended residential learning program
where individua ls reflect upon their responsibility to others in a co mmunity setting.

The le\'el of exposure to the rural community is also linked to the level of
understandmg of rural communities and role within communities, which students
cxpenenced. In this instance, some studenls experienced significantly more contact
with the local community, with the variables affecting this con tact including the
nature of the interaction between the participants in the program and the local
com mun ity. Interview and observational data illustrated that those students who
expcnenced a higher level of interaction wi th members of the local community,
demonstrated a greater degree of understanding of community issues and estab lished
stronger personal relati onships with ind ividuals across a range of social and age
groups. It appeared that for some students a focus on sporting interactions led to li ttle
contact with members of the rural community as they were not interested in this
leisure pursuit. This variable led to different level s of communi ty understanding and
interaction amongst adolescents in the program. as ill ustrated by the interview data
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where students reflected upon their interaction and knowledge of the local
community.

In this instance, the growth of community understanding was intimatel y linked to the
rural community the residential program was situated within, with this understanding
demonstrated by a changing pattern of language use among adolescents. This was a
significant pattern to emerge from interview and observational data obtained in the
study as it provided evidence of the impact of the program upon the discourse utilized
by adolescents. Di scourse can be viewed as social constructions reflecting the values
and assumptions of those using a particular form of discourse (Danesi, 1994; Gee,
1992, 1996). Changes in the linguistic patterns of adolescents while at the residential
program indi cated a growing awareness of a discourse:::: related to the" social and
cultural patterns of rural life. This was demonstrated by the adoption of discourse
features related to the residential program and the rural community, and the breaking
down of stereotypes related to previous patterns of discourse use. The adoption of
new discourse patterns, along with the removal of some features of prevIous
discourse, has important implications for both the field of research and the
development of adolescent identity. Gee demonstrates that the adoption of new
discourses results in individuals adopting identities as members of these discourses
(1992 , p. 109). In this sense, the adoption of new discourse features by adolescents
has two manifestations, one of which can be argued as being the adoption of an
identity as a member of a residential and broader rural community, with the other
manifestation in the experimentation with roles and idenlities argued as being part of
the development of an adolescent identity (Garbarino, 1985, p. 45).

The findings of this changing pattern of discourse use contribute to an emerging field
of knowledge discussing the adoption of language features of an intervention or
community program by participants. Early work in Ihis field by Heath (1991)
demonstrates the adoption oflinguistic structures by adolescents as being the result o f
participation in educational or social intervention program s. Thi s is a developing field
of research (Larson, 2000) and as such thi s study contributes to the emergence of this
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field by discu ssing the impact of an extended residential learning program upon the
discourse of adolescent participants.

5.2.8 Approaches to learning undergo change across the eight-week period

The Learning Process Questionnaire (Biggs, 1987) was administered to the cohort
group at the commencement of the eight-week program. All 22 students in the cohort
group completed the questionnaire at the beginning of the program and in the final
week of the eight-week block. In order to explore how th e eight-week residential
learning program impacted upon the learning approaches of students, an examination
of any changes among the cohort was conducted.

Firstl y, the questionnaires were scored in order to provide a decile score, so that a
student profile consisting of either "+", "0" and "." was obtained across the six sub·
groups (where deciles of I, 2, 3 = "-" , 4, 5, 6 and 7 = "0" and 8, 9 and 10 = n+"). Once
thi s had occurred the number of students in the cohort demonstrating these moti ves
and strategies were tallied, thus providin g a general overview of the motive and
strategy preferences across the cohort of 22 students. Thi s infonnati on is presented
both graphically and in table fonn, as it is a valuabl e wa), of illustrati ng change across
the cohort group (Effeney, 1994). Table 4 illu strates the tallied LPQ scores from
Series 1 (the questionnaire given at the beginning of the eight-week block) and Seri es
2 (from the second administration of the test at the conclusion of the program). When
exploring any changes in the two admini strations it is useful to remember that the
symbol s of "-", "0" and "+" represent the fo llowing;
•

A response of "+" demonstrates that the student has an above average
preference for this motivation or strategy. This type of profile wou ld
illustrate that thi s is the motivation or strategy most commonly used by
the student.

•

A response of "0" indicates that th e st udent has an average preference
for this motivation or st rategy and therefore uses these moti ves or
strategies so me of the time.
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•

A response of "-" in a category indicates that a student has a below
average preference for thi s style of motivation or strategy and
therefore would not commonly use thi s type of strategy or be
motivated in this way.

Table 4: Profiles of th e co bort
LPQ Subgroups

Surface Motives (SM)

Surface Strategies (SS)

Deep Motives (OM)

Deep Strategies (DS)

Achi eving Motives (A M)

Achi eving Strategies (AS)

No. of students.

No of students.

Seri es 1.

Seri es 2.

-

13

13

0

5

6

+

4

3

-

10

7

0

9

10

+

3

5

-

2

5

0

11

4

+

9

13

-

4

2

0

8

+

10

7

-

7

7

0

9

11

+

6

4

-

5

5

0

6

11

+

11

6

Category

.

-

13

The results of the LPQ administ ration can also be represented graphically as
ill ustrated in Figures 8, 9, and 10.
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Fig ure 8: T he cohort response across all categories of the LPQ, first administration.
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Figure 9: The cohort response across all categories of the LPQ. second
administration.

In order to more clearly illustrate the change in motive and strategy the two cohorts
are combined within the onc graph in Figure 10.
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Cohort response to LPQ (both
administrations)
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Figure 10: The cohort resul ts across all categories in Test 1 and Test 2.
While Fi gure 10 illustrates that there has been so me alteration in the surface and
motivation dcc ilcs across the two tests it is worthwhile exp loring the str'dtegics and
motives indcfX!ndcntly of eac h othe r. For this reason, Figure 11 demonstrates the
Mot ive Responses across the two test periods.
Figure I t : Motive responses in Test 1 (Series !) and Test 2 (Series 2) o f the LPQ.
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The Motive response graph illu strates that at the commencement of the eight-week
program students had either a strong preference or an average preference for deep and
achieving motivation, with only 4 students showing a strong preference for surface
motivation. The Test 2 (Series 2) results indicate that the number of students showing
a below average preference for surface and achieving mot ivat ion has remained stable,
but that there have been some interesting changes in the other categories. There has
been an increase in the number of students reporting a strong preference for deep
motivation and an increase in the number of students showing an average preference
for ac hi eving and surface motivation. While this occurred, though, there was also an
increase in the number of students indicating that they had a below average
preference for deep motivation, and a decrease in the number o f students indicating a
strong preference for achieving motivation. The decrease in the number of students
showi ng a strong preference for the achieving motivation could be associated with the
nature of the re lationship with staff at the residential centre and the sense of
relaxation srudents feel in being able to be themselves, rather than fee ling locked into
a stereotype of what a student must dol behave like.

Strategy responses.
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Figure 12 : Strategy responses in Test 1 (Series 1) and Test 2 (Series 2) of the LPQ.
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The strategy responses for the two test periods of the LPQ indicate some interesting
variations. In the fi rst test eleven students indicated a strong preference for achieving
strategies, with ten students illustrating a strong preference for deep strategies and
only three students demonstrating a strong preference for surface strategies. The
second administration of the test is interesting as it illustrates a decline in the number
of students now reporting a strong preference for deep and achieving strategies and an
increase in the number of students reporting a strong preference for surface strategies.
This was accompanied by a constant number of students reporting a below average
use of achieving strategies and an increase in the number of students indicating a
below average (meaning they rarely use thi s strategy) preference fo r deep strategies.

Thi s result is interesting as the motivation graph illustrates a rise in the number of
students reporting a strong preference for deep motivation but this is not reflected by
a ri se in the number of students making use of those strategies most strongl y
associated with a deep approach. This may be a result of the short nature of the
residential program and the fact that students have not had time to adjust their
st rategies to their new motivation, or it may indicate a lack of student knowledge of
the strategies available to them. The graph illustrates that the number of students
reponing an average preference for either surface, deep ?r achieving strategies has
become relatively evenly distributed across the 3 categories in the second test, a
phenomenon which is not reflected by the motivation graph. This seems to suggest
that while students report a preference for a surface, deep or achieving motive, they
are unaware of or do not use the strategies most clearly associated with that motive.

The results of the two tests seem to indicate that while the residential program
prov ides most students with a greater preference for deep motives in their approach to
learning (nominating these as ones that they use all or most of the time), this does nOI
correlate in students adopting the strategies that suit their motivation. This may be
due to either the short nature of the program, in that changes to strategies have not yet
been adopted, or it may indicate that students are nOI aware of the strategies available
to

them . Previous studies (Effeney, 1994) indicale Ihat explicit teaching of meta -
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cognitive strategies are of use to students, enabling them to combine their motivation
with an appropriate strategy in order to achieve a more effective approach to learning.

The interviews conducted with students indicate that they are able to reflect on their
attitudes to learning, their performance in some learning tasks and articulate areas of
interest within the school curriculum. While there are some meta-cogniti ve processes
taking place with students, these do not appear to be consolidated with the use of
appropriate strategies to improve performance on subsequent occasions. This in itself
seems to reflect a lack of knowledge of the strategies that would enable students to
improve their performance, so that whil e students may be able to articulate where
they went wrong, they do not impl ement changes in strategy to avoid the same errors
in the future. As mentioned earli er, explicit teaching of strategies ma y address thi s
issue, providing a greater degree of correlation between motivation and strategy in
ind ividual students' approaches. While most students were content with the level of
intellectual stimulation, a few raised concerns about the degree of intell ectual
stimulation provided in the residenti al setting. Thi s concern may also be addressed by
the inclusion of more explicit teaching methods focused on the strategies learners can
utilize in order to bui ld on their existing knowledge and then draw from when
confronting a learning task.

The results of the LPQ do indicate, however, that an educational intervention of this
nature does have an impact on the overa ll approach a student takes in a learni ng
situation. Biggs and Moore (1993, p. 311) state that studenlS have a relatively stable
set of motives and strategies for schoolleaming, but acknowledge that situational and
personal background factors can have an impact upon the approach a student takes.
The residential program is an entirely new siluationallearni ng experi ence fo r students
and as such it ma y be respons ible for the changes reported in the learn er profil es.
Further explorations of the effect of this si tuati onal experience would be beneficial
through a post-program administration of th e LPQ when the students return to the
main stream school to assess if increased levels of deep motivation continue in that
environ ment and are consolidated with the strategy appropriate to that motivation .
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The results of the Learning Process Questionnaire (LPQ) verify previous studies
which illustrate that students can be categorized as taking a predominantly surface,
deep or achieving approach to learning (Biggs, 1987). In exploring the impact of an
extended residential learning program upon adolescents, however, the LPQ only
provides one aspect of the impact of the program upon the broad area of learning. As
such it is limited in its usefulness in a study of thi s nature, as the skill areas of
personal/ social, culturaV citizenship and life-skill learning are not explored through
this test. It is, however, valuable in providing some indication of whether the
academic curriculum of a residential sening impacts upon students' general
approaches to learning. Future studies may find it beneficial to use the LPQ in

.

conjunction with a scale covering a broader range of learning, or to incorporate
aspects of it into the development of a new scale aimed at exploring the residential
expenence.

5.3 btdividual challge alld self-collcept
The theme of individual change was interlinked with the two themes of the formation
of relationships through a residential experience and learning in residence , as through
these experiences individual change was reported . Thi s theme provides a good
indicati on of the impact of the residential experience upon the third focal area of the
research, the impact upon adolescent self-concept. The key characteristics comprising
this theme are:

(1) Individual

change

occurs

III

conjunction

with

continuous

learning

opportunities as students discover more about the world and different
perspectives on life.
(2) Individual change takes place as students feel free to experiment with new
identities.
(3) Indi vidual change results from and includes an awareness of self and self in
relation to others.
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(4) The nature of the residential experience allows for the development of greater
independence, responsibility,

confidence

and

self·reliance

leading

to

indi vidual change.

5.3.1 Individual change occurs ill conjunction

witlt cOlllilwOIIS learning

opportunities as students discover more about the world and different p erspectives

on life

Indi vidual change as a conseq uence of the residential experience can be seen to occ ur
through the continuous nature of the program and the learning opportunities which
take place 24 hours a day, seven days a week. Students note a change in their own
ability to both appreciate and understand the perspectives and lifestyles of others, a
consequence of living with the same group of peopl e over an extended period of time
and a process which leads to individual change and growth .

Student 2: ... sometimes I have to learn to be a bit more patient with people, I think
there was one person in our house who was fairly immature and I didn ' t get along
very well with that person ...
Student 4: ... Iike li ving here and living with other people you found out that yo u were
more tolerant than you thought yo u were.
Student 20: My patience level has grown a bit, I never used to be patient at all , but
living with eight people, you understand how patient you have 10 be and respecting
other people's behaviors and their work habits ...
Thi s indi vidual change was often described as a growing tolerance and patience when
interrelating with others, a trait viewed as necessary to maintain group cohesiveness.
The nOlion of change and growth also resulted from the learning opportuniti es in
structured class times where students were able to broaden their understanding of the
lifestyles of rural people:
Student I: ..1 loved paddock to plate (one oflhe courses) ... um we ll I've never been,
well I've been on farms and Sluff, but not really experienced what they do there and
just about agriculture and that was reall y interesting.
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The process of learning to look after oneself over an eight-week period also extended
to a greater understanding of the role of parents and an appreciation of their role as
ca regiver. This is a phenomenon of the ex tended residential program where students
learn continuously about the tasks required to keep a household running and grow to
an appreciation of the difficulties their parents face:

Student 6: ... it makes me realize they do a lot more work .... they have to do a lot of
work between the two of them ...
Student 23: Its, I've just rea li zed, when I'm at school, what mum does all the time, its
been reall y good.
This process of indi vidual change through appreciating and understanding the
lifestyles of others appears to result from the residential experience where students
take on respon sibility for care of them selves and oth ers leading to a decline in
egocentricism and deve lopment of a wider world view.

5.3.2 Individual change takes place as st"dellls feel free to experiment with new
identities

Life at the residenti al sett ing is a new environment for

stu~ent s

with many describing

it as a break from the ro utine or rea lity of life in Melbourne. In thi s removal and
detachment from the regular home environment students find it possible to
experiment with roles and identities they may have felt uncomfortable about carrying
out in their mainstream school or home. Experimentation with roles and identities is a
part of the development of a stable adolescent id entity as "an individua l constructs an
identity out of sociall y possible faces and voices" (Adams & Marshall , 1996, p. 432).
For students the process of individua l change is affec ted by the residential experience
as they tryout iden tities in a new social context:
Student 7: It's not that hard for me to talk to people, I've found, I thought that I did
have a bit of trouble, but I found it was pretty easy, I think J found it prett y easy, just
telling people what I thought and stuff, it wasn't really that hard for me.
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For many students this was a common theme, the knowledge that they were ab le to
relate and communicate with others better than they originall y thought. Those
students who had set thi s as a goal for their eight-weeks viewed this knowledge as
evidence of both individual change and a new identity for them, the identity of
someone who is able to communicate freely with others. This realization was
illustrated through a change in students' self-concept. as they explored how the beliefs
they hold about themselves had changed throughout the course of the eight-week
program.

Individual change also resu lted from students experimenting with identities related to
their own learning, including exploration of learning styles other than through
textbooks and experimentation with role play and drama.

Student I: Before here I didn't like so much practical work, I've learnt it is poss ible to
work in a relaxed environment. Projects, less text based, discussing things is a
valuabl e and useful way to learn - I wouldn't have thought this before.
Student IS: Drama and movement that was the last course I did and performing to
some primary school kids this week, that's been really fun. We just designed the
whole performance ourselves from scratch in two weeks which was great.
interyiewer: Is that something you'd normally get involved in?
Student IS: Mmmm probably not, but I just came up and here and I thought why not?
We performed at presentation day yesterday!
Studenl 23: I always wanted to do a mosaic thing, but I never could in Melbourne, but
I got the chance to here and so I did.
Often discussion about the experimentation with new learning identities was
associated with language \. . hich focused on taking a risk and a new opportunity to
move Ollt of traditional modes of behaving. thereby resulting in change for the
individual. This is illustrated by the language used by Student number 15 in the above
extract, .... but I came up here alld I thought why nor? ... Language use of thi s nature
indicates the freedom students felt at the residential setting to experiment with roles
and identities that they had previously avoided or not considered .
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5.3.3 Individual change results from and includes an awareness of self and self in
relation to others

The notion of individual change is interlinked with self-knowledge - for one to be
able to document change, one has to have an understanding of one's self first. This
self-knowledge is one of the functions of identity in adolescence as documented by
Adams & Marshall ( 1996, p. 433), and emerges from the interview data as one of the
fac tors students develop during th eir time at the residential setting.

The concept of self-knowledge emerges in the way that students reflect on both their
relationships with others and how thei r own behavior impacts upon those
relationships. The idea of self-knowledge is linked to Hattie's (1992) definition of
self-concept as " ... a set of beliefs ... that we have about ourself' (p. 97). In th is way
the set of beliefs individuals at the residential setting can be seen as having undergone
change as a result of the residential experience.

Student 5: A lot about myself actually, I learnt, the main thing I learnt was that I've,
I've got sort of, I'm two faced in that I'm very, one day I'm very easy, calm, caring
type of guy and the other day I'm an asshole, mind the French ... yeah weJl , 1 want to
become more of the caring, sharing type of guy ...
Student 10: 'Cause you know yo ur famil y sort of unconditi onally loves you no matter
what, but people here can change very easily their opinion of you. Andjust like some
people take to heart little things, just like telling theme to cl ean stuff up . They get
reall y upset about it, but J' ve sort of learnt that you've gOl to ask them, and YOll know
tell them your opinion or else it doesn't work out.
Student 13: Oka y I guess students take certain things [ say in the wro ng manner
sometimes, but I hadn't realized until it was put in from of me, so I've changed that
now that I've bee n told and umm that's a good thing. Umm yeah I've just got to be
more considerate in some things I say to some people .... so this has been one big
learning curve for me I suppose.
Thi s type of se lf-knowledge is strongly associated with th e impact ones actions ha ve
upon others and is likely to be a result of the group cohesiveness and the idea of a
shared journey in community. It illustrates an awareness of self and a changi ng
identity as individuals temper their behavior in order to respect the behaviors and
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feelings of others. The notion of self·awareness extends to the role students play in
their houses at the residential setting, their roles as a learner and the part they play in
maintaining a sense of community. For students this self·knowledge seemed to be
sparked from removal from home and conscious reflection on how they had handled
the challenges of living with other adolescents over an eight.week period.

The idea of ind ividual change resulting from self·knowledge is clearly evident in the
extrac ts presented above, where students use knowledge of self as the starting point
for change in their behavior, a theme common to self-reflection:

Student 20: ... Umm people who I clashed with I didn ' t really make an effort to go up
and greet them again, and that's one thing if I had my time again, I wouldn"t, I would
drop the angry persona and be a nice guy the whole time.
It was interest ing that this student chose the term angry persona to describe one of the

ways they interrelated with others while at the residential sett ing. This concept of
adoptmg a persona or role mirrors other language used by individuals where they
speak of acting or pretending to be someone, and illustrates again the way in which
stud ents were experimenting with different roles and identities within this new soc ial
context. It also demonstrates a reflection upon aspects of particular identities which
students found soc ially acceptable and those which they found necessary to cast off in
thl: process of forming a stable adolescent identity.

5.3..1 The nallJre of tile residelllial experience allows for the developmellf of greater
;I/dependen ce. respollsibilit)', confiden ce and self-reliance leading to ;"dividual
change

One of the key factors associated with the theme of individual change and selfconcept to emerge from the data was that of a growth in confidence, independence,
responsibility and self-reliance. This is demonstrated through an alteration in students'
self-concept in relation to these concepts. Most clearly this alteration to self-concept
can be seen in the increase in emoti onal stability across the eight-week period as
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demonstrated by the SDQ-II. The facet of emotional stab ility reflects how well
students feel able to cope with the si tuati ons they find themselves in. The increase in
emotional stability, independence and self-confidence can be viewed as resulting
from the resident ial nature of the experience and the relatively long-tenn nature of the
stay, where students are responsible for themse lves for eight-weeks.

Growth in confidence was common ly referred to in relation to an individual's abil ity
to fonn positive relationsh ips with others and voice an opinion within a group setting:

Student 12: Defini tely, I feel a lot more confident within myself and just around other
people, not to be scared off by them.
Student 17: You've really got to voice your own opinion. If you don't voice your own
opinion you're going to get into trouble so ... you reall y just have to stick up for what
you want and don't get persuaded by friends.
Student 18: ... and that's one th ing, I think up here I've become a lot more confident in
myself and I rea lly don't care what other people think of me now, I don't know why
but I just found that I don ' t care as much what peopl e think of me, and ('1\ stick up for
what I want over anything.

SlUdents commonly used language which related confidence within themselves as
providing them with the ability to do what they wa nted and not be swayed by the peer
group. I'll stick up Jor whaI J wanI.... don't get persuaded by Jriends .... doll't really
won)' about wllm ollier people think ... Throughout the eight-week program students

adopt the language of personal agency and power rather than group agency with thi s
linguistic shi ft associated with a development of self-confidence. This concept of
language refl ec ting a shift to agency is reflected in the work of Shirl ey Brice Heath
who exp lores how ado lescents adopt language which reflects the learning undertaken
in vo luntary activities (Larson, 2000). In thi s sense, the students at the residential
setting adopt linguistic structures which ill ustrate the learning they have undenaken in
self-moti va tion, self-confidence and personal agency.
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The development of independence in the individual also reflects the linguistic shift to
personal agency and direction and can be viewed as being a result of the nature of the
residential experience, where students were responsible for making decisions about
both their living and learning arrangements.

The increase in emotional stabi lity

amongst students reflects their greater perception of being able to cope independentl y,
a shift which is strongly linked to their development of personal agency, as without
feeling emotionally stable the individual cannot make the move to a greater sense of
personal power.

Student 16: Because here you've been really independent and after you leave school
and go to uni and everything its like being independent. Like going away from your
parents and living by yourself and this experience gives you a little insight into what
its going to be like.
Student 11 : Up here, there's no-one telling you how to do it... I'm very independent in
the way I do things, I don't really worry about what other people think and what other
people say ...
Student 17: I think you learn so much up here about you because you're so
independent ...
In describing their growing sense of independence students are agam

UStng

a

language both of agency and also one which clearly p'ositions their future in a
particu lar social system. Like the upper middle class teens discussed in Gee's (2000.
p. 419) arti cle, the adolescents in this study construc t themselves in a future
associated with both success in academic and independent living, as illustrated by the
way in which moving out of home and goi ng to

l/lli

is assumed to be part of their

future life .

Individual change is marked by the way in which students use the key words of
independence, responsibili ty and confidence throughout their interviews. These are
the keywords associated with this shift to a I:mguage of agency and se lf-direction
where students fee l able to take control of their own lives after living independently
in the residential selling.
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5.4 Teacher Perceptiolls
As described in the chapter exploring research methodology, a teacher perceptlon tool
was developed to gauge if the impacts reported by students were paralleled by the
perceptions of the staff working at the residential setting. Exploration of this material
illustrated that many of the students were viewed as lacking in confidence at the
commencemen t of the program, but by the final week, students were viewed by staff
as having developed both confidence and interpersonal skills. The key areas of
growth reported by staff included the growth of confidence amongst students, the
building of close relationships with other students in the village, and . for some
students, with members of the local community. The development of life skills such
as cooking and cleaning was also reported by teachers as a key change amongst
students across the eight-week period, a trend which enabled students to not only care
for themselves but also others. The following se lected comments about students from
the teacher proformas highlight this:

Developed very good relationships with both staff and students - was an exceptional
leader who spurred the others on to cook, clean etc. Seemed to love the whole
experience, developed socially, emotionall y and personally:
Quiet, caring student who worked very hard, he was always keen to please. Because
of this he achieved a great deal and grew a lot. increasing his communication skills.
Developed friendships with students from all campuses and people in the town. Hi s
ability to focus increased over time. and he enjoyed what he did here.
Developed outstanding relationships with others, friendly, outgoing. popular student
who appeared to love the whole experience. Made man y friends through playing sport
in the local community and has certainly developed in self-confidence.
Developed quite a lot in confidence and improved relationships with peers throughout
the eight weeks.
The descriptions given by students of the experience, and the themes emerging from
this description are supported by the teacher data which refl ects that sta ff \'lorking at
the setting perceived students achieving grow th in the areas of formation of
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relationships and individual change. Staff were able to reflect on how individual
students had benefited from the challenge of the residential experience and these
reflections further confirm both the emerging descriptive analysis and the results of
the quantitative data.

While most comments from teachers reflected positive growth, it did appear that
some students struggled with immersing themselves fully in the program:

Experienced a number of sociallrelationship problems. He did not like being told
what to do and basically rebelled if asked to do something he didn't want to do . The
boys in his house were often frustrated as he would not do his allocated chores. He
chose not to fully participate in all community and curriculum activities. Quite often
.
he chose to isolate himself from the group.
For this student, his inability or desire nOl to fully participate led to his progress in the
program being viewed by staff as quite limited. This student remained what Dempsey
( 1990) would tenn an "outsider" due to his unwillingness to adopt the social norms of
life in both the residential village and the broader rural community. It is interesting to
note that in an environment where most students reported a greater sense of autonomy
and freedom , that this student was viewed by staff as rebelling against authority and
the compulsory aspects of the program. For the majority of.students. however, teacher
perceptions mirrored the growth self-reported by participants at the residentia l setting.

Thi s study began by seeking to address the central research question of:

How is the extended residential learning program impacting upon adolescents in
the three areas of self-concept, learning and understandin g of co mmunity?

Analysis of the data resulted in the creation of three key themes which characterize
the extended residential lea rning experience for the adolescent participants. These
three themes are:
J)The formation of relationships through a residential experience.
2)Leaming in residence.
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3)lndividual change and self-concept.

These three themes demonstrate the impact of the residential experience upon
adolescent participants in the following way:
I) The impact of the extended residentialleaming program upon self-concept is
demonstrated through the way students describe their increased abi lity to form
and maintain relationships following the residential experience. The
development of ski lls in forming relationships has a strong impact upon the
self-concept of individuals attending the program, and demonstrates an
understanding of the importance of relationships, and community, amongst
adolescent participants. Self-concept is seen to positively increase .in the areas
of opposite-sex relations and emot iona l stability across the eight-week
program.
2) The impact of the extended residential learn ing program upon learning is

dcmonstrated in a number of ways. One of the key ways thi s is illustrated is
through the changing pattern s of language use amongst adolescents, which
reflects the skills and values they have learnt while at the residential setting.
The th eme of learning in residence indicates a positive impact of the
residential experience as a greater understanding of the concept of both
commu nity and individual role in commun ity. This theme also provides a
sound o\'crv iew of the domains of learning students' report experiencing at the
residential setting, and any changes to their conception of learning, themselves
as a learner and their approaches to learning tasks.
3) The theme of individual change and self-concept also indicates students'
greater awareness of self-knowledge and growth in personal. socia l and living
abilities after the residential experience. This is illustra ted through the
reflective manner in which students explore notions of both self, and self in
relation to others.

Analysis of the data demonstrated that the eight-week residential learning program
has a positive impact upon adolescents in the three areas of self-concept, learning and
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understanding of community. The construction of an organizational framework
illustrates these benefits while also drawing on the language used by the participants
to describe and give meaning to their experiences.

The following chapter summarises the key findings of the research, possib le
implications of this study for Wesley College, other residential learning programs
and researchers working within thi s field . The chapter concludes by offering
recommendations for future research in this field.

III

CHAPTER SIX: ORA WING THE THREADS
TOGETHER: SUMMARY, IMPLICATIONS AND
RECOMMENDATIONS
This chapter provides an overview of the significant finding s and a consideration of
these findings in the light of existing studies. The chapter moves on to consider
implications of this study for professional practice in extended residential programs
and concludes by offering recommendations for fut ure research.

6. J Oven 'iell' of sigllijicuJlt filldillgs
This study had at its core the central research question: How does tbe extended
resid ential learnin g program impact upon adolescents in the three areas of seJfconcept. learning and understanding of community?

The study employed a case study methodology, informed by a phenomenological and
Interpretive approach to explore how individuals in the case described program
impact in the three identified areas . The multi -method nature of case study provided a
r:lng ~

of data illustrating the impact of the experience upon adolescents . The key

findlllg of the study is that the extended resident ial learning program has a positive
Im pact upon self-concept, learnin g and understanding of community amongst
adolescent participants. This section of the chapter provides a brief overview of the
findings

In

relation to the three focal points of the central research question.

6.1.1 Self-concept

Findings of the stud y demonstrate a rise in some facets of self-concept after
compldion of the extended residential learning program. Anal ysis of the SelfDescription Questionnaire II (SDQ-[I) indi cates statistically significant rises in the
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opposite-sex relations and emotional stability facets of self-concept. Along with this
finding, interview and observational data reported enhancement of adolescent selfconcept in relation to the formation of relationships, self-confidence, identity,
independence and self-care.

6.1.2 Learning

The impact of the program in the area of learning is demonstrated by the domains of
learn ing identified by the students as characterizing the residential experience. There
were four key areas of learning identifi ed as comprisi ng the residential experience.
Those areas were: l)Culturallcitizenship learning; 2)Sociall emotiona! learning;
3)School-type learning and 4)Life-skill learning. This exposure to a variety of
domains of learning was viewed by students as enhancing their broader
conceptualization of learning.

Findings resulting from ana lysis of the Learn ing Process Questionnaire (LPQ)
indicated that at the conclusion of the residential experience there was a slight
increase in the number of students reporting a deep motivation as part of their overall
approach to learning. Results demonstrated that thi s was not accompanied by an
increase in the use of deep strategies. therefore suggesting that students are not aware
of the most appropriate learning strategy to use in order to meet their motivations.

6.1.3 Ulldersta"di"g of com/1IIIIIi!),

Findings demonstrate a positive increase in both students' understanding of what
constitutes a community and also of their own role within a communit y. This growth
of understanding is accompanied by the identi fication of social patterns of interaction
unique to rural or close-knit communities. This area of the study also reported that
some students experienced sign ificantly more contact, and hence understanding of
rural commun ities than others, and that this level was affected by the type of
interaction laking place.
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Other notable findings to emerge from the study are:
1) The construction of an organizational framework characterizing experiences
of the extended residentialleaming program.
2) Changing patterns of language use among adolescents after a residential
expenence.

6.1.4 Th e cOllstruction of all organizational framework characterizing experiellces
of th e extended residelltiallearni"g program

Analysis of data infonned the construction of an organizational .framework
highlighting the central characteristics of the extended residential learning program.
The findings illustrate three overarching themes associated wi th the residential
expenence:
I )the fonnat ion of relationships through a residential experience,
2)learn ing in residence,
3)individual change and self-concept.
All three overarching themes incorporate feat ures and describe impacts of the
residential experience upon adolescents in the three foci of self-concept, learning and
understanding of community.

The development of an organizational framework characterizi ng the key themes of
the extended residential learning program provides a sound understanding of the
impacts of the program and key experi ences as described by participants.
The three overarching themes have strong parallels with the organizational
framework developed by Fleming (1998) who identified two overarching themes of
detachment and continuity and three descriptive themes of building of relationships,
learning in residence and indi vidual change (p. 260). The present research further
supports that these themes can be viewed as characterizing the experience of extended
residential education, and as such, can be utilized in further research studi es as a
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means of framing empirical inquiry into the phenomenon of extended residentia l
learning programs.

The themes highlighted as characterizing the residential experi ence have important
implications for the development of adolescent identity, particularly in relalion to the
three focal points of self-concept, learning and understanding of community. The
formation of relationships through a residential experience, contributes to the
development of interpersonal skills, self-confidence and an enhanced sense of selfconcept in this area . This development is viewed as one of the primary tasks of
adolescent identity development (Adams & Marshall, 1996), with previous studies
reflecting that the formation of peer relationships is a primary goal of a(,tolescents
(Brown & Theobald in Borman & Schneider, 1998, p. 11 2). Developmen ts in
confidence in this area permits adolescents to interact with others whilst developing a
greater degree of freedom in expressing their own personal identity (Su lls in Worrell
& Danner, 1989). Learning in residence and understanding of community have

impacts upon adolescent identity in that they allow indi viduals to experiment with
social and learning identities, whil e also developing a greater understanding of their
own role. The three themes identified in the organizational framework are cl osely
linked with the goal s originall y rai sed by David Loader (1997) in hi s vision of a
residential program:
.. . in which the stud y of community is possib le; where
the achievement of mutual respect is supported: where
interpersonal skill s can be fos tered and where the
growth in self esteem of all members is the goa\. (p. 161)
The aspects of learning in residence, formation of relationships and indi vidual change
and self-concept are all described by Loader as goals of a residential program, with
the interview and observat ional data highlighting these as key experiences and
impacts of th e program amongst participants.
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6.1.5 Changing patterns of language lise among adolescents after a residential
experience

One of the findin gs resulting from the phenomenological approach with its focus on
the language used by individuals to describe their experiences, was the changing
pattern of language use by adolescents across the eight-week period. Most
significantly thi s language use demonstrated a growth in the ability to use features of
different discourses. This growth was linked to the adoption of discourse features of
the social and cultural environment of the residential setting. The adoption of new
discourse structures also reflected the learning which had taken place across the eightweek program.

Changing patterns of language use amongst participants indicated a growing
awareness of the discourses used in different social and cultural contexts. Patterns of
language usage indicated an adoption of linguistic features relating to experiences at
the residential setting, for example the widespread of the term 2417 amongst
participants. Patterns of acquired language demonstrate that the extended resident ial
learning program has an impact upon the discourse use of adolescents, a pattern
which reflects their learning of new social and cultural situations. As discussed in the
analysis the use of existing discourses also functioned as ·a method of using known
soc ial categories to make sense of this new social organization, for example the
ca tegorization of staff at the setting in terms of familia l relationships.

Changes to discourse use also reflected the breaking down of stereotypes,
demonstrating an enhanced knowledge of the li fes tyles of others amongst adolescents.
Most notabl y this was to be found in reference to members of the rural communit y,
who at the commencement of the residential program were classified in terms of an
urban discourse which regarded rural people in a stereotypical. negative manner. By
the conclus ion of the residential experience, studen ts had developed a growing
awareness of the stereotypes they enforced, changing their language use to reflect this
knowledge.
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6.2 Implicatiofls of tire study for professioflal practice
The study has important implications for educators, including those working at
extended residential learning centres and those in traditional school environments.
These imp lications can be divided into two main secti ons, one exploring the
implications for the Wesley Co llege at Clunes venture and one hi ghlighting the
implications for other residential settings and educators in general.

6.2. J implications for Wesley College

Implications of the research study for the extended residential learning program
which form s the basis of this case study include suggestions and recommendations for
further development. The findin gs illustrate that the program has a significant impact
upon the self-concept of participants, confinning the importance of thi s program in
th e dc\·clopment of adolescents. In order for these developments to se lf-concept to
occur it is worthwhile that the focus upon developing independence. self-reliance and
autonomy is maintained by staff at the residential setting.

While stud ents experi enced significant increases in both their understanding o f
community and their role within a community. the level of interaction with the
members of the local community varied amongst students. The study demonstrated
that those st udents who ex perienced hi gher levels of interaction with members of the
local community. developed a stronger understanding of community and reported
strong personal links with individuals. The focus upon sport ing interaction with the
rural community was reported by some students as a factor affecting their lack of
in volvement wi th the loca ls, suggesting that it would be benefic ial for the staff at the
extended residential setti ng to form links through a number of soc ial activities, so that
all students ha ve the opponunity to experience sign ifi cant and meaningful con tac t
with local people.
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As discussed, it may be beneficial for staff to more explicit ly teach those strategies
which enable students to pursue interest in topics and add to their existing knowledge.
Findings from the research indicate that whi le the experience contributes to an
increase in students reporting intrinsic motivation in their learning experiences, they
are unaware of the strategies to draw on in order to build on their knowledge.
Development in thi s area would enable students to make the most of th e learning
opportunities presented to them at the residential selling, while providing them with
skills they can then transfer to metropolitan ca mpuses.

The research suggests that staff at the metropolitan campuses can benefi t from the
skill s developed at the residential setting. The development of independence. an
enhanced self-concept and an increase in intrinsic motivation amongst

stud ~n ts

needs

to be fac ili tated by staff at the metropolitan campuses upon the students' return to
Melbourne. Transition between the two settings needs to be explored to ensure that
the students see the ski ll s obtained in one environment as transferable to other
learning environments.

6.2.2 Implications for other extended residelll;al programs alJd educators ill gelleral

This study may be valuable to other researchers. practitioners in ex tended res idential
programs and educators in general.

Researchers
Researchers working in the fi eld of extended residential learni ng ma y fin d th e
organizati onal fra mework of key themes (incorporating the original three research
foc i) characteriz ing the residential experience useful when desiglling research studies
in thi s area . The themes identified as being central to the residen tial experience -The
fonnation of relationships through residence. Learning in residence and Indi vidual
Change and self-concept - may be utilized to guide other studies and therefore test the
framework's usefulness and validi ty in characteriz ing such experiences.
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Practitioners in extended residential programs
Practitioners in extended residential programs may find the stud y of value in
designing programs which are meaningful and relevant to the needs of adolescent
participants. The findings of the study are discussed in relation to causa l factors and
current literature, providing an indication to practitioners of the effectiveness of
program elements. The study illustrates that the goals of the residential program under
exploration are mirrored in the findings reported by participants. This suggests that
the explicit setting of goals for personal, soc ial and academic development combined
with their specific addressing within the program, contributes to their achievement.

Educators in general
Reviews of the literature illustrate the call for education to cater to emotionill, social ,
personaL civic and academic models of learning, particularl y in relation to
adolescents (Beane, 1993; Delores, 1996; Parker, 200 I). Anecdotal ev idence has
traditionall y viewed extended residential programs as an effective means of ach ieving
these goals (Gray, 1997), with this research providing empirical evidence highlighting
the positi\ e Impact of one such program upon the facets of self-concept, learning and
understanding of community amongst adol escents. The research may therefore be
uscjul to educators considering the imp lication of an extended residential learning
program. while also providing an indication of the curricu lum and organizational
Jlfh.:rences bCl\\een the traditional school and the residential learning environment.

6.3 Recommendations for futu,.e research
Th e lack of detailed research into the area of extended residential leaming programs
and their impacts upon participants has been found through a revi ew of the literature
and is supponed by others working in this field of research (Fleming, 1998: Gray,
1997). \Vhile thi s study contributes to the field there are a number of suggestions for
future research within this area. Although this stud y co ntributes to the know ledge
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base within this research field, it also points to future research which could
conducted, an outline of which is included below.

I. A longitudinal study could be conducted whi ch explores the impact of the extended
residential learning program upon cohorts of students attending the setting in all four
terms. This stud y could also be used to provide evidence of retention effects once the
students have returned to the home environment. A longer-tenn study could also be
broader in its scope, exploring gender effects and collecting data from a larger sample
group and from sources including parents and teachers at metropolitan campuses.

2. A similar study could be conducted which is more experimental in design ,
comprising a control group of students who do not attend the extended residential
program and a sample group who do. This study would provide further evidence of
causal links to any changes in self-concept, learning and understanding of
community, by providing an overview of whether changes occur in each group or in
one onl y.

3. A detailed stud y could be conducted which takes as its primary focus the language
utili zed by participants in the extended residential learning program. Reviews of the
literature have illustrated that this is an emerging area of research, but one which is
valuable in providing an indication of how educationa l and socia l interventions affect
discourse use among panicipants (Larson, 2000). While this research has found some
interesting changes in discourse use amongst panicipants, a study dedicated to this
research goal alone would contribute greatly to this field of knowledge.

4. The present research study indicated an increase in panicipants' understanding of
community and role within community. With social-psychologists highlighting the
importance of social and community relations upon adolescent identi ty developm ent,
it would be beneficial

10

explore th is area in greater depth. The scope of this study

prevented the development of a scale focused upon understanding of community and
depth of belonging to a residential community. but this is a goal which would provide
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researchers exploring influences upon adolescence with an interesti ng body of
evidence.
5. A study exploring the issues of transition between learning environments and the
transferability of skills from one learning situation to another, would be beneficia l in
providing a comprehensive understanding of all aspects of the extended residential
learning program.

6. Reviews of the literature indicated a lack of detai led work on the underl ying
philosophies, generalities in program design and intended impacts of extended
residential learning programs. A more theoretical study could be conducted which
seeks to contribute

(0

the body of literature, by exploring the nature of extended

residential programs running in Australia.

7. Given the fact that many of the participants refer to the program as worthwhile in
terms of their future ability to care for themselves once at university. it would be
interesting to revisit students from the program when they are in university and
coll ect data on the longer-term impacts and infl uences.

6.4 COI/e1l/siol/

The purpose of this research study was to explore how an extended residential
learning program impacted upon adolescents in the three focal areas of self-concept,
learning and understanding of community. Reviews of the literature within thi s field,
demonstrated a lack of detailed research into thi s phenomenon. The stud y emp loyed a
case study methodology, utilizing multipl e methods to explore the residential program
conducted by Wesley College in the small rural town ofClunes. Findings of the st udy
demonstrate that the extended residential program results in enhancement of aspects
of self-concept. a broader conception of learning and an increased understanding of
community. The study also found a changing pattern of discourse use amongst
adolescents across the eight-week period. reflecting adoption of discourse features
unique to the residential experien ce. An organi73lional framework was created which
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illustrates three key themes compnsmg the experience of adolescents within the
extended residential learning program. The study is exploratory and provides a
baseline study indicating the positive impact of such programs. The research
concludes by offering suggestions for future studies seeking to discover more about
the phenomenon of extended residential learning programs.
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APPENDICES

Appe/ldix 1
Semi-stru ctured interview questiolts for studellts.

Student :

Date of interview :

I. Are you looking forward to your eight weeks here at Clunes?
2. Who made the decision to come to C lunes? Ie you , your parents, deci sion
made together?
3. What do you think will be the best things about being in C1unes?
4. Do you think life at Clunes will be easier than li fe at school in Melbourne?
Why/wh y not? What aspects? Living, school work etc?
5. What do you think will be the hardest things for you to do here in Clunes?
6. What do you like about school generall y?
7. \Vh at are your fa vorite subj ec ts and favori te ways to learn?
8. What do you think a community is? Ie town or area where I live, town where I
go to schoo l, th e place where I am most involved, where m y fam ily is. where
m y fri ends are etc.
9 . Do you have any initial impressions ofClunes as a town, and the local people?
10. Are you looking forward to being invo lved in the commun ity? How do you
think this mi ght take place?
I I. How would you describe a good learner? Do you think you are one? Why! why
not? Do you like learning?
12. What does learning mean to you? Why do you do it?
13. How do you know if you have learnt something?
15. What are your hopes for your time at Clunes? Wh at wo uld you like to
achi eve?
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Appendix 2
Focus Group Questions.
I . Describe some of the best things that have happened so fa r in the
program.
2. What have been the greatest challenges over the first four weeks, what
have been the hardest things you have had to face so far?
3. What kind of skills do you think you are developing in yourself so far?
4. What do you feel you're learning about yourself as a learner?
5. What do you think you are learning about living as a member of a
community?
6. Tell me about your personal projects.
7. What are the goals you are setting for your last four weeks in the
program.
S. Any other reflections or thoughts?

)-1 5

Appendix 3
Teacher Perception Tool
Throughout the next eight weeks, you will be asked to reflect on your perceptions of
students involved in the research project. This information will be kept strictly
confidential and no student or teacher will be identified in the writing of the final
report. You will be asked to comment briefly on individual students, bearing in mind
the broad areas mentioned below.
•
•
•
•
•

How is the student developing in their relationships with others in the Wesley
residential village?
What involvement has the student made with the local elunes community?
Does the student appear to be enjoying the curriculum and participating fully
in the learning opportunities offered at elunes?
Does the student seem to be developing a stronger sense of identity or selfconfidence?
Any difficulties or other comments you wish to make about the student's
progress at elunes?

Student no 1:

Student no 2:

Student no 3:
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Appendix 4
Self-Descriptio" Questiollllaire 11- Marsh, 1990.
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Appendix 6
Table 1·. Oroanizational Framework
'"'
Characterized by, Contributing Factors.
Theme
The formation of Relationships are close, intense, highly personal due to the
relationships in
continuous nature of the residential experience and this leads to
residence.
an atmosphere where bonds are formed quickly.
Relationships are characterized by a change in or lack of
stereotyping. People are able to transcend old identities and
experiment with new identities and relationships lresulting from
this. Due to the detachment from home and identities in part
ascribed by peers and family.
Relationships are ascribed known social categories.
Relationships are formed quickly due to the shared, common
experience of the group. The feature of those in the residential
setting undergoing the same journey leads to a COlmmon point of
interest and a shared relationship.
Relationships involve understanding and appreciating difference the continuous residential nature allows students to experience
different lifestyles in the village and broader community,
combined with detachment from home it provides them with a
new experience for appreciating difference and forming
relationships with others.
Relationships have to be maintained due to the continuous
residential nature of the program, so students lean1 skills of
conflict resolution in order to maintain relationships.
Relationships involve a common learning process of what it
means to live in community with others and how individuals act
in order to maintain community harmony.
Relationships are informal, unstructured and relaxed enabling
I
individuals to feel at ease, let down facades and grow in
confidence relating to others. Through residence students also
learn social patterns of interaction unique to particular
environments.
Relationships are characterized by immediacy, spontaneity, with
contact able to take place continuously.
Relationships with community built through shared interest and
experiences.
Students' self-concept undergoes change in the area of
relationships.
Learning takes place constantly, there are many opportunities for
Learning in
learning due to the continuous nature of the residential
Residence.
experience.
Learning takes place in a safe, relaxed environment, sharing
common experiences leads to the diminishment of stereotypes so
individuals are free to experiment with learning in new ways.
155

Indi vidual
Change and SelfConcept.

Learning is enhanced when students feel a sense of ownership,
have an interest in what they are doing and can see the
connection of learning to their life.
Learning is more than "academic" knowledge.
Learning at the residential sening is viewed as different to
learning in the mainstream school.
Life-skillieaming occurs due to the residential nature and is a
key feature of the experience.
Social ! emotional learning occurs as students are responsible for
themselves in a new environment without parents, sib lings,
enabling them to become more independent in self-care, decision
making. This type of learning includes learnino about the self.
Cultural ! citizenship learning occurs from placement in
community and being exposed to the rhythms of life in a rural
community.
Approaches to learning undergo change across the eight-week
period.
Indi vidual change occurs in conjunction with continuous learning
opportunities as students discover more about the world and
different perspectives on life.
Individual change takes place as students feel free to experiment
with new identities.
Individual change results from and includes an awareness of self
and self in relation to others.
The nature of the residential experience allows for the
development of greater independence, responsibility, confidence
and self-reliance leading to individual change.
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Appel/dix 7
Self-Descriptio" Questionnaire II Data Charts.
Maths.

Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Maths.

-_.

-

--

-

Paired Samples Statist ics

Mean

"

IN

Std. Error Mean

Std. Deviation

I

. IMATHS_T1 157.68 122 18.91

Patr 1

1, ·90

8.97

MATHS_T2 56.50 122

1' 9'

Paired Samples Test

.---Paired Oifferences
95'10 Confidence
I Interval of the
I Difference

Mean Std .
Deviation

j

It

Std .
Error
Mea n

I df

Si9 · (2-

!tailed)

I

Upper

,

Pair

MATH S_T1 MATH S_T2

1.18

2.87

.6'

Lower

I

-S.18E-

i 2AS

02

1.930 ' 2 1 .067

Paren! Rela tions.
Paired Samp les Statistics & Paired Sa mpl es Test: Parent Relations.
Pai red Samples Statistics

Mean

N

Std . Deviation

Std . Error Mean

PARENIT1
52.77
7.06
1.51 _ _ _ __
Pair 1 _
__ _ _ _
_ _ 22
__
_ _ __ _ __
PARENTT2 52.95

22 6.55

157

1.40

Paired Samples Test

,---._-----,------.--

-

~

Paired Differences

II

I
Mean

j

I

Std.
Deviation

I

1

I PARENTI2

Std.
Error
Mean

"\-'8

Lower

I

Sig. (2tailed)

i 1.16 ,' -2.59

I
I

I

5.43

df

I

Upper

;,

I

It

!

I

,

IPair I PARENTI1

!

I

I

I

' 95% Confidence !
Interval
of the !
' Difference

I

2.23

I I I
I~ 157 21 I.877

Physical appearance.
Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Physical Appearance.
Paired Samples Statistics

Pair 1

I

I'

!

PHYSA_ T1

N . Std. Deviation Std. Error Mean ~
I
,
i
49.68 22 I 9.27
11.98

PHYSA_T2

51.36

Mean

. - _--'=___

__+-: ____-,-____---'
22 : 7.82

1.67

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference
Mean

Std.
Deviation

Std.
Error
Mean

t

df

Sig. (2tailed)

Upper
Lower

Pair
1

PHYSA_Tl -1.68
PHYSA_T2

5.63

1.20
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-4 .18

.82

1.400 21

.176

r--- -------------------------Physical abilities.
Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Physical Abilities.
Paired Samples Statistics

I

Mean ! N

Std . Deviation Std . Error Mean

I PHYSABT1 152.45 . 20 7.26
1.63
Pair 1 r-------~c_---.--+_----------------------_4

1PHYSABT2 I s1.70

120

6. 17

1.38

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences

j 95%

Confidence
of the
Difference

I

1 Interval

I

Std .

Mean

Std.
Deviation

Error
Mean

I

II

df

It

,

I

I

I.

5ig . (2·
I tailed)

Upp.,

I Lower

Pair
1

PHYSABT1
PHYSABT2

.75

3.99

.69

-1.12

2.62

, ,842

1 19

Same-Sex Relat ions.
Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Same-Sex Relations.
Paired Samples Statistics
~-

Mean

Pa ir 1

N

Std. Devi ation

Std. Erro r Mean

SASEX_T1

51 .50 22 9 .09

1.94

SASEX_T2

52.62 22 8.40

1.79

IS9

I

! A10

Paired Samples Test

!Paired Differences

I,
I

I
I,

I

95% Confidence
Interval of .he
Difference

I

I

Std.
Mean
Deviation

Pair

1

SASEX_T1

i SASEX_T2

434

1

1

Sig. (2tailed)

Lower

I

- -1.32

df

Upper

!

,

•

Std .
j Error
Mean
i

,

.92

-3.24

-

.60

1.426

21

.169

Opposite-Sex Relations.

Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Opposite-Sex Relations.
Paired Samples Statistics

J

- -

i

Pair 1

IMean N IS.d. Deviation IS.d. E"o' Mean I
OPSEXT1 I 49.00 !22 I
11.24 1
2.40
I

OPSEXT2 S2.27 122

I

8 .17

1.74 1

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

Mean

Std .
Deviation

•

Std .
Error
Mean

' df

Sig . (2tailed)

21

.026

Upper
Lower

~

Pair

1

OPSEXT1 OPSEXT2

-3.27

6.42

1.37
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-6.12

-.42

2.390

I

Paired Samples Test

I
I

I,
I
I

Mean

I

,

Std.
Deviation

,

I
Pair

1

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

I
I

I

5. 67 1

lower

I

I

I

I

1.21

-3.70

i

I
1.33

.978121

I

General Sc hool.
Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: General School.

Paired Samples Statistics
Mean

I N IStd. Deviation I Std. Error Mean I

GENSCT1 56 .23 22
7.94
1.69 I
Pair 1 _ _ _ _ _- -_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _-----~
GENSCT2

5ig. (2tailed)

Upper

I

Gensel T1 •
• Gensel
·1 .18
T2

I
• II

df

Std .
Error
Mean

I

,
I

I

Paired Differences

55.18 22

8.81

162

1.88

,

.339 1

I

e=

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences

I
I

I

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

I
I
1

Mean

I

Std.
Error
Mean

Std.
Deviation

I

I
I
Pair
1

Lower

I

I

GENSCT1 GENSCT2

,

3.96

84

Sig . (2tailed)

I

I

i

-.71

1

df

Upper

I

I

I

1.0S I

I

I

I

2.80 1.239 21

.229

1

Honestv-Trustworthiness.

Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Honesty-Trushvorthiness.
Paired Samples Statistics
I

Pal,1

I HONEST1

Mean

I

N

Std. Deviation ! Std. Error Mean

I 53.82 i 22 1

HONEST2 153.86 . 22

i

7.20

1.54

7.36 I

1.S7

!

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences
95% Confidence
Interva l of th e
Difference
Mean

Std.
Deviation

,

Std.
Error
Mean

df

Sig. (2tailed)

.02~ 21

.978

Upper
Low er

Pair
1

HONEST1 HONEST2

4.SSE-

7.48

1.S9

02

!63

-3.36

3.27

,1

Emotional Stability.
Paired Samples Statistics & Paired Samples Test: Emotional Stabili ty.

-----

I

Paired Samples Statistics
N 1 Std. Deviation ! Std. Error Mea n

Mean

Pair 1

!Emotion T1

49.86 22 1

8.89 j

1.90

I Emotion T2

52.64 22 1

9.90

2.1 1

I

Paired Samples Test
Paired Differences

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

I

M

I

Std.
Error
Mean

Std.

ean I Deviation

t

Lower

Emotion
T1·
Emotion

-2 .77 I

5.90

I

1.26

-5.39

·.16

2.203 21

T2

Tot;)1 Self· Concept.

Pai red Sa mpl es Sta tist ics & Paired Samples Test.

Paired Samples Statistics

Pair 1

Mea n

N

Std. Deviation

Std . Error Mean

TI_T1

54.64

22

9 .08

1.94

TT T2

55.36 22

8.35

1.78

164

Sig . (2·
tailed)

!I

Upper

Pai r
1

I df

I

.039

--

"---"

"

"

Paired Samples Test

I

Paired Differences

I

!,

,

II

Mean 1

I

I

Std .
Deviation

I

I1

I

I

I

95% Confidence
Interval of the
Difference

Std.
Error
Mean

I

!

Upper

I
lower

df I Sig . (21 tailed)

I

I
1

Pair

l'

TT_T1 TT_T2

-.73

U3

1.01

II

165

1

-2" 83 1

1.37

- 21 I
.721
!

.479

